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TOWN OFFICERS FOR J904-05
TKEASUHEK.
JOHN A. HALL.
CLEKK.
i:DGAR M. PHILLIPS (Decea-ed) G. C. WIXTER (Elected July 18)
SELECTMEN.
C. D. PAIGE, A. BOYER, Jr., C. FRED HILL.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
L. WESLEY CURTIS, L. ALEX. LATAILLE, FELIX GATINEAU'
ASSESSORS.
JOS. A. ALLARD, JOSEPH GAGNON, FRANKLIX JACOBS.
AUDITORS.
J. A. CARON, S. D. PERRY, JOSEPH CODERRE.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Term expires 11)05
Term expires 1906
Term expires 1907
4 TOWN OFFICERS.
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR.
O. B. E. CHIPMAN.
SCHOOL ('Ommitti:e.
S. E. BLANCHARD,
J. A. WHITTAKER, ' -
PITT H. HEBERT, -
H. S. CHENEY, -
SILVANUS HAYWARD,
H. B. MONTAGUE,
Term expires 1905
Term expires 1905
Term expires 1900
Term expires 1906.
Term expires 1907
Term expires 1907
ALEX. P. TAYLOR,
GARY C. BRADFORD
JOS. T. BLANCHARD
F. E. CORBIN, -
ALBERIC TFilBAULT
H. R. BEECHER,
J. A. WHITTAKER,
D. F. MULLINS, -
PITT H. HEBERT, -
LIBRARY COMMITTEE,
- Term expires 1905.
Term expires 1905
. Term expires 1905
Term expires 1906
- Term expires 1906
Term expires 1906
- Term expires 1907
Term expires 1907'
- Term expires 1907
CEMETERY COMMITTEE.
L. WESLEY CURTIS,
J. F. LARIYIERE,
M. EGAN,
S. WILLIAMS,
M. D. MORRILL,
S. K. EDWARDS,
- Term expires 1905
Term expires 1905,
- Term expires 1906
Term expires 1906
- Term expires 1907
Term expires 190^
PETER CAPLETTE,
Z. N. LeCLAIR,
PIERRE CORMIER,
GEORGE EGAN-
CONSTABLES.
ANDREW M. HIGGINS,
MARCUS L. DILLABER,
CliARLE^ ClIRTIN,
TOWN OFFICERS. 5
TAX COLLRCTOK.
W. R. OLXEY.
POLICE OFFICERS.
-GEO. E. MANSFIELD,
JOHN E. HEFNER,
HOSEA E. WELD,
OTTO CARLSON,
WM. SANDERS,
STERMIUS HERBER,
ALEX. JMOMINEE,
G. L. THOMPSON,
GEORGE SIMPSON,
JOSEPH R. STOTT,
W. J. DOUTY,
PETER BENOIT,
THOS. TROY,
GEORGE. A. GRAVELINE.
BASIL J. PROULX;
JOS. PARISEAU,
WILLIAM F. LEE,
NAPOLEON GARCEAU,
JULES BLAIN.
PATRICK F. FITZPATRICK,
WALTER KEATING,
H. S. FREEMAN,
G. E. F. LAMOUREUX,
THOS. WELCH,
JOSEPH LeCLAIR,
LOUIS LESCARBEAU,
GEORGE LAMOUREUX,
FIRE ENGINEERS.
C. P. PHIPPS, Chief, ALFRED ALLARD,
P. F. FLYNN, ARTHUR CAPEN,
^M. P. O'SHAUGHNESSY,
A. F. HALL, Superintendent of Fire Alarm.
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS.
J. K. EGAN, MOSES GAGNON, J. J. O'SHAUGHNESSY.
TOWN COUNSEL.
J. M. COCHRAN.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
FRED E. CORBIN.
6 TOWN OFFICERS.
CARE OF TOWN CLOCK.
GEORGE T. ARMES.
POUND KEEPER.
WM. McDonald.
KEEPER OF LOCKUP.
W. J. DOUTY.
JANITOR OF TOWN HALL BUILDING,
PIERRE CAPLETTE.
CATTLE INSPECTOR.
DR. J. A. GENEREUX.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES:.
THOS. RYAN.
FIRE WARDENS.
CHAS. BLACKMER,
0. M. VINTON,
TAMES H. MASON.
GEORGE H. CLEMENCE;
E. T. TORREY,
PURLIC WEIGHERS.
E. I. KNOWLES,
EBEN AMMIDOWN,
JOSEPH DEGRENIER.
A. R. WEBSTER,
F. E. RANDALL,
E. C. ELLIS,
A. DANIELS,
THOS, HUGHES,
W. A. BOYD,
EDWIN bacon;-.
E. R. BUELL,.
TOWN OFFICERS.
FENCE VIEWERS.
HENRY A. MORSE, GEO. L. CLEMENCE, C. M. MORSE.
FIELD DRIVERS.
Dtst. 1 M. H. DELEHANTY, Dist. 2. A. L. CHAMBERLATIi;
DiST. 8. HENRY A. HILL, Dist. 4. ELIHU B. HASKELL,
Dist. 5. GEO. E. MANSFIELD, Dist. 6. EVERETT M. MORS:^
Dist. 7. HENRY A. MORSE.
MEASURERS OF
CHARLES HYDE,
ALEX. SIMPSON,
E. C. ELLIS'
H. H. CLEMENCE,
JOHN F. RYAN,
A. DANIELS,
THOS. HUGHES,
G. THERIAULT,
WOOD AND BARK.
P. N. LeCLAIR,
J, E. CLEMENCE,
H. A. MORSE,
GEORGE SIMPSON,
V. W. LAMOUREUX,
JOHN RYAN,
J. R. HARRIS,
THOS. RYAN.
UNIFORM POLICE FORCE.
M. L. DILLABER, Chief.
A. M. HIGGINS, CHARLES CURTIN,
PATRICK DONNELLY, JOSEPH PAULHUS,
GEORGE E. EGAN, PETER CORMIER,
SEWER COMMISSIONERS.
W. J. LAMOUREUX, HENRY C. CADY,
HENRY B. MONTAGUE.
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS.
SOL. E. BLANCHARD, OSWALD GREGOIRE,
HENRY B. MONTAGUE.
8 TOWN OFFICERS.
TKEE WAKDEN,
HENRY WHITTAKER.
TRUANT OFFICERS,
l>TT?RRK CAPLETTE, THOS. WELCH.
HERBERT S. FREEMAN.
BURIAL OFFICER G. A. R.
FRANKLIN JACOBS.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TOWN TREASURER.

THE ACCOUNT
OF THE
TOWN TREASURER.
" JOHN A. HALL, Treasurer, in account with the
Town of Southbridge, for the year ending February
28,1905.
RECEIPTS.
Cash in Treasury, March 1, 1904, $2,787 29
Due from W. R. Ohiey, collector 1901,' 1,859 25.
Due from W. R Olney, collector 1902, 4,120 64
Dae from W. R. Olney, collector 1903, 14,774 05
Tax bill of 1904 :
Bank tax, non-residents, $476 62
County tax, 5,982 00
State tax. 4,275 00
State highway tax, 7 86
Overlayings on taxes, 834 25
Armory note. $1,000 00
Abatement of taxes, 300 00
11,575 73
12 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Bridges, $500 00
Contingent schools, 5,200 00
Contingent expenses, 4,000 00
Contingent note, 1,000 00
Cemetery improvements. 750 00
Culverts Hamilton, Oliver, Hook
and Cross streets. 725 00
Camp Ponce, 50 00
Devens memorial statue, 200 00
Engine house note. 2,300 00
Electrician, 150 00
Engine-men, 3,620 00
Fire department, 2,000 00
Filtration beds, note, 500 00
High school, 3,775 00
Highways, 7,500 00
High school extension note, 600 00
Insurance, 1400 00
Interest, 6,000 00
Marcy street school notes, 4,000 00
Mechanic street school notes. 1,000 00
Mechanic street school lot note, 500 00
Memorial day. 150 00
Militia, 200 00
Outside poor, 6,000 00
Police department, 4,o20 00
Police station. 500 00
Printing, 1,400 00
Public library and dog fund, 2,000 00
Railing highways, 300 00
Salaries, 4,800 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 13
SiweL' notes, $1,095 00
Sinking fund, 1,000 00
Street lights, 190 00
School apparatus, 250 00
Sewer contingent, 1,500 00
Sidewalk repairs, 2,000 00
Sidewalk Worcester street, 200 00
Support poor, 1,500 00
Town hall contingent, 900 00
War relief, 1,500 00
Water supply, 2,^)00 00
Watch system, 500 00
Westville bridge, 800 00
$80,675 00
Cemetery fmid, sale of lots, '500 00
Cemetery improvements, interest, $512 88
grass, 10 00
fence, 6 00
528 88
Contingent schools, supplies, 17 72
Common schools, tuitions, 25 25
District court fees, 670 18
Dog tund, county treasurer, 840 91
Highways, street railway tax, 363 35
High school, tuitions, 1.250 00
Mihtia, state treasurer, 525 00
Mary Mynott fund, interest, 40 20
Notes payable, anticipation of
taxes, $45,C00 00
sewer, ' 9,000 00
14 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Central street bridge. $8,000 00
$62,000 00
Outside poor :
Bellington, account Andrew
Burke, $9 25
Charlton, account Mrs. A.
Laplaute, 219 25
Julias Largess, 24 50
North Brookfield, account
George Smith, 24 55
North Brookfield, account
Ovide Blair, 40 00
Northampton, account L.
B. Valcom, 54 50
State treasurer, 153 29
Sturbridge, account J.
Hemingway, 27 75
Overpaid order, 3 25
Warren, account Joseph
Prendergast, 1 50
557 84
Public library, cards, fines, etc., 99 73
Sew^ers, assessments, 7.465 62
State aid, state treasurer, 1,077 00
Sidewalks, tar barrels, 24 50
Support poor, produce, 372 10
Town hall retaining wall, material, $22 50
curbing, 2 50
25 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 15
Town hall contingent, transfer
from high school, $575 00
rents, 346 00
Unappropriated funds
:
bank tax, $224 29
corporation tax, 7,488 29
liquor licenses, 13,006 00
hcenses, 202 00
rent engine houses, 232 80
stamp tax, 27 00
sealer weights and meas-
ures, fees, 81 73
sidewalk assessments, 101 31
sundiies, 33 70
$921 00
21,397 12
War relief, overpaid order, 5 75
$214,498 86
EXPENDITURES
Abatement taxes, $711 81
Bank tax, 796 38
Bridges, 319 61
County tax, 5,982 00
Cemetery improvements, 1,257 55
Central street bridge, 8,002 75
Camp Ponce, 50 00
Culverts, 198 25
Common schools, 16,897 16
16 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Contiii^erit schools, $4,782 59
Contingent expenses, 5,065 02
Denositerl in s?iv^in2i*si iDanlcs 1,500 OO
Deven? memorial statue. 200 00
District conrt fees 820 98
Engine-men, 3,620 00
Evenings schools, 687 30
Electrician 150 OO
Enforcement liquor law. 28 50
Fire denartment 2,942 14
Hisrhwavs, 8,098 48
High school. 4,595 36
Intel est 6,050 32
J. X1C5 LI 1 diH^C
,
1,160 02
iviuitia, fi7'iU 1 o o o
iviuiiaiy aici, 1 90
IVT /^r"! o 1 ri Q AT"IVXtJllJUllcil LlcXJ
,
iv±aiy iviynoiu luna. 90
iVl "t" CI •iNoies.
An ti ruination of taxes 35,000 00
Armory, 1,000 OO
En2*ine house 2,300 00
500 OO
l~li2*h school 600 00
Contingent, 1,000 00
Marcy street school house, 4,000 00
M Bchanics street school house, 1,000 00
Mechanics street school lot, 500 00
Sewer, 4,095 00
Outside poor, 6,890 54
Police department, 4,140 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Police station contingent,
Printing,
Public library and dog fund,
Bailing highways,
Repairs farm buildings,
Salaries,
Sewer contingent,
Sewer, High and Mill streets,
Sewer, Elm, E^^erett and Williams streets,
School apparatus.
Street lights,
Sidewalks,
State aid,
State tax,
State treasurer, liquor licenses,
Support poor,
State highway tax.
Town Hall contingent.
Town hall retaining wall,
Water supply.
War relief,
Watch system,
Westville bridge,
Westville road appropriation^
Worcester street sidewalk.
Cash in treasury March, 1, 1905, $7,490 16
Due from W. R. Olney, collector:
$496 3S
1,685 8€
2,867 97
256 m
4,r»49 65
1,171 7^
8,878 38
.1,246 74
272 77
7,616 2€
2,017 5^
1,0^8 00
4,275 00
g,25l 59
1,399 76
7 86
l,5g2 76
799 4S
2,61^ 33
1,47^ 61
307 m
752 5®
513 78
101 Qi
1901,
1902,
1903,
450 40
958 65
5,338 55
18 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
1904, $13,949 95
$28,187 71
$214,498 86
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS FEBRUARY
28, 1905.
SEWER NOTES.
Payable, July 1, 1929, $30,000 00
May 1, 1930, 20,000 00
$1,095 annually, commencing )
Oct. 1, 1905, } 8,215 00
$550, payable Oct. 1, 1912 )
Demand note account Mill and Higb streets, 9,000 00
ENGINE HOUSE NOTES.
Payable $2,300 annually, commencing
May 1, 1905, 11,500 00
MARCY STREET SCHOOL HOUSE NOTES.
" $4,000 annually, commencing
July 1 and Oct. 1, 1005, 13,000 00
MECHANICS STREET SCHOOL HOUSE NOTES.
$1000 annually, commencing
January 1, 1906 9,000 00
October 1, 1907, 4,000 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 19
CENTRAL STREET BRIDGE.
Payable $1,000 annually, commeDcing
Sept. 1, 1905, $8,000 OO
ARMORY NOTES.
$1003 annually, commencing
April 24, 1905, 3,000 00
HIGH SCHOOL EXTENSION NOTES.
" $600 annually, commencing
July 1, 1905, 1,800 00
LA.ND FOR FILTRATION BEDS.
$500 annually. commencing
December 1, 1905, 2,000 00
MECHANICS STREET SCHOOL LOT
$500 annually, commencing July
1, 1905, 1,500 00
CONTINGENT NOTE.
$1,000 annually, commencing
July 1, 1905, 5,000 00
Anticipation of taxes, demand notes, 30,000 00
$156,015 00
20 REPORT OF AUDITORS,
OBLIGATIONS TO BE PROVIDED FOR IN THE TAX LEVY FOR
lUOo.
Armory note, due April 24, 190o, ^1)1, .00 00
Central street bridge note due Sept. 1,
1905, l,uUO UO
Contingent note due July 1, 1905, 1,000 00
Engine house note, due May 1, 1905, 2,300 00
Fire department, appropriation July
meeting, 900 00
High school extension note, due July 1,
1905, 600 00
Filtration beds note, due Dec. 1, 1905, 500 00
Marcy street school house note, due
Oct. 1, 1905, 3,000 00
Marcy street school house note due July
1, 1905, 1,000 00
Mechamcs street scnool house note due
January 1, 1905, 1,000 00
Mechanics street school lot note, due
July 1, 1905,
Town hall i etainiug wall, appropriation
July meeting, 1,200 00
1,095 00
Westville road, appropriation July
meeting, 700 00
$15,795 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 21
FINANCIAL CONDITION MARCH I, 1905.
Notes payable, $156,015 00
Less sinking fund, 12,631 17
Net debt, $143,383 83
BALANCE OF ACCOUNTS FEB. 28. 1905.
Town house, $70,000
School houses, 20,000
Engine houses, 14,000
Cemetery, 10,000
Public Library, 9,000
Steamers, 8,000
Farm, 5,000
Hose, 5.000
Marcy St. school lot, 4,000
Lamp posts, 2.500
Police station, 2.500
Hook & ladder trucks, 2,000
School furniture, 1,600
Hose carriages, 1,000
Hearse house, 1,000
Hearse, 200
Road scraper, 150
Fire engine, 100
Personal property, 3.975
Abatement taxes, 86
Ba. k tax.
Armory,
Cash
,
Contingent,
Central street bridge.
Cemetery improvements.
Deposits in sav. banks,
District court fees.
Engine house No. 1,
Filtration beds,
Fire department.
High school extension,
Highways,
Marcy St. school house.
Mechanics St. school.
Mechanics St. school lot,
Outside poor,
Police station.
Printing,
Railing highways,
Sewer No. 1,
Sewer No. 2,
Sewer No. 5,
Street lights,
Sidewalks,
Town hall wall,
Unappropriated funds.
Water supply,
War relief,
Westville road,
W. R. Olney, coll. 1901,
W. R. Ohiey, coll. 1902,
W. R. Olney, coll. 1903,
W. R. Olney, coll. 1904,
522
3,000
7.490
7.101
8,002
27,427
118
11,500
2,000
656
1,800
713
13,000
13,000
1,500
92
35
184
137
8,215
50,000
8,878
99
325
774
7,672
84
175
513
450
958
5,338
13,949
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
55
42
81
00
16
74
75
51
92
31
00
00
74
00
02
00
00
00
89
50
96
66
00
00
38
84
34
74
10
12
97
78
40
65
55
95
Town property.
Bridges,
Center watch district.
Cemetery fund,
Common schools,
Contingent schools,
Culverts,
Dog fund,
Enforcement liquor law.
Evening schools,
High school.
Interest,
lusurauce,
Mary Mynott fund,
Military aid,
Militia
,
Notes payable.
Police department,
Public library,
Repairs farm buildings.
Sinking fund.
Sewers No. 4,
State aid.
Salaries,
Sewer contingent,
Support poor.
School apparatus,
Town hall contingent,
Town pound.
Watch system,
Westville bridge,
Worcester St. sidewalk.
$160,025 55
128 47
464 54
13,796 75
1,708 44
573 09
526 75
840 91
415 34
20 20
662 92
601 66
298 64
1,040 60
101 00
49 90
156,015 00
180 00
145 00
304 50
12,631 17
3 059 07
127 31
551 65
425 15
411 83
8 19
330 64
50 00
193 00
47 50
98 9a
$355,833 76 $355,833 7ft
JOHN A. HALL, Treasurer.
Soutbbridge. March 1, 1905.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
AUDITORS.

CEMETERY
CEMETERY FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $13,290 75
Received from Samuel Williams,
Supt., for sale of lots and
perpetual care, 500 00
$13,790 75
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS,
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, S750 00
Interest on cemetery fund, 512 88
S. Williams.gradiug lots and sale
of grass, 10 00
Sale of fence, 6 00
$1,278 88
26 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1904, $21 84
S. Williams, pay roll men and
teams, 828 30
S. Williams, salary, 200 00
S. Williams, plants, 86 80
M. Egan & Son, labor and supplies
,
59 76
Geo. S. Stone Co., repairing tools, 23 83
T. J. Harrington, plants. 20 33
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water. 20 00
Oldham & Ranahan, supplies, 8 39
Est. Wm. H. Clarke, supplies. 4 90
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 3 24
P. H. Carpenter Co., seeds. 2 00
$1,279 39
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, 51
LIBRARY
MYNOTT FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account,
March 1, 1904, $1,021 20
Interest on fund to Jan. 1, 1905, 40 20
Sl,061 4a
EXPENDITURES.
Boston Book Co., Magazine and
World's work, $17 00
E. F. Dakin, Christian Review, 3 80
$20 8a
Balance to credit of account March 1,
1905, $1,040 6a
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $171 74
28 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Appropriation, $20CO 00
L)nc fnnrl '741
Fines cards etc 99 73
Ella E. Miersch, salary, $789 59
M. W. Plimpton, salary. 309 00
Southbridge Press, catalogues.
postals and slips. 282 28
Old Corner Book Store, books, 279 97
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting library. 244: 8J
F. J. Barnard & Co., books and
subscription. 193 48
E. F. Dakin, magazines and peri-
odicals. 176 52
E. C. Ellis, coal, 138 00
John Coggins, services as janitor, 90 00
Wm. H. Clarke, agt.. rent. 75 00
Philadelphia Book Store, books, 68 44
Ella E. Miersch, sundry expenses, 52 45
Library Bureau, supplies. 29 50
H. W. Wilson Co., subscription, 18 00
Mrs. Sayles, cleaning, 16 80
Publishing Society of Conn., books. 15 00
Barrett Bindery Co., binding and
supplies. 11 63
A. Boyer, labor and supplies, 8 75
M. Egan & Son, labor and supplies, 6 20
$3,012 97
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 29
Chas. Scdbiier's Sods, books, 16 00
A. Daniels, wood, 5 20
Library Art Club, one year
assessment. 5 00
Stone & Forsyth, supplies, 5 00
A. C. McClurg & Co., books, 5 00
Essex Publisiiing Co., books. 00
P. H. Hebert, repairing clocks. 50
Publisher's Weekly Co., catalogue, 4 00
Carter, Rice & Co., supplies, 3 75
Mass. Historical Society, 3 00
Chas. E. Lanriat Co., books. 3 00
S. F. McLean, & Co., books. 3 00
Harper Bros., books, 2 65
Lamoureux Bros., supplies. 2 20
Est. Wm H. Clarke, supplies, 2 06
The Outlook Co., one year sub-
scription. 2 00
Quinabaug Historical Society,
leaflets, 1 20
$2,867 97
Balance to credit of account March 1,
X905, $U5 00
ACCOUNT OF POOR.
REPAIRS OF FARM BUILDINGS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $560 50
EXPENDITURES.
M. Egan (Sc E'on, labor and
supplies, $212 50
John M. Smith, labor and supplies, 22 45
H. U. Bail, labor and supplies, 15 20
Estate of Wm. H. Clarke, supplies, 5 05
G. C. Winter, supplies, 80
$256 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, $304 50
SUPPORT OF POOR
RE JEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $539 49
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 31
$1500 00
372 10
$2,411 59
EXPENDITURES.
W. L. McDonald, salary as Supt.
at Town farm. $600 00
Alex. Gordon, labor. 247 00
Weld & Beck, supplies, 223 98
E. C. Ellis, coal, 158 44
P. H. Carpenter Co., supplies, 151 16
Peter Grant, supplies. 68 58
Nora O'Brien, labor, 58 00
F. M. Marble, supplies, 47 63
Johnson, Colburn Co., supplies, 45 58
John H. Hanson, supplies. 33 60
Morse Bros., supplies. 33 20
Geo. H. Hartwell, medicines. 29 30
S. Williams, burial of Dwight
Marsh, 25 00
J. E. Harris & Son, supplies. 24 95
Geo. S. Stone Co., labor and supplies, 22 45
L. E. Bradley, supplies. 22 14
John Hendrickson, labor, 21 50
Charles M. Morse, supphes. 18 25
J. D. Blanchard & Co., supplies. 17 90
Wilford Talbot, labor, 17 60
H. A. Dresser, supplies. 17 20
P. Renaud, supplies, 12 01
Albert Wells, labor, 12 00
Appropriation,
Probuce sold.
32 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
A. L. Desauiiiiers, supplies, $11 95
Est. W. H. Clarke, supplies, 11 80
A. R. Webst(^r, teams for ovt>rseers, 11 75
Pierre Arpin, supplies, 11 -50
Gedeon Gregoire, repairing shoes, 6 25
L. W. Curtis, cash paid for appraisers, 6 00
Alexis Lariviere, barrels, 6 00
Frank Renaud, labor, 5 93
Paul Allaid, labor, 5 93
Cohasse Farm, services rendered, 5 00
Dr. J. G. E. Page, medicines to
inmates, 5 00
C. H. Edmonds, manure, 3 00
Alex. Gordon, blankets, 'A 50
E. L. Gay, repairing pump, 2 00
J. O. Simons, supplies, 1 38
Geo. H. Wright, labor, 1 25
Lanioureux Bros., supplies, 1 20
P. X. Lariviere, team, 1 OO
A. Daniels, supplies, 1 uO
Jos. Robert, labor, 100
G. C. Winter, supplies, 85
$1,999 76
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, $411 83
OUTSIDE POOR.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $239 81
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 33
Appropriation, $6,000 00
Charlton, Mrs. Azaire Laplante, 219 25
State Treasurer, 153 29
Northampton, L. B. Valcourt, 54 50
North Brookfield, Ovide Blais, 40 00
Sturbridge, J. Hemmingway, 27 75
North Brookfield, George Smith, 24 55
Charlton, Julius Largess, 24 50
Bellington, Andrew Burke, 9 25
Warren, Jos. Pendergast, 1 50
$6,794 m
EXPENDITURES.
Worcester City Hospital,
medical attendance
and board of
Julius Tromblay, $240 00
Amanda Lescarbeau, 63 00
Chas. E. Girouard, 58 00
Fannie Hagard, 58 00
Peter Mountain, 30 00
Minnie McPhee, 23 00
Delima Poulin, 22 00
Ida Girouard, 18 00
Josephine Desourdi, 18 00
Irene Lewis, 11 00
Adelard Martin, 11 00
Louis Martel, 7 00
Marie Louise Fontaine
,
5 00
James Morrissey, 3 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS.
Napoleon Langevin, $3 00
George Bertraud, 2 00
$572 00
Feter Grant, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs.Azarie Laplante, $169 50
Mrs, Frank Leclair, 102 50
Mr». Agnes Beattie, 52 50
Mrs. Annie Gautliier, 50 00
Edward Barolette, 19 50
Louis Kouthiei , 6 00
Fred Watres, 5 00
Jos. Belanger, 4 00
Henry Wells, 2 00
Everett Barrett, 2 00
$413 00
P. H. Carpenter Co., goods
delivered to
Mrs, Frank Savarie, $106 00
J. B. Renaud, Jr., 79 00
Onezime Leduc, 42 00
J. A. Dodge, 32 00
Mrs. Michel Girard, 26 00
Louia Monnette, 14 00
Paul AUard, 13 ^5
Mrs, Henri Duclos, 13 00
Mr6. Charles Gaudette, 13 00
J. B, Renaud, Sr. 13 00
Mr&. John Provost, 11 25
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 35
Pierre Proulx, 10 00
Telesphore Leduc, 3 50
Mrs. Wm. Bullock, 3 00
Charles Garceau, 3 00
Levi Lanco, 3 00
Pierre Ethier, 3 00
T. Lamoureux, 2 50
Mrs. Henri Girard, 2 00
Felix Kouillard, 1 00
Police Station, 35
B. & L. J. Demers, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Pierre Denatte,S207 00
Mrs. Louis St. Onge, 56 00
Mrs. J. N. Arpin, 51 00
Mrs. Henri Duclos, 26 00
David Lockhart, 8 00
Mrs. Michel Forest, 8 00
Louis Lapointe, 3 00
Frank Renaud, 1 00
!:393 85
$360 00
A. L. Desaulniers, goods
delivered to
Mrs.Emeri Duquette, $152 00
Mrs. Louis Livernois, 55 00
Ovide Blais, 40 00
Julien Lagesse, 16 50
Mrs. Hubert Lavallee, 14 00
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Mrs. Olivier, $5 00
Mrs. Weberg, 5 00
Louis Langevin, 1 75
James E. Harris & Son,
goods delivered to
Mrs. P. Duquette, $125 00
Leon Dupuis, 88 00
Miss Stoodley, 27 00
David Thetrault, 11 25
Wm. Bullock, 3 00
Mrs. Sam. Opensh;aw, 2 00
$289 25
$256 25
City of Pittsfield, aid to
Wallace Pelletier and
family, $262 71
Joseph Peloquin, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Felix Lamothe, $163 00
Mrs. Pierre Lamothe, 50 00
Mrs. A. Laplante, 4 00
Mrs. D. Bergeron, 3 00
$220 00
E. C. Ellis, goods delivered
to
Mrs. Thomas Potter, $144 00
Mary PhiUips, 20 00
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Noe Dapre, $12 00
Mrs. L Hurlbut, 10 95
P. H. O'Keefe, 7 40
Mrs. Frank Leclair, 7 40
Ovila Dupre 6 00
George E. Lamoureux, 5 60
Mrs. Walker, 3 75
Julien Largess, 1 90
$219 00
Mederic Duhamel, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Remi Phaneuf, $206 00
Dr. J. G. E. Page,
Salary as town phy-
sician, 8150 00
Medicine to outside
poor, 22 51
Transporting Adam
McKinstry to West-
boro, 7 00
Transporting McKin-
stry boy to Worces-
ter, 6,66
Treatment to Mr.
Tracy, 6 00
Transport ing Mrs.
Louis Langevin to
hospital, 5 00
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Transpoi'ting Mrs. Di-
oune to hospital, II 00
$198 17
Mass. Hospital for epilep-
tics care of
Ida H. Barrett, $169 92
James T. Brassell & Co.,
goods delivered to
Mrs. Geo. Carpenter, $114 50
Mrs. Adam McKin-
stry, 47 00
P. H. O'Keefe, 5 00
$166 50
St. Auiie's Orphanage,care
and aid of
H. Labelle children, $13^ 00
Leo. Gingras, 30 00
H. Duquette, 1 25
$163 25
F. X. Lariviere, burial of
Two Senecal girls, $50 00
Adolph Desourdi, 25 00
Alberic Lamothe, 25 00
Mrs. Joseph Poulin, 25 00
Louis Routhier's child, 12 00
Joseph Lahare's child, 7 00
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Wilfred Robinson's child, 7 00
Pierre Proulx, 7 00
$158 00
Wm. Power, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Xolan, ICS 75
Aug. King, 45 00
Michael O'Connor, 20 00
Peter Cunningham, 15 00
$148 73
LeOIair & Co., goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Frank Savarie, $129 00
Mrs. Michel Giraid, 8 00
Mrs. Ed^'. Barolette, 5 00
Joseph Lippe, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. J. B. Fontaine, $14 00
Antoine Dionne, 32 50
Mrs. J. N. Arpin, 28 00
Zephyr Riopel 12 00
Pierre Ethier, 8 00
Mrs. Wm. Bullock, 4 50
Mrs. Azarie Laplaute, 3 00
Alex. Landry, 2 50
Joseph Belanger, 2 00
$136 50
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Town of Oxford, aid to
Mrs. Lizzie Wetlierell
and children, $133 43
Edmond Duplease, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Ad. Bibeau, $64 50
Mrs. A. 0. Moote, 36 00
Mi's. Louis Liveruois, 22 50
David Tlietrault, 8 25
$131 25
€r e d e o n Pinsonneaulc,
goods delivered to
Pierre Benoifc, 31 50
Mrs. E'z. Gauthier, 30 00
Mrs. Emeri Duquette, 28 00
George E. Lamoureux, 16 00
George Duquette, 15 00
Paul Allard, 6 00
Pierre St. Martin, 4 00
$130 50
€rerrge H. Smith, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Nellie Butler, $94 00
Mrs. J. C. Murphy, 24 00
Pierre Desourdi, 10 00
$128 00
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Oeorge H. Hartwell,
Medicine to outside
poor, $119 10
P. H. Caron, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Nap. Lang^vin, $111 00
Mrs. Michel Forest, 4 00
$115 00
Martin & Gaudreau, goods
delivered to
Louis B. Valcourt, $33 00
Chas. Garceau, 22 00
Henri Page, 21 00
16 00
10 00
7 50
Alexis Lescarbeau,
Mrs. D. Bergeron,
Francois Bachand,
$109 50
Aug. Daniels, fuel deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Frank LeClair, $20 00
Azarie Lai)laute, 17 25
Mrs. Mary Walker, 14 80
Frank Renaud, 10 00
Mrs. Kinery, 5 50
Mrs. Noel Peloquin, 5 25
David Slattery, 5 00
Julien Lagesse, 3 65
David Lockhart, 3 00
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Everett Barrett, $2 75
Louis LaDgevin, 2 75
Police Station, 2 75
Joseph Maudville, 2 50
Telesphore Leduc, 2 50
Mrs. Wm. Bullock, 2 50
F. Watres, 2 00
T. Ferris, 2 00
Mrs. Geo. Smith, 1 75
$105 95
Simeon Page, goods deliv-
ered to
Noel Peloquin, $57 34
Frank Renaud, 27 00
Pierre St. Martin, 12 00
Telesphore Leduc, 2 50
Frank Lacas, 2 00
Arthur Uelineau, 1 50
W. P. Gendreau, goods de-
livered to
Geo. E. Lamoureux, $66 88
Mrs. Annie Gauthier, 16 00
Kate Doyle, 8 00
$102 34
$93 88
Sisters of Providence,
board of
George Casavant, $34 OO
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Felix Gatineau,
Transporting and
boarding Gingras
child and clothing
F. Charbonneau, $18 69
Investigating Estelle
Laprade and Wal-
lace Pelletier family, 12 20
Transporting Mrs. A.
Loiseau to Canada, 8 75
Expense to investigate
paupers, 7 20
Transporting Isidore
Couture to Tewks-
'bury, 7 02
Transporting Hugh
Campbell to Wor-
cester, 3 34
Sundry expenses, 2 11
Transporting Nellie
E. Butman t o
Tewksbury, 2 00
m 31
W. J. Doughty,
Feeding tramps, $50 00
Care of Phihp Tracy, 5 00
$55 00
Monastery of Good Shep-
ard, board of
Estelle Laprade, $55 00
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Bamuel Williams, burial of
Charles H. Ware, $25 00
Mrs. Green, 25 00
$50 00
Brassard & Savaria, burial
of
Mrs. J. B. St. Martin, >25 00
J. B. Tremblay's child, 12 00
Alex. Grenier's child, 12 00
$49 00
John Eyan, goods to
Mrs. J. Murphy, $44 00
City of Boston care of
Mary Quarry, $32 00
Josephine Albee, 12 00
$44 00
Board of Overseers of
of Poor,
Transporting J alien
Lagesse and family
to Fitchburg, $10 00
Transporting Alex.La-
salle, Allensburg, N.
Y , 28 00
$38 00
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George J. Lamoureux,
Transport i n g Mrs.
John Provost and
family to Canada, $28 91
Transpoi ting Duquette
and Gingras boys to
Worcester, $6 25
Sundry expenses, 1 85
$31 01
• A. H. Wheeler, goods de-
livered to
Telesphore Leduc, $14 45
Mrs. Remi Phaneuf 10 50
Alex. Grenier, 7 75
David Lockhart, 3 00
Pierre Desourdi, 1 50
$37 20
No^ Ethier, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Jos. Lapierre, $36 00
House of Angel Guardian,
tuition and board of
Ernest Gingras, $35 921
J. F. Lariviere, goods deliv-
ered to
Jos. Lamontagne, $11 35
Mrs. M. Girard, 9 00
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Emile Duquette, $5 50
Noe Dupuis, 3 75
Mrs. Louis Livernois, 3 00
Pierre Ethier, 2 50
J, D. Blanchard & Co.,
goods delivered to
George Laprade, $16 50
Mrs. Annie Gauthier, 7 50
Miss V. Stoodley, 5 89
Antoine Dionne, 2 bO
Wm. Page, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Joseph Robert, $28 50
Charles Frenier, 2 00
Wm. C. Callahan, burial
of
Arthur Lamonthe $25 00
Benoit child 3 00
Removing Hugh Camp-
bell, 2 00
$35 10
$32 39
$30 50
$30 00
Joseph Pariseau, wood de-
livered to
Geo. Duquette, |6 50
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$5 00
3 00
2 50
2 50
1 50
1 50
$22 50
L. A. Lataille, transporta-
cion of
Joseph Deniers to
Tewksbury $7 26
Joseph Lagarde to
Tewksbury, 6 46
Mrs. Levi Lodzo to
Fall River, 4 68
Sundry expense, E. Phau-
euf case. 2 66
Expense to Worcester, 1 00
$22 06
Town of Sturbridge aid to
F. Webber, $21 00
Wm. Leriche, goods deliv-
ered to
Chas. Garceau, $9 00
Jos. Hebert, 9 00
Mr. Monminie,
Jos. Lucier,
Pierre Benoit,
Adam IvicKinstry,
Frank Le Clair,
Mrs. Jos. Robert,
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Mrs. Geo. Smith, $2 75
$20 75.
Town of Hudson, burial of
Abraham Lavallee, $20 00-
H. L. Bedard, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Azarie Laplante, $12 75
Mrs. Michel Girard, 4 00
Frank Charbonneau, 1 90
$18 65
City of Brockton aid to
Eugene Blais and fam-
ily, $18 04
Bay State Market goods
delivered to
Mrs. H. Duclos, $13 CO
John Beaudry, 3 00
$16
€0
B. W. Baton, medicine to
Outside Poor, $15 95
St. Vincent Hospital care
of
Mrs. Louis Langevin, $15 00
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Johnson, Colburn Oo.,
goods delivered to
Adam McKinstry, $5 00
Virginia Stoodley, 4 73
J. B. Renaud, Jr., 3 13
Louis Livernois, 2 00
Thos. Hughes, wood deliv-
ered to
Jerry ]V(omminee, $5 00
Police station, 5 00
Mrs. WilHam Bullock, 2 50
Mrs. Azarie Laplante, 2 00
114 86
$14 50*
Joseph Leclair,
Feeding tramps, $14 45
Joseph E. Wilhams, goods
delivered to
Adam McKinstry, $14 00-
Frank M. Marble, goods
delivered to
Alex. Loiselle, • $8 00
Everett Barrett, 3 00
Ovila Dupuis, 3 00
$14 00
Pierre Arpin, goods deliv-
ered to
Everett Barrett, $14 Oa
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Pyrille Huett, goods deliv-
ered to
Alex. Grenier, $7 00
Noel Peloquin, 5 25
Pierre Proulx, 1 50
$13 75
IVank Erissette, goods de-
livered to
George E. Lamoureux, $13 48
Dr. J. A. Genereux, medi-
cal attendance to
Mrs. P. Phaneuf, $13 00
fiesri Lavoie, goods deliv-
ered to
Ovide Blais,
, $5 00
Mrs. Wm. Bullock, 4 00
Mr&. Michel Forest, 3 50
$12 50
N. LeCUir, transporta-
tio-n
J. Gingras to Tewks-
bury, $9 23
J. Lacasse to City
Hoepital, 2 95
$12 18
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-Joseph Berthiaume, goods
delivered to
David Thetrault, $5 00
John Provost, 3 50
Jos. Loranger, 3 00
— $11 50
"Town of Milford board of
Fehx Lavallee, $10 00
Sonthbridge Trucking Co.,
Moving Frank Renaud, $5 00
Wood to pohce station, 5 00*
$10 00
P. Renaud, goods dehv-
ered to
Wm. Bullock, 5 10
Pierre Gagnon, 4 00
$9 10
J. J. Delehanty goods de-
livered to
Mrs. F. Leclair, 9 00
Louis Savaria, vrood to
Louis Monnette, $9 00
-A. A. Laverdiere, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. J. Provost, $6 46
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Everett Barrett, $2 00
^ $8 46
J. F. Lawlor, M. D.,
Services in Campbell
accident, $8 00
Nipmuck House, board and
care of
Hugh Campbell, $8 00
Noe Bourdeau, wood to
Joseph Lucier, $4 50
George Duquette, 3 38
— $7 88
Dr. Eeed, services to
Delbert Buchan, S7 60
Frank Nelson, goods deliv-
ered to
George E. Lamoureux, $6 00
Joseph Desrosiers, goods
delivered to
Frank Eenaud, 15 99
Adolph Marcotte, care of
Virginia Stoodley, $5 00
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Dr. J. R. Goyer, transpor-
tation N. Langevin
to Worcester, ^ $5 00
Dr. A. J. McCrea, consul-
tations with Dr.
Page, $5 00
H. A. Morse, wood to
Mrs. Ludger LeClair, ' 14 50
Town of Shirle}^ aid to
Moses Hart and wife, $3 68
City of Worcester, aid to
Archibald Parker, 82 00
Joseph and Georgian-
na Pinsonnault, 1 63
$3 63
F. O. Letcher, goods to
Mrs. F. Leclair, 13 25
Town of Northbridge,
Aid to Pierre Pioulx
and family, $3 CO
Henri Beaudoin, wood to
L. B. Yalcourt, $2 50
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Theodul© Peck, wood to
Louis Monnette, $2 60
Marble's Express Co., mov-
ing Frank Renaud, $2 50
G. C. Winter, supplies, $1 00
$6,887 2^^
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905,, $92 89»
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
COMMON SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, ' $180 35
Appropriation, 18,400 00
Tuitions, 25 25
$18,605 6«
EXPENDITURES.
F. E. Corbin, salary Supt., $900 00
Teachers
—
Laura E. Shepardson, $541 50
Isabella Taylor, 437 00
Mary Meagher, 418 00
Rebecca Rowley, 418 00
Louise Twombly, 411 40
Susan M. Knight, 403 00
Alice Holmes,
,
401 85
Eva Conner, 380 00
Sarah Haskell, 380 00
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Mary Boardman, uu
Clara Chase, 380 00
Margaret Butler, 380 00
Agnes Meagher, 380 00
Mkry Ellis, 380 00
Mary McCabci, 379 00
Blanche Harwood, 370 00
Gertrude l.itchfield, 365 00
Bertha Harwood, 365 00
Annie Sinipsuii, 365 00
Mabel Tealiau, 363 OJ
Mrs/H. N. Cai penter, 361 00
Martha Catting, 360 00
Jane Farquhar, 345 00
Nettie Stone, 330 00
Margaret Keenan, 327 00
Alice Sandci s, 327 00
Mabel Chamberlain, 323 00
Ita Morse, 266 00
Margate t Dougherty, 264 00
Harriet Harris, 223 00
Jennie Stratton, 200 00
Katherine Flood, 184 00
Gertrude Lamoureux, 167 00
Mabel LeClair, 139 00
Anna Seagrave, 135 00
Minnie Thompson, 120 00
Anna Eager, 116 82
Maud Love, 87 50
Mary Wilson, 80 00
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Harriet Dougherty, 875 20
Bernice Smiih, 54 00
Mary Page, 46 00
Flora Caldwell, 20 00
Alice Torrey, 11 50
Mary Clen^ence, 9 00
iNeiiie Ji-gaii, QO c\r\uu
Myra Weld, c 00
-
Janitors —
F. L. Clough, $6.8 49
Thomas H. Welch, 280 50
Herbert Freeman, 267' 60
Geo. M. Lovell, 246 00
Martin Caplette, 130 ^0
John Jolicoeur, 90 63
Mary Brogan, 88 25
Alice Sanders, 57 25
Israel Ledoux, 36 00
Mabel Chamberlain, 19 00
Ita Morse, 19 00
Minnie Thompson, 7 50
Katherine Flood, 4 53
Gertrude Lamoureux, A4 UU
Fuel—
E. C. Ellis, coal, in,356 75
A. Daniels, wood. 60 75
813,387 77
$1,859 62
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Thos. Hughes, wood, $28 25
A. J. Clarke, wood, 24 50
Chas. E. Morse, wood, 17 50
Chas. Hyde, wood, 15 77
J. C. Brown, wood, 13 00
Narcisse Boucher, wood, 9 75
Louis Pontbriand, wood, 9 50
Southbridge Trucking Co.,
wood, 5 25
Transportation
—
Southbridge & Sturbridge
,
Street R R. Co., $105 00
Alice Whittemore, trans-
portation of Forest
Whittemore, 3 75
$1,541 02
$108 75
$16,897 16
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $1,708 44
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $137 96
Appropriation, 5,200 00
$5,337 96.
REPORT OF AUDITORS.
EXPENDITURES.
E. Stewart & Son, boiler Marcy
street school, $1,178 44
Edward E Babb & Co sud-
plies, 638 98
G. C. ^^inter labor and snn-
plies. 439 17
Southbridge ^Vater Supply Co.,
water to July 1, 1905, 298 00
P. Caplette, services as truant
omcer, 11 6 '2 'z5
Liabor, 15 <U
11 ( 90
A. Farland, labor and supplies, lo9 O A
Alexis Boyer, labor and supplies, 141 4 b,
Oldham & Kanahan, labor and
supplies. 117 7a
iiist. Calvin Clamn, labor and
supplies, 110 25,
Slatmgton Bangor Slate Syn.
supplies, lOo 98
H. L. Lamson, granite and curb-
ing, 97 50
Silver Burdett & Co., books, 86 30
D. C. Heath & Co., books, 79 77
Hetu <Sc Allard, labor and sup-
plies. 76 48
Ginn & Co., books. 66 00
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 57 57
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J. L. Hamm.ett & Co., supplies, $57 55
Wadsworth, Howlaud & Co.,
supplies, 55 85
O. D. Case & Co., supplies, 54 30
C. A. Tetrault, taking school
census, 50 00
A. Laugevin, labor and supplies, 41 56
American Book Co., supplies, 40 19
Jos. Ouimette, loam, 39 00
Southbridge Herald, school cer-
tificates, manuals, Supt's ad.,
monthly reports, 32 50
Quincy & Brewster, supplies, 27 47
E. A. Beckwith, stamped envel-
opes and postals, 26 26
Adams Express Co. expressage, 25 93
Southbridge Press, printing man-
uals, Supt's ad., 24 75
F. E. Corbin, sundry expenses, 24 11
Thos. H. Welch, services as tru-
ant officer, 22 25
W. C. Lewis, labor and supplies, 21 83
Southbridge Roofing Co, supplies, 21 80
Williams & Crawford, labor and
supplies, 21 20
Marble's express, freight and car-
tage, 21 15
Dr. A. J. McCrea, examining pu-
pils, 20 00
James Draker, trees and shrubs, 19 ' 75
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AtkiDSon & Mentzer, supplies, $1-5 67
T. Comberbach, labor, 14 00
E. W. Kelly, ashes for lawns, 13 50
S. Hayward, team for drawing
teacher and committee, - 13 00
J. A. Whittaker, plans for bulk-
head Marcy street school and
service on underdrain, 12 50
E. L. Gay, labor and supplies,
.
12 40
Est. Wm. H. Clarke, supplies, 12 12
Kenney Bros. & Walkins Co.,
supplies, 10 80
N. Y.,' N. H. & H., freight on
slate, 10 50
West Disinfecting Co., supplies, 10 45
Morgan, Ciossman Co., supplies, 9 10
Easterbrook Steel Pen Mfg Co.,
supplies, 8 00
Geo. H. Hartwell, supplies, 7 95
The Britten Printing Co., books, 7 86
J. J. Delehanty, use of chairs
and supplies 7 76
H. S. Freeman, cleaning yaults, 7 55
G. E. Stimpson & Co., supplies, 7 50
Gaylord Bros., supplies, 7 50
Ried, HoUiday &; Sons, supplies, 7 50
E. C. ElUs, coal, 7 28
Geo. F. King & Co., supplies, 6 00
P. H. Hebert, repairing clocks, 5 60
F. O. Letcher, labor, 5 50
Johnson, Colburu Co., supplies, 5 35
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A. R. Webster, teams, $5 25
Allyn & Bacon, books, 5 00
Kate Morse, cleaning school, 4 50
S. F. Blodgett, books, 4 16
Thompson, Brown & Co., books, 4 00
Hinds, Noble & Eldridge, books, 4 00
A. W. Saiythe, repairing organ, 4 00
John Larmski, supplies, 3 50
E. L. Kellogg & Co., books, 3 20
Wm. Powers, cleaning vaults, 3 00
John Jolicoeur, labor, 2 95
Jos. Mandville labor, 2 40
Wm. P. Plimpton, rubber stamps, 2 25
M. Egan & Son, supplies, 2 25
Jos. Lamoureux, supplies, 2 25
J. A. Brightman, labor and sup-
plies, 2 10
B. Williams, supphes, 2 00
Wm. Butler, repairing flag, 2 00
R. Wardle, labor, 1 80
Louis Langevin, labor, 1 50
J. J. Bowlen Co, labor, 1 50
Carter Ink Co., supplies, 1 13
Geo. S. Stone Co., labor and sup-
phes, 1 10
J. R. Harris & Son, supplies, 1 08
Educational Publishing Co., books, 1 00
Lamoureux Bros., supplies, 50
$4,782 59
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $573 09
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EVENING SCHOOLS,
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $7 50
Appropriation, 700 00
EXPENDITURES
Teachers
E. I. Knowles, $90 00
Nelhe J. Eyan, 52 50
Mary A. Whelan, 51 75
Margaret Butler, 45 75
Agnes Meagher, 42 50
Eva Conner, 27 00
Louise Twombly, 27 00
Laurie Merriam, 27 00
Annie Simpson, 27 00
Ethel Simmons, 27 00
Mary Butler, 26. 25
Mary Meagher, 21 75
Gertrude Lamoureux, 7 50
Alice Holmes, 3 75
Janitors —
$707 50
$476 75
Peter Caplette, $41 15
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Mary Brogau, $28 00
$69 15
Chevaliers de St. Pierre,
rent of hall, $35 00
Southbridge Gas & Elec-
tric Co., 20 44
Southbridge Press, print-
ing certificates, 18 10
J. L. Hammett & Co., sup-
phes, 16 25
D. C. Heath & Co., books, 13 13
Edward E. Babb & Co.,
supplies, 11 00
M. L. Dillaber, truant offi-
cer, 10 00
J. & T. Eyan, suppHes, 9 23
1. Daniels, wood, 5 25
Southbridge Herald, print-
ing cards, 3 00
$141 40
$687 30
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $20 20
HIGH SCHOOL.
RECEIPTS.
t
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $233 28
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Appropriation, $3,775 00
Tuitions, 1,250 00
.$5,258 28
EXPENDITURES.
Teachers
—
F. E. Corbin, $1,045 00
T. H. DeCoudres, 912 50
Laura Williams, 617 50
Edith Cook, 617 50
Nelhe Thompson, 287 50
Mabel Barnum, 206 25
Mrs. H. N. Carpenter, 34 00
Mrs. Leon Lamb, 13 20
Alice Haskell, 9 70
$3,743 1^.
Janitors and fuel, Town hall con-
tingent, • 575 00^
American Book Co., books, 85 11
Ginn & Co., books, 41 94
A. Farland, labor and supplies, 29 60"
P. Caplette and boy, cleaning
desks, 26 Oa
Blanchard's Orchestra, music at
graduation exercises, 20 OQ
R. A. Beckwith, stamped envel-
opes, 12 60
Henry Holt & Co., books, 12 Oa
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Atkinson, Mentzer Sc Grover,
books, $10 00
D. C. Heath & Co., books, 9 85
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 6 07
Lamoureux Bros., labor and sup-
plies, 4 95
Edward E. Babb & Co., books, 4 41
Benj. H. Sanborn iSc Co., books, 4 17
T. H. DeCoudres, envelopes, 3 71
H. E. Beecher, engraving diplomas, 2 80
Sreo. Oakman, tuning piano, 2 50
Denholm & McKay, geology of
Worcester, 1 50
$4,595 36
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, $662 92
SCHOOL APPARATUS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $30 96
Appropriation, 250 00
$280 96
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EXPENDITURES.
A. W. Hall Scientific Co., sup-
plies, $126 67
Edward E. Babb & Co., books
and n>aps, 46 93
W. Tracy, tuning and repair-
ing organs, 30 00
Denholm & McKay, books, 13 20
Hillhouse & Taylor, water measure, 12 15
Eagle Pencil Co., compasses, 12 00
J. L. Hammett & Co., supplies, 9 50
L. E. Kobb, Apparatus Co., supplies, 7 00
E. D. Ammidown, one globe, 5 00
Band McNally & Co., industrial work, 4 32
DeWolf Fiske & Co., books, 4 00
Hoy Plimpton, 1 copy of St.
Louis exposition, 2 00
$272 77
Balance to credit^of account
March 1, 1905, , $8 19
SELECTMEN.
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $325 39
Appropriation, 300 00
$625 39
EXPENDITURES.
Abatements, $711 81
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $86 42
BRIDGES.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $500 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1904, $51 92
A Daniels, lumber, 228 92
Alexis Boyer, labor, 35 25
B. Wardle, labor and supplies, 34 54
O. B. E. Chipman, labor, men
and teams, 12 90
G. C. Winter, supplies, 8 00
$371 53
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $128 47
CAMP PONCE.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $50 00
EXPENDITURES.
Memorial expenses, $50 00
00 00
CENTRAL STREET BRIDGE.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $8,000 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Blanchard Bros. Granite Co.,
contract on bridge, $7,400
A. C. Moore, services as engi-
neer. 270 00
Eastern Bridge Structural Co.,
fence 240 84
M. D. Morrill, drilling stone, 41 66
Moore & Smith, plan,
Jos. Ouimette & Son, repairing
tools. 10 10
Alex. Boyer, labor and supplies.
(old bridge) 3 65
Charles Lucia, repairing tools, 2 50
$8,002 75
Account overdraw March 1, 1905, $2 75
CONTINGENT.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $4000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1904, $1036 72
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A. Langevin, labor on
Pleasant street culvert
and road, $483 35
self and men break-
ing ice on C a d y
brook, 235 56
$718 91
Selectmen, election expenses, 462 00
M. L. Dillaber. police duty
July 4, $215 00
Serving sewer notices, 75 00
Serving dog warrant,
killing and burying
dogs, 36 00
Serving town warrant,
attending town
meeting, 10 00
336 00
G. C. Winter, supplies for
Plimpton street
bridge, $194 45
Attending meetings,
copying records, 32 65
Repairing drain, Geo.
Wood, Westville,
and supplies, 16 93
Supplies for Assessors, 3 90
247 93
Town of Webster, settling small
pox case, 229 05
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A. L. Desaulnier, settle-
ment in full for dam-
ages caused by Ev-
erett street culvert, $200 00
Labor on Cohasse
street, 8 75
$208 75
A. A. Leclair, reward in cable
cutting case, 200 00
South bridge Water Supply Co.,
Watering troughs, 150 00
Town of Sturbridge, support of
J. Cartier, and Geo. Bradd
at small pox hospital, 139 10
Mrs, J. Eyan, settlement in full
for inj uries by sled onCross
street, 115 00
A. AUard, meals to ele ction
officers, 107 25
Pinkham and WiUis, desk for
Assessors, 105 00
J. A. Whittaker, estimates
for town warrant
etc. $50 75
Locating streets and
services as engineer, 31 60
82 35
Jos. Allard, teams for As-
sessors, $28 50
Preambulating Charl-
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ton, Dudley, Stur-
bridge and Wood-
stock lines, 116 50
Labor and supplies, 15 32
E. L. Gay, 5 grates, $54 00
2 badges, 2 00
Dr. J. G. E. Page, sundry
expenses for Board
of Health, $23 48
Eeturning births, 21 00
Examination of Pen-
dergast. Chinaman,
Lusignan and medi-
cine, 10 00
'G. E. Stimpson & Co.
office furniture for
Town Clerk, 45 00
File cabinet, 8 20
$60 32
54 48
53 20
J. J. Mulvey, plumbing in-
spector, 51 30
H. C. Moyniban, disinfect-
ing houses and sup-
plies, 88 55
W. J. Doughty, police duty
at ball games, $18 00
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Care of fountain
light, $12 00
Looking after side-
walks, 7 20
$37 20
F. J. Adams, team for
sealer of weights
and measurers, 34 00
Elliot H. Peabody, exami-
nations, abstracts
of conveyance for
Assessors' 33 00
J. J. Bowlen est., watering streets, 30 00
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting fountain, 30 00'
Dr. J. R Goyer, returning births, 27 25
James O. Sanders, painting sign
boards, 25 50
Sanford, Putnam Co., supplies
for assessors, 25 40
Blanchard Bros. Granite Co., la-
bor on foot biidge as
agreed, 25 00
W. N. Carney, making and deliv-
ering town reports, 23 95
Dr. A. J. McCrea, services
at police station, $11 00
Professional services
on McKinstry boy, 8 00
Returning births, 4 25
23 25
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Dr. J. A. Genereux, returning
births, $22 50
F. X, Lariviere, returning deaths, 21 75
E. M. Philhps, attending meet-
ings and copying records, 20 95
A. Bouvier, damages to sleigh
and harness, 17 50
H. L. Lamson. stone posts and
bounds, 16 90
Brassard & Savaria, returning
deaths, 16 25
Southbridge Press, advertising
sealer of weights and
measures 4 months, 16 Ob
S. Williams, returning deaths, 15 25
N. E. Putney, labor and supplies, 15 10
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber
and sign boards, 14 90
A. E. Vinton, preumbulating
Charlton, Dudley, Stur-
bridge and Woodsteck
lines, 13 50
Geo. F. Xorthrup and Mrs. Alex.
Myers, overcharge on side-
v^^alk assessments, 13 20
T. P. Wixted care of watering
trough, 13 03
Geo. H. Hartwell, supplies for
Board of Health, 12 70
N. E. Telegraph & Telephone Co.,
rent of telephone and tolls, 12 18
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P. Caplette, extra help at town
hall, $11 50
R. A. Beckwith, envelopes for as-
sessors, 10 90
J. S. Dresser, rent of hall for elec-
tion of delegates, 10 00
A. K. Webster, teams for select-
mc^n and Board of Health, 10 00
T. J. Harrington, labor and
plants, 10 00
W. C. Callahan, returning deaths, 8 50
W. E. Olney, sundry expenses, 8 00
Mabel E. Sibley, typewriting by-
laws, 7 00
F. Jacobs, team for asses-
sors, $4 50
Expressage 2 45
6 95
Dr. W. G. Eeed, returning births, 6 25
A. E. Brown, sundry expenses. 6 05
F. A. Wald, team for sealer of
weights and measures. 5 50
Oldham & Eanahan, repairing
fountain. 5 50
A. Boyer, Jr., sundry expenses. 5 25
H. G. Mellen returning deaths, 5 00
A. M. Higgins, serving town war-
rant and attending meet-
5 00
W. L. Ferry, team for Board of
Health, 5 00
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American Telegraph (Sc Telephone
Co., tolls, U 78
Morgan Grossman & Co., rubber
stamps, 4 00
Hamilton Woolen Co., sidewalk
rental, 4 00
W. F. Ide and men, fighting fires, 4 00
Carter Ink Co., ink, 4 00
J. H. Mason, fighting brush fire, 3 80
S. E. Blanchard, distributing town
reports, 3 50
Codman & Shurtcleflf, supplies
for board of health, 3 00
Pierre Giroux, repairing McGrail
wagon, 2 75
Dr. Geo. Webster, returning births, 2 25
L- N. Duquette, labor, 2 25
E. T. Torrey, fighting fires, 2 00
M. Garceau, labor for board of
health, 2 00
W. F. Lee, labor for board of
health, 2 00
A. Blanch et, repairing flag, - 1 50
T. S. Johnson. 1 copy of layout
of Westville road, 1 50
Napoleon Martel, burial of dog, 1 00
N. y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co., rent
of land, 1 00
Board of Health, baaket, 80
Ij. H. Bolton, picture frame, 35
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DIPHTHERIA ACCOUNT.
Dr. J. G. E. Page, 131 cul-
tures, 1131 00
Examination of pupils
in parochial schools, 25 00
Sundry expenses, 19 60
Services for St. Martin
family, Dudley, 15 00
A. L. Desaulniers, goods to
Chas. WiUiamson, $30 39
Edward Paulhus, 10 64
Ferdina Leriche, 8 07
Earl Daignault, 7 93
.
Telesphore Amyotte, 7 67
A. Gelineau, 7 45
Z. Peloquin, 4 05
G. Pinsonneault, goods to
Paul Allard, $31 66
J. D. Proulx, 17 92
Pierrie St. Martin, 11 48
Paul Allard, Jr., 8 35
Z. Peloquin, 6 71
$190 60
76 20
76 06
West Disinfecting Co., re-
generators and sup-
plies for Board of
Health, 74 93
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Phillip CaroD, goods to
Joseph Lamothe, $19 96
Edward Paulhus, 13 25
Joseph Clouthier, 11 70
Telesphore Amyotte, 10 24
Earl Daignault, 3 90
$59 05
P. X. Lariviere, burial of
J. D. Proulx, child, $20 00
J. B. Lavallee, child, 12 00
Jos. Belaiiger, child, 12 00
Adolph Leduc, 12 00
56 00
J. B. & L. J. Demers, goods
to
A. Gelineau, $25 95
M. Surprenant, 17 28
J. B. Lavallee, 9 66
52 89
Dr. Frederic H. Baker, ex-
amination of 25 cul-
tures, 50 00
Simeon Page, goods to
A. Belanger, $19 91
Jos. Leblanc, 14 07
Jos. Ethier, 5 43
39 42
Jos. Berthiaume, goods to A.
Belanger, 30 69
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Geo. H. Hartwell, medicine and
supplies,
Jos. Desrosiers, goods to
Mrs. J. L. Desrosiers, .^21 00
F. F. Ferron, 7 90
H. C. Moynihan, sundry expenses
for Board of Health and
disinfecting houses,
Martin & Gaudreau, goods
to Edouard Bernard, $10 80
Pierre Perron, 7 62
J. B. Trombley, 6 82
P. Renaud, goods to Charles
Williamson
P. H. Carpenter Co., goods
to J. B. Lavallee, $8 91
J. D. Proulx, 6 44
J. B. Trombley, 2 87
Onezime Leduc, 2 00
Dr. A. J. McCrea, professional
services,
P. N. Leclair, goods to Alex.
Farland,
Peter Grant, goods to Mrs. Houle,
$29 75
$28 90
26 60
25 24
21 92
20 22
18 00
9 53
7 49
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G. L. Clemence, miik to A. Belan-
40
Mrq T Ti Dpc;ro^ipr9 $4 00
J B Tromblpv 77
4 77
F Livprnois wood to Alftx Far-
land., 2 50
A Daniols wood to D Bftlanfirei' 2 50
A Mrrxilmn inilk to Mrc; TTonlp 2 16
Pierre Laporte, goods to Pierre
Potvin, 2 00
M. Duhamel goods to Jos. La-
mothe, 1 50
Johnson Colburn Co., goods to
Mr. Brown, 1 -50
P. S. Caron goods to Telesphore
Amyotte, 98
$,6101 74
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $2,101 64
CULVERTS.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,
-1725 00
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EXPENDITURES.
O. B. E. Chipman, men and teams, $113 26
G. C. Winter, supplies, 47 50
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
pipes, 16 99
E. L. Gay, supplies, 16 00
Est. Calvin Claflin, cement, 4 50
$198 25
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, 1526 75
DEVEN^S MEMORIAL STATUE.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $200 00
EXPENDITURES.
To fund, $200 00
000 00
DISTRICT COURT FEES.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $32 49
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Fees from District Court, $670 18
EXPENDITURES.
^M. L. Dillaber, officer's fees, $596 50
W. J. Doughty, care and feeding
prisoners, 158 00
Joseph LeClair, care and feeding
prisoners, 43 50
Z. N. LeClair, officer's fees, 12 40
P. N. LeClair, officer's fees, 9 00
Alex. Mominee, officer's fees, 1 58
$702 67
$820 98
Account overdrawn March 1,
1905, $118 31
ELECTRIGIAR
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $150 00
EXPENDITURES.
K. E. Putney, salary, $150 00
000 00
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ENFORCEMENT OF LIQUOR LAW.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to ciedit of account March 1, 1904, $443 84
EXPENDITURES.
M. L. Dillaber and assistants, searching
places of Frank Lucier,David Patenaude,
William Joyce and Patrick Horrigan, $28 50
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $415 34
ENGINE MEN.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $3,620 00
EXPENDITURES.
Steamer Company No. 1, $1,118 00
St-amer Company No. 2, 1,118 00
Hook and Ladder Company No. 1, 541 00
Hook and Ladder Company No. 2, 541 00
Chief and assistant engineers, 402 00
—
— $3,620 00
0000 00
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $285 40
Appropriation
,
2900 00
EXPENDITURES.
Boston Woven Hose Co., supplies. 1572 82
Combination Ladder Co., supplies, 569 30
A. R. Webster, horses, 182 50
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting engine houses, 179 54
J. J. Bowlen Co., horses. 166 50
A. Daniels, fuel. 161 32
Hamilton Woolen Co., horses, 160 00
Gilbert Theriault, horses, 100 00
M. Dahamel, horses, 95 00
W. E. Derrow, supplies. 94 31
J. F. Damon d, labor and supplies. 69 10
M. Egan & Son, labor and supplies, 65 80
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 64 35
L. N. Hasting & Co., one harness, 60 00
G. S. & 0. G. Howe, supplies. 53 49
Williams & Crawford, labor and
supplies. 48 06
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water to April 1, 1905, 46 66
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Geo. S. Stone Co., labor and sup-
plies, $34 95
C. P. Phipps, sundry expenses, . 31 87
Frank E. Fitts Mfg & Supply Co.,
supplies, 20 95
Geo. H. Hartwell, supplies, 18 34
Cole Bros., supplies, 18 20
American Steel & Wire Co., sup-
plies, 16 00
E. C. Ellis, fuel, 14 50
A. F. Hall, labor, 13 oO
Frank Demeri, horses, 10 00
Edmond Richard, horses, 10 60
Jos. Ouimette & Son, labor and
supplies, 8 00
R. Wardle, labor and supplies, 7 25
Lamoureux Bros., supplies, 7 03
W. E. Hardenber, board of G. F.
Damond, 6 75
Oldham & Ranahan, labor and
supplies, ' 6 60
P. F. Flynn, labor,
^
5 00
Est. Calvin Claflin, labor and
supppes, 4 75
Pnilias Lamoureux, supplies, 4 50
D. Chamberlain, labor, 4 40
N. E. Putney, labor, 3 50
P. Caplette, labor, 3 23-
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Hamilton Woolen Co., labor, $2 80
0. L. Desaulniers, supplies, 1 25
_ $2,942 14
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, 1243 26
HIGHWAYS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $22 11
Appropriation, 7,000 00
Railway tax, 363 35
EXPENDITURES.
0. B. E. Chipman, pay roll self
and men, $4,848 98
0. B. E. Chipman, teams, 2,520 90
0. B. E. Chipman, men and
teams on Westville road, 200 00
Ellen J. Bartholomew, gravel, 133 30
J. Moriarty, gravel, 36 50
G. W. Wells, gravel, 28 10
O. B. E. Chipman, cleaning cross-
ings, grates and sundry ex-
penses, 27 24
$7,385 46
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E. L. Gay, grates, $26 00
Geo. S. Stone Co., repairing tools, 24 70
William Boucher, labor, men and
teams, 22 G7
Estate William H. Clarke, sup-
plies, 20 00
John Flood, cleaning crossings, 20 00
B. Robert, breaking roads, 17 50
Wm. Bouchard, breaking roads, 15 93
P. Livernois, labor and stones, 14 83
J. Ouimette & Son, repairing
tools, 14 55
J. J. Bowlen Co., one plough, 12 50
Jeb. Laliberle, labor, men and
teams, 11 90
Litchfield Shuttle Co., gravel and
suppli(^s, 11 55
A. C. Clark, breaking roads, 9 97
Southbridge Trucking Co., break-
ing roads, 9 00
H. P. Morse, breaking roads, 7 70
John T. Johnson, breaking roads, 7 34
Est. L. Morton, gravel, 7 10
E. T. Torrey, breaking roads, 6 40
G. C. Winter, supplies, 5 90
W. R Olney, gravel and stone, 5 70
A. M. Plimpton, breaking roads, 5 50
Chas. M. Morse, breaking roads, 5 50
Henry Walker, breaking roads, 3 32
P. H. Carpenter Co., supplies, 2 50
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Nap. Berthiaume, taking care of
bridge, Mechanics street, $2 50
Mrs. J. M. Olney, stones, 2 oO
W. C. Claflin, cement, 2 25
A. Daniels, cement. 2 25
James Mason, gravel. 2 10
M. Egan & Son, painting Chapin
street sign, 2 00
H. F. Haskell, breaking roads, 1 75
S8,098 48
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $713 02
INSURANCE,
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $58 66
Appropriation, 1,400 00
$1,458 66
EXPENDITURES.
E. M. Phillips & Son,
Insurance on books
in public library,
$8,200, $116 28
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Alms house, $5,150, $103 00
Town hall, $20,000, 228 00
Town hall property, 51 50
W. P. Phmpton,
Insurance on Town
hall $20,000, expires
Jan. 1910, • $342 00
Town hall boiler and
High school, 60 00
Town farm property, 38 62
M. P. O'Shaughnessy,
Insurance on Town
hall and contents,,
$5000, $57 00
Insurance on Town
farmbnildhigs, 38 62
$498 78
$440 62
95 62
F. Gatineau,
Insurance on books in libra-
ry, $5000, 75 00
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspecting
& Insurance Co.,
Policy No. 46,710, 30 00
Hartford Steam Boiler Co.,
Policy No. 45,572, 20 00
$1,160 02'
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905,
.
$298 64
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INTEREST.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $651 98
Appropriation, 6,000 00
$6,651 9a
EXPENDITURES.
Armory note to Oct. 24, 1904, $140 00
Contingent to Dec 18, 1904, 200 62
Engine house to Nov. 1, 1904, 506 00
Filtration beds to Dec. 1, 1904, 100 00
High school extension to Jan. 1,
1905, 84 03
Marcy street school house to Oct.
1, 1904, 480 00
Marcy street school house to Jan.
1, 1905, 180 00
Mechanics street school house to
Oct. 1, 1904, 420 00
Mechanics street school lot to
Jan. 1, 1905, 56 88
Sewer to Jan. 1, 1905, 1,200 00
"Nov. 1,1904, 800 00-
" Oct. 1 and Dec. 22, 1904, 372 40
" " Feb. 17, 1905, 160 00
" " Nov. 17, 1904, 87 00
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Taxes, $1,263 42
$6,050 32
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $601 66
MEMORIAL DAY.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation , $150 00
EXPENDITURES.
Paid G. A. K., $150 00
000 00
MILITARY AID.
.RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account March 1, 1904, $221 00
EXPENDITURES.
Paid to Charles Horton, $120 00
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $101 00
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MILITIA,
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Alarcn 1, 1^04, 10 •7 n
Appropriation, zUU UU
btate treasurer, 525 00
EXPS^^DITURSS.
A. Daniels, coal and wood, $226 75
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
lighting armory, 168 63
M. Reynolds, care of armory. 124 80
Southbridge Eoofing Co., labor
and supplies. 36 69
xYLlfc). XX. d. JDai lllOlUlUeW , ItJllL OJ-
rifle range. 30 00
G. C Winter, supplies, 26 42
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water to Apr. 1, 1905, 25 00
A. Boyer, labor and supplies, 16 83
M. Egan & Son, labor and supplies, 10 32
Johnson, Colburn Co., flag, 8 25
J. R. Harris & Son, supplies, 1 20
Lamourenx Bros., supplies, 1 00
$725 79
$675 89
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $49 90
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POLICE DEPARTMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $4,320 00
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries paid
—
Z. N. Leclair,
W. J. Doughty,
Patrick Donnelly.
Joseph Paulhus,
George Egan,
Andrew M. Higgins,
Charles Curtiu,
Peter Cormier,
Balance to credit of account March
POLICE STATION.
$4140 00
1, 1905, $180 00
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $500 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1. 1904, $39 17
W. J. Doughty, care of station, 1'25 00
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1-1- ( \A/ inT^T* 1 o V\i^T* o n <^ on J » 1
1
Vjr. K^. VVlllLt/l, Id/UOl diiu. ouppiitJb,
oOUiiiDriage oras oc ii/jeciiic k^o.,
lighting station, Do
O V
graph Co., tolls. 2cr 60
Jos. Leclair, care of sta-
tion, $25 00
Sawing wood, 2 00
27 00
w 1111ams oc urawiora, laoor ano.
supplies, Z4: oo
Thos Rne'hp's fnp1 22 50
E. 0. Elhs, fuel, 14 60
Southhridfifp AVater SiiddIv Co
water to April 1, 1905, 13 00
Oldham & Ranahan, labor and
suDnlies 12 45
Initial Clean Towel Co., rent of
on
d . jj . riyan, v\ OOQ, 11 Qftoo
A. Boyer, labor and supplies. /?D
zj. xy
.
j-icuidii, oait; ui J:, uieiiiei,
vTtJu. XI. naitweii, iiieuiuiiieb,
xiazee oteam i^aunQiy, cleaning
blankets, 3 75
A. Farland, mattress. 3 00
Est. Wm. H. Clarke, suppHes, 2 85
Dr. J. G. E. Page, service at sta-
tion, 2 00
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Central Mills Co., brooms, $1 10
H. Courtemanche, supplies, 1 00
$535 50
Account overdrawn Marcli 1 1905, |35 50*
POLICE WATCH SYSTEM.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $500 OO
EXPENDITURES.
J. A. Brightman, watchman
clocks $168 00
A. E. Webster, teams for in-
specting clocks, 99 00
Thos. H. McKinley, 20 boxes for
clocks, 40 00
$307 00
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $193 00
PRINTING.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $100 90
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Appropriation, $1,400 00
$1500 90
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Press, printing town
reports, tax books, tax rate
books, registrars' notices,
voting lists, town warrants,
jurors' lists, town orders,
binding. Board of Health ad-
vertisements and cards,
stamped envelopes, posters,
birth and death blanks, tax
summones, legal notices,
license blanks, dog warrants,
Town treasm'er's notices,
special and regular ballots, $1,514 45
Southbridge Herald, printing
town warrants, registrars'
notices, tally sheets, ballots,
diphtheria cards,dog licenses,
etc.. Board of Health notices,
blanks for town clerk, dog
license notices, postals,
posters, 142 75
Davis Press, printing and binding
2000 dog licenses, 12 50
Eockwell & Churchill, hcense
blanks, 5 66
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Frank J. Walsh, printing notices
for sealer of weights and
measures, $5 50
Perkins &; Butler, envelopes for ,
town clerk, 5 00
' $1,685 86
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $184 96
RAILING HIGHWAYS.
RECEIPTS.
balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $183 09
Appropriation, 400 00
— $483 09
EXPENDITURES.
O. B. E. Chipman, railing Central
street, $214 08
O. B. EL Chipman, lahor, men and
teams, 174 55
A. Daniels, lumber, 87 54
R Wardle, labor and supplies, 78 53
Williams &. Crawford, labor and
supplies, 48 22
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Boderick Martel, labor and sup-
pKes, $11 95
&t- Wm. H. Clarke, supplies, 5 88
S620 75
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $137 66
RETAINING WALL. TOWN HALL.
re:zipts.
Appropriation, $l,20u 00
Material, 22 25
Curbing, 2 50
$1,224 75
EXPESDITURES.
Aime Langevin, labor, $789 99
J. A. Whittaker, survejring and
iq-ading Town hall lot, 7 50
Central ^SliUs Co., labor, 2 00
$799 49
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $425 26
100 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
SALARIES.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1 1904, $276 30
Appropriation, 4,800 00
$5,076 3a
EXPENDITURES.
Board of Assessors
Joseph Gagnon,
Joseph Allard,
Franklin Jacobs,
Selectmen
—
C. D. Paige,
0. Fred Hill,
Alexis Boyer, Jr.,
Town Treasurer
—
John A. Hall,
Overseers of the P(
$437 50
435 00
335 00
$1,207 50
600 00
500 00
L. A. Lataille,
L. Wesley Curtis,
Felix Gatineau,
450 00/
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Board of Auditors
—
J. Anatole Caron,
8. D. Perry, $450 00
J. L. Coderre,
Plumbing Inspector
—
A. R Brown, 412 50
Sewer' Commissioners
—
H. C. Cady,
H. B. Montague, 300 00
W. J. Lamoureux,
Board of Registrars—
Moses Gagnon, $42 50
•James K. Egan, 42 50
G. C. Winter, 27 20
J. J. O'Shauglmessy, 24 40
Geo. W. Corey, IS 10
E. M. Phillips, 17 20
171 90
Board of Health
—
Dr. J. G. E. Page,
Dr. C. C. Bradford, 150 00
H. C. Moynihan,
Cattle Inspector—
Dr. J. A. Genereux, 125 00
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Town Counsel
—
J. M. Cochran, $58 75
Sealer of Weights and Measures
—
Fred J. Adams, 50 00
H. B. Montague, professional ser-
vices, 30 00
L. O. Eieutord, professional ser-
vices, 19 00
84,524 65
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, 8551 65
SEWER ELM, EVERETT AND WILLIAMS
STREETS.
RECEIPTS.
Assessments, $7,465 62 s
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1904, $3,159 80
John A. Whittaker, inspection,
self and assistants, surveys.
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plans, assessment of sewers,
etc., $596 75
George M. Bryne, balance of con-
tract, 500 00
Nelson M. Baker, well damages, 100 00
Frances E. Hall, land damages, 50 00
$4,406 55
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $3,059 07
SEWER HIGH AND MILL STREETS,
RECEIPTS.
Money borrowed in anticipation
of assessments, $9,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
George M. Byrne, as per contract
in full, $8,280 13
John A. Wbittaker, inspection,
self and assistants, surveys,
plans, assessment of sewers,
etc., 472 80
Eastern Bridge & Structural Co.,
beams, 100 38
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American Optical Co., iton plates
and supports, $18 72
N. Y., N. H. & H. R. E., freight, 6 35
$8,878 38
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $121 62
SEWER HAMILTON AND EDWARDS
STREETS.
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated
funds, 116 72
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1904, $16 72
00 00
SEWER CONTINGENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 190^, $96 89
Appropriation, 1,500 00
$1,596 89
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EXPENDITURES.
Napoleon Berthiaume, labor on
Filter beds, 92
Napoleon Berthiaume and men
extra labor, 461 35
Geo. M. Bryne, supplies, 125 24
J. Ouimette & Son, sliarpenmg
tools and making plough, 30 20
Lamoureux Bros., desk for sewer
committee. 25 00
G. C. Winter, supplies. 11 18
Southbridge Press, printing, 7 50
Est. W. H. Clarke, supplies. 5 47
F. 0. Letcher, supplies, 2 88
81,171 74
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, $425 15
SIDEWALK REPAIRS,
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,
Tar barrels.
$2,000 00
24 50
$2,024 50
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1904, $332 25
M. N. Carter & Son, 549 68
0. B. E. Chipnian, men and teams
and cash paid for freight, 1,115 71
N. Y. N. H. & Hartford E. R. Co.,
freight on tar. 89 88
Hamilton Woolen Co., gravel and
sand. 75 05
Blanchard Bros. Granite Co.,
curbing, 58 10
H. L. Lamson, curbing. 49 87
Southbridge Roofing Co., Coal
tar. 27 31
Ed. Wallace, wood. 22 50
Chas. Hyde, wood, 10 51
Peter Giroux, labor and supplies, 6 20
J. M. & L. D. Clenience, lumber, 6 00
0. B. E. Chipman, sundry expen-
ses, 4 75
Aug. Daniels, wood, 1 50
Peter Grant, supplies, 53
$2,349 84^
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $325 34-
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STATE AID.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $148 31
State Treasurer, 1,077 00
$1,225 31
EXPENDITURES.
Albert Sanders, $84 00
Edward Amies, 72 00
Fred Kind, 72 00
Samuel Young, 58 00
Isreal Ledoux, 50 00
Harriet Armes, 48 00
Lucy A. Carpenter, 48 00
Sarah S. Dillaber, 48 00
Edward Egan, 48 00
Daniel Hancock, 48 00
Annie Kind, 48 00
Mary J. Holmes, 43 00
T. C. Merritt, 48 00
L. M. Newell, 48 00
Matilda Rivers, 48 00
Monroe Reynolds, 48 00
Abbie Stone, 48 00
C. A. Wesson, 48 00
Thomas Welch, 48 00
F. Laplante, 28 00
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Joseph Corey $20, 00
A. B. Vickery, 18 00
Darius Moore, 10 00
John Stone, 8 00
Wmiam Huet, 6 00
$1,098 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, $127 31
TOWN HALL CONTINGENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $42 40
Appropriation, 900 00
High school account, janitor and
heating, 575 00
Rent of hall, 346 00
EXPENDITURES.
$1,863 40
P. Caplette, salary janitor, $672 00
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co.,
hghting hall, 375 40
E. C. Ellis, coal, 269 71
\
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Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water to April 1905, $80 00
P. Caplette, extra labor, 48 15
M. Egau & Son, labor and sup-
plies, 32 '20
G. C- Winter, labor and supplies, 30 90
Lanioureux Bros., tables and
chairs. 11 50
HeLu & Allard, repairs. 5 45
A. Daniels, wood. 3 00
Alexis Boyer, labor, 1 75
A. Farland, labor and supplies. 1 50
Estate W. H. Clarke, supplies. 1 20
$1,532 76
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, . $330 64
TOWN POUND.
. RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $50 00
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 00 00
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1905, $50 00
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WAR RELIEF.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $1500 00
Overpaid older, 5 75
$1,505 75
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1,
1904, $211 08
Aid to Julius Trombley, $96 00
Fabian Lescarbeau, 96 00
Mrs. Lamontagne, '/2 00
C. L. Horton, 60 00
Ellen Gallaway, 60 00
Mary A. Plimpton, 48 00
Mary J. Sayles, 48 00
$480 00
Dr. A. J. McCrea, services
to
Fred Kind, $70 50
John Stone, 41 00
111 50
J. T. Brassell & Co., goods
delivered to
Chas. Horton, 110 00
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Augustus Daniels, fuel to
John Stone, $28 25
Fred Kind, 25 50
T. C. Merritt, 23 25
Chas. Horton, 13 40
P. Eayniond, 9 75
J. R. Harris & Sons, goods
delivered to
Mrs. John Stone, $82 32
P: Raymond, 7 94
Johnson, Colburn Co.,
goods delivered to
T. C. Merritt, $23 00
C. A. Wesson, 15 00
Chas. Horton, 14 00
Ed. Armes, 14 00
Julius Trombley, 5 00
Frank Hefner, 4 75
Central Mills Co., rent to
Mrs. John Stone, $36 00
Mary Mountain, 36 00
$100 15
90 26
75 75
72 00
Mass. General Hospital
care of
Julius Trombley , 68 25
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B. J. Dandridge, care of
John Stone, 168 00?
Worcester City Hospital,
care of
Julius Trombley, 66 30^
Dr. J. G. E. Page, services
to
P. Eaymond, $39 00
Julius Trombley, 18 00
Mrs. II. Newell, 6 25
63 25
Dr. F. Yv^. Edwards, ser-
vices and medicine to
Mrs. H. Newell, 42 50
George Sessions & Son,
casket and burial of
David Fairfield, 35 00
H. A. Morse, wood to
Ed. Armes, $25 50
Chas. Horton, 5 00
30 50
Thos. Hughes, coal to
C. A. Wesson, ' 21 00
E. C. Ellis, coal to
P. Eaymond, 7 25
Chas. Horton, 7 25,
14 50
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Selectmen, cash paid, med-
icine for
Julius Tromblay, 6 00
F. A. Shepard, wood to
Ed. Armes, 5 00
G. W. Corey, expenses for
Frank Hefner to
Boston, 5 00
B. W. Paton, medicine to
Fred Kind, 3 50
A. W. Paton, medicine to
Julius Trombley, 1 18
Lamoureux Bros. Co.,
goods to
John Stone, 1 00
$1,681 72
Account overdrawn Mar:h 1, 1905, $175 97
STREET LIGHTS.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $7,690 GO
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1904, $173 56
Southbridg© Gas & Electric Co. 7,616 28
$7,789 84
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, $99 84
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WATER SUPPLY.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $29 21
Appropriation, 2500 00
$2,529 21
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
Use of hydrants to Apr. 1,
1905, $1,327 50
Water for eighty-five hy-
drants six months, 1,275 00
One hydrant West Main
street from Nov. 20, 1903,
to Apr. 1, 1904, 10 83
$2,613 33
Account overdraw^n March 1, 1905, $84 12
WESTVILLE BRIDGE.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $800 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Eastern Bridge & Structural Co
,
construction of Westville
^ bridge as per contract, $750 00
Chas. Kyde, labor grading, 2 50
$752 50
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $47 50
WESTViLLE ROAD.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, ^ $700 00
EXPENDITURES.
O. B. E. Chipman, labor, men
and teams, $304 73
J. A. Whittaker, surveying South
street extension, staking re-
location, putting monuments
in ground, 136 60
Chas. Hyde, lumber, 21 82
Jos. Ouimette & Son, posts, 12 50
A. Langevin, labor, 10 35
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Pierre Giroux, sharpening tools, $9 15
County Commissioners, advertising, G 00
A. M. Plimpton, gravel, 5 00
P. H. Carpenter Co., powder, 3 90
Gr. C. Winter, supplies, 2 73
A. E. Webster, team for J. M. Cochran, 1 00
$513 78
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $186 22
WORCESTER STREET WALK.
ifECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $200 00
EXPENDITURES.
0. B. E. Chipmau, labor, men and teams, $101 Oi
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $98 99
AUDITORS^ CERTIFICATE
The undersigned, Auditors of the town of South-
bridge, hereby certify that we have examined the
books, accounts and vouchers of the Treasurer, and of
^ach of the several boards of the tow^n officers author-
ized to draw orders upon the Town Treasury, as re-
quired ])y the By-Laws of the Town, and find that the
several items contained in each of the accounts pre-
sented in each of the foregoing reports of receipts and
expenditures are correct and properly vouched for.
J. A. CAEON, Chairman,
S. D. PERRY, Secretary,
J. L. CODERRE.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SEWER COMMISSIONERS

SEWER COMMISSIONERS
The Sewer (Jommissioners have huilt sewers the
past yeai on High and Mill streets, also a small sec-
tion on lower Main and Maple streets.
The construction of the High street sewer gives a
trunk line directly across Globe Village and it will be
comparatively easy in the future to build short
branches to connect with this main line. The con-
struction of this sewer will render more serviceable the
sewer as laid on River street, which has a very slight
grade. The sewer was urgently needed on High street
as many of the residents there use the water from
wells loc§,ted on their premises.
There are now 6 05 miles of sewers in town. Ifc is
discouraging to the Commissioners to note the reluc-
tance shown by many property owners in connecting
with the sewer, and that the Board of Health has to
order such work. We suggest that parties lay their
pine while the streets a^e dug up, so far as possible.
The extra appropriation of five hundred dollars for
the Sewer Contingent Account has been expended in
renewing and improving the sewer beds. The large
amount of sewerage now sent daily to the beds com-
pels us to keep them working at a high degree of effi-
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ciency and unless this is done the time is not far dis-
tant when other beds will have to be constructed. The
Commissioners have retained the services of Napolean
Berthiaume, who devotes some time each day to the
care of the beds. The engineers of the State Board of
Health have been inclined to censure tlie Board in the
past for too great economy in caring for the filter beds,
but this year the reports have been moie favorable.
We recommend an appropriation of one thousand dol-
lars for the Sewer Contingent Account.
The Commissioners have waited a reasonable time
after the completion of sewers before imposing the as-
sessment therefor, but there is a delay about paying
same after the bills are rendered. This greatly hinders
the work of the Sevver Commissioners and makes the
town extra expense for interest on money borrowed in
anticipation of assessments and also for collection of
the assessments by legal proceedings. We hope that
assessments will be more promptly paid in the future.
The articles for new sewers will be found in the
Town Warrant. We recommend that sewers be con-
structed this year upon Union, Main and Cross streets
to cover the territory lying between Main and Hamil-
ton streets.
Complaints have reached the Commissioners
about stoppages in the sewers, caused by rubbish, rags,
and the like. Throwing such articles into the sewers is
strictly forbidden by the Board, and any offender will
be prosecuted.
Parties having business with the Commissioners
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may usually find tliem at their office in the Town Hall
on Thursday evenings at 7.30 o'clock.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY C. CADY,
HENRY B. MONTAGUE,
WILFRED J. LAMOUREUX,
Sewer Commissioners.
Board of Sewer Commissioners, Southlriage, 3Iass.
Gentlemen :—
The sewers built this year were on Mill, High,
South, Main and Maple streets.
Proposals for doing the work were received from
these bidders : —
George M. Bryne, Boston, Mass. $7,372 50
H. A. Hanscom & Co., Boston, Mass. 8,042 00
Gow & Palmer, Boston, Mass. 8,309 50
M. J. Kane, Worcester, Mass. 8,868 20
E. W. Evanson, Boston, Mass. 8,929 00
The award was made to Mr. Bryne who did the
work for the two preceding years satisfactorily, and
the contract was immediately signed and bonds fur-
nished.
Work was started June 28 on High street because
the pipe for Mill street had not arrived. This part was
through a hard-pan and clay formation from Main to
School streets. From School to South streets the e:^-
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cavatioii was almost wholly ledge from the surface
down. While this part of the work was slowly pro-
gressing because of the nature of the material, the Mill
street line was started at the Eiver street manhole. At
the McKuistry brook the elevation of the pipe was such
as to fear the results of cpring freshets and flow of ice
so a dip or siphon was made in the grade and the top
of the pipe laid just below the bed of the brook. This
part was of iron pipe embedded in concrete. From
this brook to Canal street the excavation was through
fine gravel and sand with a depth of twelve feet most
of the way, requiring sheeting and much care to avoid
accident.
Under the Iron penstock of the mill of the Hamil- ^
ton Woolen Company, iron pipe was used and an un-
•derdrain was laid of six inch pipe from Canal street to
the Quinebaug river.
Over the Quinebaug river, the pipe was suspended
on a pair of 10-inch iron girders thus having the sewer
pipe independent of the bridge.
On South street about 270 feet of pipe were laid
which will take care of all houses between High and
Sayles streets.
From the manhole near the Hyde Manufacturing
Company on Main street, sewer w^as laid to Maple and
on Maple to the private way in the rear of L. E.
Sibley's lot. The average cut here was over twelve
feet and was through very hard material with large
boulders nearly all of which required blasting.
The sizes of pipe used were : ^Mill street, 12-inch
;
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High, South and Main streets, 8-inch
;
Maple street,
6
-inch.
HOUSE CONNECTIONS.
AppUcations for 50 house connections were re-
ceived during the past year. Nineteen of which were on
the hne of this year's work. A very good showing in
percentage of houses accommodated. It might be well
at this time to call attention to the fact that the sewer
pipe is not intended as a receiver of refuse of all kinds.
Nearly all cases of blockade which come to our atten-
tion are caused by rags, sticks, etc., none of which
should get in the house pipes. It is also well to re-
member that nearly every stoppage, is in the house
connection and not in the main carrier in the street.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN A. WHITTAKER.
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR 1904-1905.
JOHN A. WHITTAKER, - - - Term expires 1905
SOLOMON^E. BLANCHAIID, - - - Term expires 1905
PITT H. HEBERT, - . - . Term expires 1906
HERMAN S. CHENEY, - - - - Term expires 1906
H. B. MONTAGUE, . _ . - Term expires 1907
SILVANUS,;HAYWARD, - - - - Term expires 1907
OFFICERS OF SCHOOL BOARD.
HENRY B. MONTAGUE, Chairman,
JOHN A. WHITTAKER, Secretarj^
Regular monthly meeting first Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock.
F. E. CORBIN, Superintendent of Schools and Secretarj^ of the
Board. Office, Town Hall. .
Office hours: Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays, 4 to 5 p. m.;
7 to 7.30. Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL
COMMITTER
To THE Citizens of Southhbridge :
The School Committee herewith submit the follow-
ing report of the finances of the School Department of
the town for the year closing Feb. 28, 1905, together
with their recommendation of appropriations for the
coming year, As to all matters connected with the
policy and management of the Schools the Committee
refer to the Eeport of the Superintendent of Schools,
Mr. F. E. Corbin, which is hereby submitted as a part
of our report.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
HIGH SCHOOL.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from last year,
.
$233 28
Appropriation, 3,775 00
Tuition ffoiii other towns, 1,250 00
$5,258 28
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries of teachers, $3,743 15
Janitor and fuel, 575 00
Books, 188 09
Incidentals, 89 12
$4,595 36
Balance, March 1, 1905, $662 92
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COMMON SCHOOLS.
Balance from last yeai% $180 35
Appropriation, 18,400 00
Tuition, 25 25
$18,605 60
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries of superintendent and
teachers, $13,387 77
Care of buildings, 1,859 62
Fuel, 1,541 02
Transportation, 108 75
$16,897 16
Balance, March 1, 1905, $1,708 44
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from last year, $137 96
Appropriation, January meeting, 1,600 00
Appropriation, April meeting, 3,600 00
Books and supplies sold, 17 72
;,355 68
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EXPENDITURES.
Eepairs, $2,444 44
Incidentals, 1,253 39
Supplies, 698 43
Books, 379 66
$4,782 59
Balance, March 1,1905, $573 0^
EVENING SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from last year, $7 50
Appropriation, 700 00
EXPENDITURES.
Teachers, , $476 75
Care of rooms, 69 15
Fuel and lights, 34 92
Incidentals, 71 48
Rent, 35 00
$707 50
$687 30
Balance, March 1, 1905, $20 10
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APPARATUS.
REOEIPTS.
Balance fromflast year, $30 96
Appropriatiou, 250 CO
$280 96
E5PE>'D1TUBES.
Apparatus, chemicals aud books
of reference, $272 77
Balance, March 1, 1905, $8 19
APPROPRIATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR
High School :
—
Teachers, $3,125 00
Janitor and fuel, 675 00
$3,700 00
Common Schools :
—
Superintendent and teachers, $14,500 00
Janitors, 1,800 00
Fuel, ' 1,600 00
Transportation, 100 00
$18,000 00
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Coutingeiit Schools :
—
Books, 1600 00
Supplies, 800 00
Eepairs, ' 400 00
Incidentals, . 1,200 00
83,000 00
Evening Schools, 700 00
Apparatus, 250 00
KespectfuUy submitted in behalf of the Committee,
HENRY B. MONTAGUE, Chairman.
Southbridge, March 1, 190 .
Superintendent's Report.
To THE School Committee of Southbridge :
Gentlemen: I have the pleasure to present to you?
my third annual report, it being also the twentieth of
the series of reports issued by the Superintendents of
the public schools of this town. Throughout this re-
port the year relative to attendance extends from
September, 1903, to July 1904 ; the year relative to ex-
penditures from March, 1904, to March, 1905.
Statistics*
L POPULATION AND VALUATION.
Population of town, U. S. Census, 1900,
Assessed valuation of town, 1904,
Number of polls.
Rate of taxation, \
Valuation of school houses and lots.
Valuation of other school property,
10,025
$4,629,909
2121
$18.60
$127,900
$6,880
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IL SCHOOL HOUSES*
School houses, occupied 12
School rooms, occupied, 35
Unoccupied, 2
Number of sittings, 1,433
IIL TEACHERS,
Number of male teachers, 2
Number of female teachers, 34
Number of special teachers, female, 2
Total number, 38
Number of teachers in evening schools,
males, 1
;
females, 11, 12
IV. PUPILS.
Number of children in town September 1, as re-
ported by the census enumerator
:
1903 1904
Between the ages of 5 and 15, 2234 2142
Between the ages of 7 and 14, 1522 1570
Total enrollment, Sept. to June, 1192 1235
Average number belonging, 1023.74 1002.31
Average daily attendance, 956.49 947.74
Per cent, of attendance, 92.41 90.48
Number under 5 years of age, 20 9
Number over 15 years of age, 92 106
Number between 5 and 15, 1080 1120
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1 03 1904
Number between 7 and 14, ,718 748
Number enrolled at Notre Dame, 890 865
Number under 5 years of age, 4
Number between 5 and 15, 886 865
Number between 7 and 14, 665 719
Average number belonging, 859 785
Average attendance 703 738
Per cent, of attendance, 82 94
Number enrolled at St. Mary's, 186 204
Number under 5,
Numbei over 15, 7
Number between 5 and 15, 197
Number between 7 and 14, 160
Average number belongiJig, 174 186
Average attendance, 163 173
Per cent, of attendance, 93.68 93.01
EVENING SCHOOLS.
Number
Enrolled. Average Attendance.
Per
Cent
of
Attendance.
Number
of
Evenings.
Main Street, boys 113 89.14 93.43 36
64 52 8 90.27 36
Main Street, girls 69 48. 75.87 36
^
River Street, girls 52 41.47 89. 34
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COST PER PUPIL.
Current expenses, including teaching,
fuel and care of buildings, $22,028 17
Cost per pupil based on total enrolment 17 84
Cost per pupil based on average enrolment 21 97
Cost per pupil in the High school, 55 26
CHANGES OF TEACHERS.
The following is a list of the changes of teachers
from Jan. 1 1904, to Jan. 1, 1905 :—
RESIGNED.
Monti I
June.
June.
June.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Teacher
Mabel F. Barnum,
Anna Seagraves,
Minnie Thompson,
Alice Torrey,
Margaret Dougherty,
Maud Love,
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
May. Anna F Eager,
School
High
Grade IV
Lebanon hill
Helper
Grade VI
Drawing
Drawing
TRANSFERRED.
Oct. Blanche Harwood, Main street III to Marcy VI
Oct. Katherine Flood, Lebanon hill to Main III
Nov. Gertrude Lamoureux, Helper to Lebanon hiU
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APPOINTED.
Month Teacher School
Sept. Nellie F. Thompson, High
Sept. Harriet F. Harris, Grade IV
Sept. Maud Love, Drawing
Sept. Katherine Flood, Lebanon hill
Oct. Jennie F. Stratton, Drawing
Jan. Mary E. Wilson, Substitute
\
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CORPS OF TEACHERS, MARCH \, J905.
NAME.
F. E. Corbin
F. E. Corbin
Thomas DeCoudres.
Laura Williams
Edith M. Cook
Nellie Thompson
Laura-E. Shepardson.
Alice Holmes
Isabel P. Taylor
Marj' E. Meagher
Blanche Harwood
Louisa Twombly
Eva. Conner
Sarah Haskell
Kebecca Rowley
Harriet Harris
Martha Cuttinjj^
Bertha Harwood
(•lara P. Chase
Anna Simpson
Katherine Flood
Nettie V. Stone
Jane Farquhar
Mary Boardman
Marg-aret Butler
Susan M. Knight
Mary A. Ellis
Agnes M. Meagher
Margaret Keenan
Gertrude Litchfield
Mabel C. Teahan
Mary McCabe
Alice Sanders
Mabel Chamberlain....
Ita Morse
Gertrude Lamoureux.
Mary Wilson
Mabel LeClair
Jennie Stratton
Mrs. H. N. Carpenter..
$900
1,100
1,000
650
650
500
570
570
per
month
46
44
40
44
40
40
44
40
40
40
36
32
40
40
4(/
40
40
40
40
32
36
36
40
32
84
28
12
50
1902
1886
1902
1899
1902
1904
1897
1878
Grade.
Supt.
Prin. H. S.
Assistant
Grammar.
IX.
VII.
1890 VIII.
18871VL
1903! VI.
1892iVIL
]898iV.
1901V.
1865!lV.
1904'IV.
1885IIV.
1901
1896
1900
in.
III.
III.
1904 II1.
189811.
1S8711-III.
1891 II.
1893II.
1858 L
1883
1886
1903
1901
1900
1890
1899
1902
1902
1904
1905
1905
I.
I.
II-III.
I.
I.
I.
Ungraded.
Substitute.
Drawing.
Music.
Educated.
William^, college.
Nor'l & Brown U.
Nor'l & Boston U.
Nor'l & Colby U.
Smith college.
Nichols Academy.
Palmer High S.
"
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Salem Normal.
Worcester Normal
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge IF S.
New Britain Vor'l
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Brim held H. S.
Worcester Nor'l.
Worcester Nor'l.
Southbridge H. S.
Quincy Training.
SouthbridgCaH. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Bridgewater Nor'l
Framingham Nor.
Albany Nor'l.
Quinc3^ Training.
Southbridge.H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Worcester Nor'l.
Normal Art Sch'l.
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STATISTICS FROM SCHOOL REGISTERS.
For Scliool Year Enclicg
June 1904. V
3
c
'Ctj
a:
>>
o
Z ®
1
z ^
2 ^
<
1 2
«S
> Per
Cent
of
Ai
ten-
dance.
High School 39 65 8S 6 94 09 9i 08
Marey Street IX 15 21 28 96 30 75 94 27
VIu 29 23 42 85 45 16 9i 61
VIIw 16 14 24 09 26 17 92 05^
Vile 13 16 24 11 25 46 94 63
V[\v 21 15 28 38 30 07 U4 16
Vie 19 15 28 82 29 87 96 47Vw 18 22 34 08 36 66 93 09
Ve 18 '>2 31 33 32 67 95 89
Mechanics Street IV 17 30 34 05 37 73 89 9
iir 26 26 37 94 40 6 94 7
II 14 16 23 17 24 75 93 52
I 32 34 39 64 44 04 89 49
School Street V 17 16 23 25 43 92 93
(( ITT-IV 18 25 33 48 36 01 9i 78
<( II 19 17 27 38 30 43 ^9 95
I 23 18 26 16 29 15 89 48
Main Street 11 fn 27 26 39 97 42 66 0:i 4
II 31 21 41 38 44 63 92 29
III 21 17 29 78 32 4 92 17
T 31 18 32 12 o5 01 91 67
ElmStre«t IV 18 22 31 15 33 45 92 74
£ •» 12 20 23 45 88 57
River Street IMII 21 11 22 15 23 82 93 2&
24 19 26 32 27 84 94 05
Carpenter - - - II-III 13 11 20 23 21 9 91 8
I 17 22 31 47 33 53 94 32
Sandersdale I-ll-IIl 12 17 25 44 28 01 90 95
Dennison Unp. 13 13 14 79 17 35 85 S6.
Lebanon Hill 8 10 55 12 49 84 00
Morse District < ( 4 6 5 85 6 81 85 00
607 617 908 70 1002 43 91 67
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HIGH SCHOOL,
We have followed throughout the year our re-
vised course of study. The object of which is to give
the pupils a greater opportuuity to elect studies both
to their taste aud capacity.
While I think it is doubtiul if pupils of High-
school age are fitted to choose courses of study that
will give them the most rounded education, 3^et in re-
stricted limits and guided by the advice of their teach-
ers I believe the system works very well.
The only study required throughout the course is
English; for the first two years Rhetoric aud for the
last two American and English literature.
In September German was introduced, at the re-
quest of some twenty pupils, part of whom have college
in view and can meet the entrance requirements by
presenting a modern language in place of Greek.
During the last summer new tables and apparatus
were purchased for the physical laboratory. We have
for many years been well equipped for teaching Chemi-
stry but our facilities for teaching Phj^sics have been
somevrhat limited, owing to the cost of installing appa-
ratus, depending too much on the ingenuity of the
teacher.
To have w^ork of much practical benefit it must be
performed by the student. We are now well equipped
for individual work. The cost was $125.
Miss Mabel Barnum, teacher of Latin and Greek,
who had been with us for two years, resigned at the
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end of the school year to accept a more remunerative
position. Her work had been very acceptable.
Miss NelUe Thompson, a graduate of the High
school in the class of '99 and Smith '04, was engaged
to fill the vacancy.
During the year 38 pupils have been registered
from out of town. Their tuition has amounted to
$1250 which reduces by so much the amount that the
town would be obhged to raise for the support of the
school.
In September 110 pupils were registered, the
largest number that ever attended . The larger size of the
classes has necessitated dividing them into two divisions.
This has entailed more work upon the teachers and
should it be neccessary to continue it with future
classes, together with the added course in G-erman, it
will require another teacher to successfully accomplish
the work.
During the autumn a reading list was prepared by
Miss Miersch, public librarian, assisted by Miss Cook
of the High school, and copies were ready^^for distribu-
tion in January. The object of the list is to guide the
pupils to the selection of good books and suited to their
capacity. I add the introduction.
"This list does not pretend to include the best or
the greatest books published. All of the books includ-
ed are good books and interesting books. A good
many of them are books which people who enjoy
books usually read before the age of 20, or, later inhfe,
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"Wish they had read them. Some of them contain char-
acters to whom people refer famiharly as to their
^friends. You will feel ignorant if you do not know of
whom they are speaking.
Many of these authors have written other books
equally as good as those mentioned. If you enjoy one
hook of an author you are likely to enjoy his other
books.
There are other good books besides those here
noted, thousands of them. Some of these books are
not to be read straight through, but to be enjoyed now
^nd again."
SCHOOL EXPENDITURES.
I have worked with the teachers during the past
year to see if greater economy could not be practiced
in the giving out of supplies.
There is a proper average between parsimony and
wastefulness. If it' is ascertained by practice that five
pencils are enough for a pupil for one year he should
have five and not ten. Small details make up every
business, and the giving to a pupil everything that he
may call for leads not only to wastefulness, but also I
think inculcates a disregard for all public property.
The school department calls for the largest single ex-
penditure of the town's money. The 'cost of maintain-
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iugtlie school system is on the increase not only ia
Massachusetts but throughout the country.
The law regulates the system of heating and ven-
tilating, limits the number of pupils to a teacher to
fifty, and requires books and supplies to b^ furnished.
While the drinking fountains in our schools are
more sanitary they are also * more expensive than a
water pail and tin dipper.
I lemember once attending a primary school, as a
pupil, where one hundred and six children were herded
in a room thirty by forty-five, ventilated by door and
window and with the water pail in the corner, but
"those good old days" have gone by.
The increased expenditures have gone to satisfy
the requirements of the law, in this town at least, and
not to increase the salaries of the teachers. While the
w^ages of every skilled workman in town and the cost
of living^have increased the salaries of our teachers
are still at the level of years ago and judging by the
experiences of this year it will be neccessary to increase
their salaries unless we wish to have our best ones
seek situations elsewhere.
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The followiD^ tables show the school expenditures
tor the past six years.
EEPORT OF APPROPRIATIONS.
c
— o biC
£|/-V o
O
t—
1
^—
1900 $3,700 .$15000 $3,650
1901 4,275 15,900 4,i50
1902 4,000 15,800 3,500
1903 4,07 5 16,900 3,400
1904 3,500 17,900 4,000
1905 3,775 18,400 3,600
Callerlfor
March.
1905 :^,700 18,000 3,(00
33
33
33
38
37
2 S
> s
903
931
o ^O
946^^23 62
27 05
25 50
952! 25 49
1023! 24 84
1002! 25 74
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
1900 81,796 32 946 89
1901 1,310 81 903 45
1902 1,394 43 931 ; 49
1903 1,695 80 952 1 78
1904 1,487 901023 1 45
1905 1.272 85 1002 1 27
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The cost per pupil throughont the state, based oi^
the average attendance according to the last state re-
port was $27.80, and the average cost of text books,
and supplies v^as $1.58. This average does not include-
the High schools.
The average cost for South bridge on the same-
basis is $21.97 and $1.27 respectively.
STORM SIGNALS.
During the school year ending with June, 1904,.
we were especially fortunate in not feehug obliged to
sound the signal for "no session" on account of the-
se v^erity of the weather.
The purpose of the signal is to clos3 the schools
when the weather is so severe as to keep the majority
of the children at home. It is not the purpose of the
signal to take the responsibiUty for each child off the
parent and put it upon the superintendent of schools.
The schools cost approximately $125 a day, and
for the town to lose this and shut out 1,000 children is
an entirely different matter from the keeping of one's,
own child in out of the wet.
In most storms some of the parents decide to keep
their children at home, others to send them. If school
is closed the people who prefer to send their children
have cause to complain. If the signal strikes frequent-
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ly the children fall into the habit of watching for it.
The school seems to them a matter of no great impor-
tance since it yields to obstacles which are not per-
mitted to interfere with other pursuits.
One of the primary teachers tells me that she has
had children say to her that "They w^ere glad the
school sigoal did not blow as it was warmer at school
than at home."
Doubtless in a year's time mistakes will be made
both in sounding it and not sounding it. It has been
m> policy to give the schools the benefit of the doubt
and keep them open as much as possible.
Attention is called to the abstract of the state
laws and the report of Mr. Knowles, principal of the
evening schools.
Respectfully submitted,
R E. CORBIN.
1EVENING SCHOOLS REPORT,
MR. F. E. CORBIN, SuPERmTENDENT OF Schools.
Dear Sir:—
It is with pleasure that I submit for your approval
my animal l eport of the work of the public eveniug
schools fof llie late summer and fall term of 1904.
The schools commenced September 12th. This
year's experience strengthens the opinion expressed in
my previous report that the earher commencement
and consequent earlier closing of the school term is of
fleciderl advantage to both teachers and pupils over the
somev\hat hiter lerm of a few years ago. VVe are
nowtnablcdto get through the three months' term
with comparatively very little of the disagreeable ex-
periences of snow storms and the cold of the earlier
winter months.
Just previous to the opening of the schools the
various factories and workshops in town w^ere visited
by a special officer, authorized by the Superintendent
of schools, to cull out all minors, who could not read
and write passably in English, and order them to at-
tend evening schools or quit w^ork under penalty
of the law. These measures, vigorously enforced, had
the effect of bringing foi tb a large enrolment of pupils-
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For several weeks after commencement of the
term the two schools for boys were taxed to their
utmost capacity. After every available desk had been
brought into lequisition and filled up, several long
wooden tables were hastily built to fit whatever re-
maining space could be utilized, and the boys were
seated in rows of chairs on each side. Thus eventually
every boy had good working accomodations with light,
heat and abundance of stationery, books and regular
school supplies.
The enrolmeLit was fully as large as last year's,
and considerably larger than for many years previous.
The attendance was very good indeed, the average
being higher than last year, and consequently better
results- were obtained. There was an unsually large
number who did not miss a single session throughout
the term, and a still larger number w^ho had only
missed one or two sessions.
• More nationalities were represented than ever be-
fore, there being French Canadians, Germans, Sw^edes,
Italians, Irish, Polanders. Americans, Jews, Albanese
and one Roumanian.
Despite the fact that so many different national-
ities and somewhat conflicting elements were neces-
sarily seated in close proximity, the pupils were, most
of them as a rule, diligent and attentive. This was
particularly noticeable with the Swedes, Italians, Al-
banese and Polanders who had recently arrived here
^ind were naturally anxious to learn how^ to speak and
use the English language. Many of these at the com-
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mencement of the term could not read ©r understand!
apparently a single word or character in English.
It was consequently somewhat uphill work to get them
intelhgently started. By patient and persistent effort,
however, on the part of the teachers, and by free and
constant use of blackboard illustrations and explana-
tions, an apparently clear conception of the ideas in-
tended to be conveyed was eventually secured, and
thenceforward the steady progress of the pupil was
much more marked and encouraging.
In the higher classes the reading included more or
less American history so that general ideas of the
growth and development of our country could be ob-
tained.
Considerable time was devoted to letter- writing,
arithmetic and the making out of ordinary bills of sale,
etc. In the latter departments the pupils showed con-
siderable interest and progress, and some of the work
turned out and kept on exhibition throughout the term
was most creditable. Many of these specimens the
pupils were allowed to take home if they wished to do
so, and otheis were kept by the principal, as a source
of pleasure and perhaps pardonable pride in showing
what had been, and could be accomplished in evening
schools.
Sentence building was practiced more or less in
some way or other in all the classes.
Quite a number of pupils, wjio for various reasons
wished to be "excused" from attending school, were by
diligent application and attention to study enabled to
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do so before the end of the term by showing upon
practical examination by the principal that they had
attained the standard required by law,and were there-
fore entitled to the coveted certificate making their at-
tendance "optional."
On the other hand a still larger number who were
"passable" continued to attend regularly because they
were apparently interested in the work and were de-
sirous of improving their education.
In addition to the regular courses of study and in-
struction given nightly the teachers were always,
cheerfully ready and willing to give individual help to
pupils whenever called upon, and thus help to smooth
out and untangle apparently "knotty problems" that
to the puzzled student might otherwise remain "masses
of mystery."
Implicit discipline was firmly insisted upon
throughout, but it was at all tinies your principal and
teachers' desire to temper this with absolute fairness,
and the strictest impartiality so that it should not ap-
pear unreasonable or arbitary.
Eespectfully submitted,
E. I. KNOWLES, principal.
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APPENDIX.
SCHOOL LAWS IN BRIEF.
1. All children between 7 and 14, unless sick,
feeble-minded, at an approved private school, or other-
wise instructed in branches required by law, to the
satisfaction of the School Committee, must attend the
public school during the entire time of each school
year. Penalty to parent or guardian for failure in at-
tendance for five days' sessions within any period of
six months, $20.— Recisea Laios, Chap. 44, Sect. 1.
2. No child under 14 shall be employed "in any
factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment." "No
such child shall be employed in any work performed
for w^ages or other compensation" during the hours
when tlie public school is in session, nor before six
o'clock in the morning, nor after seven in the evening-
— Chap. lOG, Sect. 28. .
3. No child under IG shall be employed in any
factory, workshop or mercantile establishment with-
out a certificate from the Superintendent of Schools.
He must present an enployment ticket from the per-
son who wishes to employ him, on applying for a cer-
tificate. The father, if living and a resident, must sign
the certificate of age ; if not, the mother ; if neither, the
guardian.— CV^«i;. 106, Sects. 29, 30, 31, 32.
4. Children between seven and sixteen must eith-
er attend school or be regularly employed.— Chap. 46,
Sect. 4.
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5. Whenever a child is absent from school for the
whole or a part of a session a wdtten excuse stating
cause of absence, and signed by a parent or guardian,
must be presented by the pupil on his return to school.
— Chap. 44, Sect. 1.
G. "A pupil who is not present during at least
half of the session shall be marked and counted as ab-
sent for that session."
—
CJiap. 43, Sect. 10.
7. While a public evening school is maintained in
a city or town in w^hich any minor who is over four-
teen years of age and who does not have a school cer-
tificate resides, no person shall employ him unless he
is a regular attendant at such evening school or a day
school. Any minor not holding a certificate shall furn-
ish to his employer a record of his attendance each
week while the evening school is in session. Unex-
cused absences fiom the evening school shall be
deemed irregulai attendance. Fine to parent or guar-
dian, $20, and to employer, $100
—
Revised Laics, Chap.
183, Sect.^b.
8. Children must be vaccinated before attending
school, but a certificate from a regular physician, say-
ing a child is an unfit subject for vaccination, allowa
attendance.
No child can attend school from a household in
which there is a case of smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet
fever or measles, or from a household exposed to a
contagion from a household as aforesaid. Two weeks
after the death, removal or recovery of the patient iii
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a case of the first three mentioned, or three days after
in a case of measles, the child may return on presenta-
tion of a certificate from the attending physician or
from the Board of Health.— Chap. 44, Sect. 6.
9. "A child under fourteen years of age who per-
sistently violates the reasonable regulations of the
school which he attends, or otherwise persistently mis-
behaves therein, so as to render himself a fit subject
for exclusion therefrom, shall be deemed to be an
habitual school offender and may upon complaint by a
truant officer, and conviction thereof, be committed, if
-a boy, to a county truant school for not more than two
years, or to the Lyman school for boys, and, if a girl,
to the state industrial school for girls."
—
Chap. 46,
Beet. 5.
10. Every child, of whatever age, enrolled as a
member of a public school is subject to the regulations
governing the attendance and behavior of the other
pupils of the school, and the attendance officers shall
enforce the same.
—
Chap. 44, Sect. 3/ Chap. 46, Sects. 4,
13,
11. "The last regular session prior to Memorial
Day, or a portion, thereof, shall be devoted to exercises
of a patriotic nature."
—
Chap. 42^ Sect. 20.
12. A United States flag, not less than four feet
in length, shall be displayed on the schoolhouse
grounds or building evoiy school day, when the weath-
er will permit, and on the inside of the schoolhouse on
other school days.— Qhap. 42, Sect. 50.
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^ CLASS OF 1904 ^ ^
SOUTHBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
Thursday Evening, June 16,.
NON MULTA SED MULTUM/
PROGRAMME '
MARCH—"Pollj' Prim." Orchestra
PRAYER. Rev. \y. Francis Grant
€HORUS—"The Morning Ramble." The School
SALUTATORY AND ESSAY—"La Fontaine and Nature."
Berxadette Louise St. Once
ESSAY^—"Historical Oaks." Minnie Lura Cook
ESSAY^—"Numbers in Literature." Mary Young Agnew
OVERTURE—"Rival." Orchestra
ESSAY—"National Charicteristies." Mabel Louisa Cook
ESSAY^—"The Hoh' Grail in Literature." Esther Louise Adams
CHORUS—"King of the Forest, Am L" The School
ORATION—"Events Leading up to Russo-Japanese War."
Aloysius Josaphat Blain
ESSAY^—"Ancient Music." Clara Mae Clarke
ESSAY AND VALEDICTORY—"Influence of Superstition."
Mildred Catherine Bishop
CHORUS—"The Lord is My Shepherd." The School
OVERTURE—"The Climax." Orchestra
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS,
By Chairmax of the School Committee
BENEDICTION.
MARCH—"Jolly." Orchestra
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CALENDAR FOR 1905— 1906.
Spring term, 13 weeks, begins on Monday, April
10; ends on Friday, June 30.
High school graduation Thursday, June 29.
Fall term, sixteen weeks, begins on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 5; ends Friday, December 22.
Winter term, thirteen weeks, begins on Tuesday,
* January 2, 1906; ends on Friday, March 30.
Spring term, eleven weeks, begins Monday, April
9; ends on Friday, June 17.
HOLIDAYS.
Every Saturday; Washington's Birthday; Patriot's Day;
Memorial Day; Labor Day; Thanksgiving and
the day following.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

LIBRARY OFFICERS
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
A. P. TAYLOR,
•C. C. BRADFORD,
J. T. BLANCHARD,
F. E. CORBIN, -
ALBERT J. THIBAULT,
H. R. BEECHER,
D. F. MULLINS,
JOHN A. WHITTAKER,
P. H. HEBERT, -
Term expire 3 1905
Term expires 1905
Term expires 1905
Term expires 1906
Term expires 1906
Term expires 1906
Term expires 1907
Term expires 1907
Term expires 1907
LIBRARIAN.
ELLA E. MIERSCH.
ASSISTANT.
MABEL W. PLIMPTON.
JANITOR.
JOHN COGGANS.
LIBRARY HOURS.
Week days, except legal holidays, 10-12 a. m., 2-5.30; 6.30-to 9 p. ra.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $171 74
Appropriation at the annual
town meeting, 2,000 00
Received from librarian fines,
etc. 99 73
Dog fund, 741 50
!,012 9T
EXPENDITURES.
Ella E. Miersch, librarian, salary
and sundry expenses, $841 94
M. W. Plimpton, salary as assis-
tant, 309 00
John Coggans, salary as janitor, 90 00
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co., 244 80
Wm. H. Clarke & H. Oldham,
agents, rent of extra rooms, 75 00
Wm. H. Clarke, estate, cleaning
stoves, 2 06
George Grant, printing, \ 282 28
Mrs. Sayles, cleaning, 16 80
E. C. Ellis, coal, 138 00
Library Bureau, supplies^ 29 60
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Alexis Boyer, shelves and repairing, $8 75
Augustus Daniels, wood, 5 20
Library Art Club, subscription, 5 00
Stone & Forsyth, paper, 5 00
Carter, Eice & Co., cardboard, 3 75
Lamoureux Bros., repairing chairs, 2 20
Barrett Bindery Co., binders. 11 63
P. H. Hebert, repairing clocks, 4 50
M. Egan & Son, staining shelves, 6 20
$2,081 71
BOOK ACCOUNT.
Old Corner Bookstore, books, $279 97
Philadelphia Bookstore Co., books, 68 44
F. J. Barnard & Co. for binding, 193 48
E. F. Dakin, for papers and mag-
azines, 176 52
Charles Scribner's Sons, books. 6 00
R E. Bowket, book, 4 UO
Publishing Societv of Conn., books, 15 00
H. VV. Wilson Co., book and sub-
scription to Cumulative index, 18 00
Harper & Bros., books, 2 65
O. C. McClurg, book, 5 00
S. F. McLean & Co., book, 3 00
Essex Publishing Co., book, 5 00
Mass. historical society, book, 3 00
Quinabaug historical society, leaflets, 1 20
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C. E. Lauriat, books, $3 00
Outlook Co., (2d Outlook subscription, 2 00
$786 2a
Total amount received for library, $3,012 97
Amount expended, expense ac-
count, $2,081 71
Amount expended, book account, 786 26
— $2,867 9T
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $145 Oa
MYNOTT FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $1,021 20
Interest on fund to Jan. 1, 1905, 40 20
—^ $1,061 40*
EXPENDITURES.
\
E. F. Dakin, magazine subscrip-
tions, $3. la
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Boston Book Co., World's work
vol. 1-4, McClure's magazine,
vol. 1-5, * $17 00
$20 18
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905,
' $1,041 22
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
The year 1904-5 has been one of continued activi-
ty. Despite the diphtheria epidemic, which caused
some borrowers to temporarily cease taking out books,
28,239 volumes have been circulated during the year,
an increase of 5.66 per cent, over last year's circula-
tion. Every possible precaution was taken to prevent
infection through the books. Books which came
from houses in which there was diphtheria were
burned, and of course no other books were permitted
to be taken out until the quarantine had been re-
moved.
There has been practically no change, ne^^er more
than a fraction of a per cent., in the proportion of
books circulated from the various departments of the
library. The percentage of fiction circulated is always
smaller than that of most libraries, an indication that
the library borrowers are reading for information as
well as for pleasure. Not that the library discourages
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fiction readiQ^. Each year ' we buy a few of the
standard novels, many of which the hbrary lacks.
Each year the Hbrary does a'larger reference work.
The hbrary attendants are always glad to make every
endeavor to find information on any subject.
337 new volumes have been purchased during the
year, 12 worn out volumes have been replaced by new
ones. Among the best of the books added are the fol-
lowing : (jco-^'^a^'Rumcmce of Natural History,^' Hornaday
Amerccaii Natural Ilib'tory,'' 'Km^^Xixndi ''Book of indoor
and outdoor games,'' Schierbrand ''Germany,''' Howe
lioma Beati," Tweedie " Sunny Sicily," Savage-London
"Across coveted lands," Elson "History of the United
States,'" Oldij "A belle of the fifties" Conway "Autohiog-
rajj^hyf Granger "Index to pietry and recitations."
A few novels have been added to the French col-
lection and ''Nouceau Larousse illustre" has been com-
pleted by the addition of vohirno seven. This is one of
the best encyclopedias published, is entirely in French
and should be used extensively by those who read
French. .
The library has received as gifts a number of in-
teresting books during the year; they are included in
the list of new books. .Through the Eddy town fund
we have received 16 volumes of the vital statistics of
towns of Massachusetts. These will be of great value
to the student of Massachusetts history and genealogy.
319 volumes have beeii rebound and 60 volumes
of periodicals have been bound. Much time and labor
are spent in mending the books at the library but as
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the library grows ia size and use more and more
money must be spent for rebinding.
A new catalogue of fiction was published during
the year and for this the Libiary Committee decided
to charge 10c per copy. All other catalogues can be
obtained free of charge. With the assistance of Miss
Cook of the High school we pubhshed a list of suggested
reading for the use of pupils of the High school.
Copies can be obtained at the library free of charge.
Most of the books included in-this list are of interest to
adults as well as to boys and girls.
The collection of books which Mr. Holmes Ammi-
down left to the library is being catalogued and we
expect to publish a catalogue of the same within the
next few mouths.
A few changes have been made in the periodicals
in the reading room. The viagazbie of art is no longer
published. The Ldhxburgh review has been discontinued
and Country life in America and Outing ha^'e been added
to the reading room. The library has subscribed for a
second copy of the Outlook, to be circulated. Dupli-
cate copies of Harper Scrihners, Century and New Eng-
land magazines, the AVantic, JSorth American review and
SV. Nicholas are also taken. Any of these may be
drawn for home reading either \\ ith or without a
book.
We have had exhibitions of pictures from the
Library art club and the Woman's educational associa-
tion. Among the subjects presented were: The passion
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play at Oberammergau, Birds of New England, Modem
American sculpture, Sienna, Amiens, Rome and Venice.
A beginning has been made at mounting pictures
for the use of the schools. Mr. John E. Paige kindly-
began the collection by contributing nine steel engrav-
ings of American authors.
The new registration of borrowers begun last year,
has been continued and 602 new and old borrowers haye
been added to the hst during 1904-5. The new list now-
numbers 1770.
ELLA E. MIERSCH, Librarian?
ACCESSIONS.
Bound volumes in library
March 1, 1904,
Added by purchase,
by gift,
by binding periodicals.
337
62
60
19,135:
459
Worn out and burned, (diphtheria)
19,594
23
Bound volumes in library
March 1, 1905, 19,571
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Pamphlets in library Man h
1, 1904,
Added,
Pamphlets in library March
1, 1905,
1,395
45
1,440-^
CIRCULATION.
Days library was open.
Volumes circulated,
Average daily use,
Smallest daily use, January 25,
Largest daily use, March 5,
30&
28,239
92.28
15
275
REGISTRATION OF READERS.
Names registered (new registration) Aug. 1,
1903—March 1, 1904, 1,168
Names registered March 1, 1904—March 1,
1905, - 602:
Names registered March 1, 1905, 1,770
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GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY.
NAMES OF DONORS.
Volumes. Pamphlets
American academy of political and
social science, 2
James M. Barnard, 1
J. H. Bridge, 1
Brown university. 1
Andrew Carnegie, 1
Chickering and Sons, 1
Michael Earls, 1
Eddy town record fund, 14
Gerald Fothergill, 1
President Harper, 1
Harvard university. 1 1
Indian right's association, 4
Library of Congress, 5 6
Library Bureau, 1
G. M. Lovell, 1 1
C. M. Newhall, 6 1
Lyman Moore, 2
Missouri world's fair commission. 1
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 15
Massachusetts institute of technology. i
Simmons college. i
Smithsonian institution, 6 8
U. S. Government, 17 26
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University of Pennsylvauia,
Worcester institute of technology,
1
1
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Brookline public library.
Boston public library.
Baillie's institution free library, Glasgow.
Brimfield public library.
Cambridge public library.
Chicago public library.
Cleveland public library.
Concord, Mass., public library.
Thomas Crane public library, Quincy, Mass.
Enoch Pratt free library, Baltimore, Md.
Erie public library.
Fletcher free library.
Forbes library, Northampton, Mass.
Hartford public library.
Helena, Montana, public library.
Hopedale, Mass., public library.
Hyde Park public library.
Leicester public library.
Manchester public library.
Mass. state library.
Mass. free public library.
New York free circulating library.
Newton, Mass., public library.
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North Brookfield, public library.
Providence public library.
Salem public library.
E. C. Scranton memorial library.
Syracuse public library.
Winthrop public library.
Worcester public library.
PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS.
G—GIVEN.
DAILY.
Boston Globe.
Boston Herald.
Boston Journal.
Boston Transcript.
Congressional Record, g. Hon. John R. Thayer.
Springfield Republican.
New York Herald.
Worcester Spy.
WEEKLY.
American Architect.
^
American Machinist.
Boston Journal of Commerce.
Christian Advocate. Mynott fund.
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Harpers Weekly.
Journal of Education.
Littell's Living Age.
Massachusetts Ploughman, g. Linus Darling, ed^
Nation.
'New Voice, g. C. L. Newhall.
Official Grazette, U. S.—Patent office, g. Hon. J. R.
Thayer.
Outlook. (2 copies)
Science.
Scientific American.
Scientific American supplement.
South bridge Herald, g. W. T. Eobinson and D. S.
Dougherty.
Southbridge Press, g. George Grant.
Youth's Companion.
MONTHLY,
Amateur Work.
Arena, g, 0. L. Newhall.
Art Interchange.
Atlantic Monthly.
Association Men, gift, Y. M. C. A.
Birds and all Nature.
Bookman.
Bulletin, U. S.—Dept. of Labor, g.
Cassier's Magazine.
Catalogue of U. S. pub. documents, g. U. S. Supt. of
documents.
Century. (2 copies)
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€oilector, g. C. L. Newhall.
Consular Eeports, g. U. S. Bureau of statistics.
Cook's Excursionist, g. Publishers.
Country Life in America.
Forum.
Harper's Bazaar.
Harper's Monthly. (2 copies)
Hatch experiment station, g. Mass. Agricultural col
lege.
Historical Bulletin, g. C. L. Newhall.
.Home and Flowers, g. C. L. Newhall.
iiibrary Bulletin, g. Boston public library.
" u it Brookline public library.
" " Concord public library.
" Hartford Ct. pubhc library.
" " " Helena, Montana, public library.
" " " Manchester, N. H. public library.
" u c< New Haven, Ct., public library.
" Springfield City Library.
Xiibrary Journal.
Literary News.
McOlure's Magazine.
Magazine of Art.
Mind, g. C. L. Newhall.
Monde Moderne.
New England Magazine. (2 copies)
North American Review. (2 copies)
Open Court, g. C. L. Newhall.
Outing,
Our dumb animals, g. C. L. Newhall.
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Popular Educator.
Popular Scieuce Mouthly.
Practical Politics, g. Publishers.
IReview of Eeviews.
St. Nicholas. (2 copies)
Scientific American, builders edition.
Scribner's Magazine. (2 copies)
Strand.
Two States, g. Y. M. 0. A. of Mass. and R. I.
Westminster Review.
World's Work.
Worcester Magazine.
BI-MONTHLY.
Methodist Review. Mynott Fund.
QUA.RTERLY.
Nevfc^ England Historical and Genealogical Register.
LIST OF BOOKS ADDED J904-5.
FICTION.
Adams. Texas matchmaker A211.1
Atherton. Rulers of kings A868.a
Atherton. Bell in the fog A368.4
Barr. Black shilling B268.16
Bell. At home with the Jardines. . B434.2
Cahell. Eagles shadow , C114.1
Cahan. White terror and the red C132.1
Caine. The prodigal son ... C135.8
Chmxhill. The crossing C563.4
Connolly. The seiners C753.2
Conrad and Hueffer. Romance C754.2
Darrow. Farmington D225.1
Daskam. Memoirs of a baby .... D229.4
Dillon. Rose of old St. Louis D579.1
Dixon. Clansman D621.2
Doyle. Sign of the four D754.il
Dudeney. Story of Susan D845.2
Duncan. Dr. Luke of the Labrador D913.2
Duncan. The imperialist D912.7
Eckstorm. Penobscot man E19.1
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Elizabeth and her German garden, Author of.
Adv^entures of EUzabeth in Kiigen E434.4
Farquhar. An Evans of Suffolk F238.1
Oarden of a coQimuter's wife G218.2
Garden of a commuter's wife, Author of,
Woman errant G218.3
G-ardenhire. Silence of Mrs. Harrold.* G219.1
Gordon. The prospector G662 4
Grant. The undercurrent G762.4
Green.. Millionaire baby G795.9
Green. Cape Cod folks G812.2
Henry. Cabbages and kiugs H523.1
Hewlett. Queen's quaire H612.5
The highroad 11638.1
Housman. Sabrina Warham H842.1
Hoyt. Nancy's country Christmas H868.1
Jacob. The interloper J 16.1
Jacobs. Dialstone Lane J17.2
Johnslon. Sir IV^ortimer J7t4.4
Kelly. Little citizens K30.1
Tokutomi. Nami-ko K34.1
Kipliug. Traffics and discoveries K57.8
Lane. Nancy Stair L265.2
Laut. Lords of the north L389.1
Lincoln. Cap'n Eri • • • L738.1
Lloyd. Soldier of the valley L794.1
London. The sea-wolf LS47.3
Loomis. More cheerful Americans L863.3
Lorinier. Old Gordon Graham L873.2
Maartens, pseud. Dorothea Mill.
4
McCutch-eon. Beverly of Graustark M133.3
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McGrath. Man on the box M147.1i
Meredith. Ordeal of Eichard Feverel M559.a
Merriman. Last hope M571.il
Merwin. Tlie Merry Anne M575.1
Mighels. Bruvver Jim's baby M634.I
Miller. Calderon's prisoner M647.1
Michelson. In the bishop's carriage .M973.1
Overton. Captains of the world 096.3-
Parker. Ladder of swords P239.7
Parrish. My lady of the north P261.1
Phelps. Trixy P538.19
Powell. By-ways of Btaithe P883.a
Porter. Freckles P845.1
Pay. By the good Sainte Anne R263.1
Rickert. The reaper ... .R539.1
Roberts. Prisoner of mademoiselle R643.2
Russell a;u7Sickel. Woodhouse correspond-
ence R963.1
Severy. Darrow enigma , S499.1
Shafer. Day before yesterday S525.1
Sherwood. Story of King Sylvain and
Queen Aimee S554.4
Shute. "Sequil" So62.^
Smith. Colonel Carter's Christmas S647.8.
Stevenson. Marathon mystery S847.2
Stevenson. Prince Otto S848.10
Stevenson. Master Ballautfae S848.H
Stockton. Casting away of Mrs. Leeks and
Mrs. Aleshine S866.16-
Streeter. Fat of the land S915.1
Sutphen. Cardinal's ros 3 S966.1
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Sutphen. Gates of chaoce S966.^.
ThurstoD. The masquerader To45.2
Tracy. Pillar of light T761.2,
Ullman. Gingham rose U41.1
Watanna. Japanese nightingale W251.2
Warner. Susan Clegg, and her friend Mrs.
Lathrop W27S.1
Wells and Taber. Garden elopement W452.i^
Weyman. Abbess of Vlaye W549.1>>
Wharton. Descent of man W553.3
White. Silent places W5V) 1.4
Whitney. Biddy's episodes WG 17.16-
Whitson. Rainbow chasers W(3'23.1
Wiggin. Diary of a goose-girl \V655.7
Wiggin and others. Affair at the inn W655.8
Williamson. Lightning conductor W729.1
Wright. The test W952.1
BOYS AND GIRLS.
Alden. Cruise of the ghost J A3.59.2
Baker. Boys second book of inventions JG B5
Barbour. Wetherby's inning J B239
Bell. Eairy tale plays J8 B43
Brooks. Story of Marco Jl P7T
Brooks. Story of the Iliad J8 BSa
Brown. Book of httle boys J B817.2
Clark. Will Shakespeare's little lal JCo93.I
Cody. Adventures of Buffalo Bill Jl C671
Crommelin. Famous legends J9 C94
Dallin. Sketches of great painters for
young people J7 D14
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Donnell. Camp Fidelet y girls . J DtiSo
Faroiloe. One day J F234
Fellows-Johnson. Little colonel J F322
Fraser. Mooswa J FS:12
Garland. Boy life on the prairie J G233
Headland. Oar little Chinese* cousia . . Jtt H43
Huntington. His Majesty s' sloop Diamond
Hock J H051
Irving. Six girls J 173
Ir\inj^, W. Kip van Winkle J 172
Jackson. TLiree Graces J J13.1
Jepsou. The admirable Tinker J J54:
Johnson. End of a rainbow J J67.1
Lang. Brown fairy book J L255.10
Lang. Crimson fairy boook J L255.9
Lang. Grey fairy book J L255.il
Lewis. Ad ventmes of Dorothy J L674:
Lippmain, Kvery day girls J L766
La Rame. Dog of Fander^^ J 0'.>36.1
Mulsto. Flower stories J5M954
Oxley. Fife and dram at Louisbourg J 098
Overton. Captain's daughtei J 096
Patterson. Spinner family J5 P3
Patter. Tale of Peter Rabbit J P^66
Pratt. Story land of stars J5 P3
Ragozin. Frithjof and Rolancl Jv> RU
Rankin. Dandehon cottage J R211
Ray. Nathalie s sister J R205.6
Reid. Boy hunters J R279.il
Ray. L^sula's freshman J R205.5
Richards. Qneen Hildegarde J R387.5
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Jenks. Captain John Smith ...J1S65
Smith. Little Precioas ..J S648
Sandys. Sportsman Joe J SS22.1
Vaile. Orcott gills J Vr29
Vaile. Sue Orcutt J V129.1
Wade. Oar little Chinese cousin J4: W119
Wade. Our little German cousin . . Ji W119.1
Wade. Ten little Indians . Jl W119
Wig^in and Smith cjmp. Posy ring . J8 W65
Yechton. Honor d'Everil J Y42.1
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION.
Keller. Optimism, an essays 149 K29
James. Talks to teachers on psychology 150 J29
Martin. Luxury of children 173 M':36S
Wagner. By the Fireside 173 W133
Hyde. God's education of man . . . 210 H99
Phillyps- Testimony of reason. . 230 Poo
Farrar. Life of lives 232 F24
Maclaren. Church folks 260 M16
Fuller. Wrongs of Indian womanhood 266 F96
Holcomb. Men of might in Indian missions. . 266 H72
SOCIOLOGr.
Morison. New epoch as developed by the
manufacture of power 301: MS6
Roosevelt. Addresses and presidential mes-
sages 301: Pi67
Bigelow. Children of the nations 325 B59
Broudenburg. Imported Americans 325 B817
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Colquhouu. Greater America 327 C7t
Bolen. Getting a living 330 B688.
American academy of political and social
science, v. 20-21, gift 332 Aol; 331 A51
Piatt. Work of Wall street 332 P91
Grotises. Rights of war, gift 311GS8
Shaler. The citizen 351 S52
McCiure. Our presidents 353 M12
Mass. society laws of the American revolu-
tion. Register for 1904, gift 369 Mil
National society Sons of the American rev-
olution. National register, v. 2, gift 369 S5
Johnson. Old time schools 370 J66
DuBois. Souls of black folk 371 D81
Washington. Character building 371 W31
Harrison. Study or child nature 372 H2
Crawford. College girl of America 376 C89
Lovell, comp.. Views of Amherst college,
gitX 378 L899
Adams. Commercial geography 380 A21
Wihbon. Story of rapid transit 388 W74
McCracken. Women of Ameiica 396 M13
SCIENCE.
Buckliam. Where town and country meet. .504 B922
Falleby. Cycle of life, according to mod-
ern science 504 S16
Torrey. Nature's invitation 504 T69.1
Newcomb. The stars 523 N53
Hammer. Radium 546 H224
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Eraerson and Periy. Geology of Worcer-
ter Mass 550 P46
Howe. Mental health for the children of
tomorrow g'tft 575 H85
Morris. Man, and his ancestor 57 5 M87
Haeckel. Wonders of hfe 576 H13
Dawson. South American republics 580 D272
Miller. Brook book 580 M64
Gosse. Romance of natural history 590 G677
Hornaday. American natural history, (4ft. . .590 H81
Ingersole. Wild hfe of orchard and fieLI 590 147
Comstock. Ways of the six-footed 595 C73
Bignell. Mr. Chupes and Miss Jenny 598 B59
Chapman. Color key to Xorth American
birds 598 C46
Roberts. Watchers of the trails . . 599 R64
USEFL'L ARTS.
Doubleday. Stories of inventors 608 D72
Keith. Plea for a simpler hfe 613 K28
Thompson. Diet in relation to age 613.2 T47
Hancock. Japanese physical training 613.7 H23
Barnard. Tools and Machines 621 B259
Baker. Municipal engineering and sanita-
tion 628 B16
Bolton. Our devoted friend the dog 630 B69
Weld and others. A. B. C. of Agriculture 630 WU
Mayo. Care of animals 636 M47
Winslow. Concerning cats 63^6 W77
Clark. Care of a house 640 C59^
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Davidis. German national cookery 6^1 D2±
Hopkins. Home mechanics for amateurs. - . .045 H79
Heriick. Expert maid servant 647 H566
Tooker. All about the baby ... . , 649 T66
Tunzelnianu, Wireless telegraphy 654 T92
Reid. Careers for the coming men 658 R35
Bridge. laside history of the Carnegie steel
company, gift 672 B85
Farrow. American small- arms 683 F246
FINE ARTS, AMUSEMENTS. '
Thomas. Our mountain garden 716 T46
Brown. Letters and lettering 743 B87
Bate. English pre-Raphai^lite painters 750 B32
Paine. Thomas Nast 750 N26
Taylor. Why my photographs are bad 770 T23
Kingsland. Book of indoor and outdoor
games • 7 90 K55
Newell. Gaires and songs of American
children 790 N54
Elson. Critical history of opera 792 E49
Bellamy. Third ceutuiy of charades 793 B3
W^hite. Book of childreirs parties 793 W586
EUrell. Advanced bridge 777 795 E52
White. The mountains' 796 W58
Bradford. Anglers' seci et 799 B79
Henshall. Bass, pike, perch and others 799 H52.1
LITERATURE.
Wendell. Literary history of America 810 W46
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Shaw. Plays 812 S53
Burroughs. Far and near 814 B97
Crothers. Gentle reader 814 C95
Davis. Bits of gossip 814 D2ri3
Fiske. A century of science. 814 Fo41.l
Perry. Imateur spirit 814 P46.
Lent. Being done good 817 L57
Keats. Complete poetical works 821 K25
Shelley. Complete poetical works 821 S545
Ripplier. Compromises [824 R42
Stevenson. Virginibus puerisque 824 S847
Wells. Modern German literature 830 W45
Dowden. History of French literature 840 D74
Maeterlinck. Double garden 844 M18
TRAVEL.
Armstrong. Around the world with a king. . .910 A73
Boegli. Forward.. 910 B669
Bishop. Househunter in Europe 914 B622
Tozier. Among English inns 914 T75
Hill. Experiences of school-days in Ger-
many 914.3 H647
Schierbrand. Germany 914.3 S33
Keen. Transplanted nursery 914.4 K24
Lynch. French life in town and country. . ..914.4 L98
Howe. Roma Beata 914.5 H8o7
Tweedie. Sunny Sicily 914.5 T971
Higgin. Spanish life in town and country. .914.6 H63
Beveridge. Russian advance 914.7 B571
Noble. Russia and the Russians 914.7 N74
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Shoemaker. Great Siberian railway 914.7 S55
M chaffy. Rambles and studies in Greece . 914.95 M21
Palmer. Grecian days 9U.95 P17
Savage-Laudor. China and the allies, 2v. . ..915.1 826
Brownell. Heart of Japan 915.2 BS84
Edwards. Japanese plays and playfellows. .915.2 E26
Hearn. Japan 915.2 H436.1
Savage-Landor. Across coveted lands, 2v. . 915.5 S264
Wellby. Twixt Sirdar and Menilik 916.3 ^U7
Savary. In the trail of the peacock 916.4 S26
Butler. Wild northland 917.1 B987
Mackenzie. Voyages from Montreal
through Xorth America. 2v 917.1 M157
Starr. Gardens of the Caribbees. 2v....917.29 S796
Baedeker. United States 917.3 B139
Carruth. Fictional rambles in and around
Boston 917.44 C319
Fleming. Around the world with Uncle
Hank, oirt 917.53 F59
Murphy. Problems of the present south.. .917.6 M97
Swan. Journal of a trip to Michigan in
1841 917.74 S97
Laut. Pathfinders of the west 917.8 L389
HISTORY.
Reich. Success amoDg nations 901 R347
CoJquhoun. Russia against India 950 C72
Hamilton. Korea 951.9 H21
Elson. History of the United States 973 E49
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tUollen. Five Indian nations of Canada.
2v 970.1 C6S
Eastman. Eed hunters and the animal
people 970.1 E13.1
Erveer. Third Mass. cavalry in the war for
the union, gift 973.7 £94
Moss. First regiment of infantry Mass. vol-
unteer militia, gifi 973.7 M41
Sanborn. ]Sew Hampshire 97:1.2 S19S
Eecords of the town of Plymouth, v. 3 974.4 P73S
TVilson. Wh&re American independence
began 974.4 W747
Morgan. Connecticut as a colony and a
state, 4v 974.6 MS4
Akers. History of South America 9S0 Aol5
Parsons. History of New Zealand - . . . .993 P26
BIOGRAPHY AXD GSXEJLLOGT.
Vital records of Arhugton, Mass., glj^ G A724
Vital records of Belhugbam, Mass., g'tfi .G B443
Vital records of Chilmark, Mass,, g'ift G C53S
Fotheigill. List of emigrant ministers to
America. 1690-lSll, gift G F761
Vital records of Gile, Mass., gift G G47o
Vital records of Great Barrington, g'if: . . G G7S6
Vit^il records of Holden, Mass., gift G H726
Vital records of Manchester, Mass., gift G M268
Vital records of Marblebead, Mass., gift G M312
Vital records of Middletown, Mass., gift G M62S
Vital records of Xew Brainuee, Mass., gift G 'X534
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Vital records of Petersham, Mass., gift G Pi84
Vital records of Shrewsbury, Mass., gilt G S561
Viral records of Upton, Mass, gift G U71
Vital records of Waltham, Mass., (7i/lf G W236
Vital records of Washington, Mass., gift G W317
Higginson. Contemporaries C H63.
Vacaresco. Kings and queens I have known. .C V112
Wheeler. Alexander the great B A L37.1
Pearson. Life of John A. Andrew B A562
Bancroft. Letters from England . . . . B B213
Abbott. Henr}- Ward Beecher B B41.2
Clay. A beUe of the fifties B B621
Todd. True Aaron Burr B B968.a
Conway. Autobiography, 2v B C767
Dickens. My father, as I recall him B D5i8.5
Drew. Autobiographical sketch of Mrs.
John Drew ... B D77
Tschudi. Elizabeth, empress of Austria B ElLl
Whiting. Kate Field. B YVo^
Gilder. Tomboy at work B G^68
Partridge, ^'athan Hale B H163.2
Curtis. True Thomas Jefferson B J15.5
Ober. Josephine, empress of the French B J83.4
Lee. Recollections of Genei al Lee B L479.1
Pryor. Reminiscences of peace and war B P973
Radziwili. My recollections B R133
Leupp. The man Roosevelt B R781
Train. My hfe in many [states B T768
Cunliffe-Owen. William' 2 of Germany B W716.1
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EEFEREXCE.
Annual American catalogue, 1900-1903 .R915
Dixson. Subject index to prose fiction 803 I>6i
Fletcher and Poole. Po oJe's index to periodi-
cal literature, abridged edition ''^ P"?
Grranger, Edith, td. Index to poetry and
recitations - = 808
Hopkins ami Bond t u . Scientific Ameri-
can reference book O30 H793
Mass. historical society collections., Ser. 7,
vol. 4, p. 12 R919
Nouveau Larousse illustre, v. 7 R916
Who s who in America, 1903-190: . C W628
Wilcox and Smith. Farmer s cyclopedia of
agriculture ?.630W 667
Wilson, J. G. Appleton's cyclopaedia of
American biography, v. 7 R91S
FRENCH BOOKS.
Balzac. La c<>usine Bette ... . . F Bl.l
Balzac. Le pere Goriot F B1.2
Bazin. La terre qui meurt. ..... F B36,2
Beaumarchois. Theatre . . . . F B37
Bourget. Cosmopolis . F B76.1
Bourget. Un homme d'affaires F B76.2
Cherbuhez. La comte Kostis F C52.3
Claretie. La vie a Paris F C59.1
Daudet Mademoiselle de Fougeres F D238
Maistre. Voyage autour de ma chambere F M28.1
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Maupassant. Clair de lune F M45
Maupassant. Fort comme la morts F M45.1
Maupassant. Une vie F M45.2
M^rim^e. Masaique F M56.1
Ohnet. La Crepuscule F 041.13
Loti, pseua. Mon frere Yoes F V65.3
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEERS OF POOR.

OVERSEERS OF POOR-
I^fVENTORYOF PERSONAL PROPERTY.
AT THE ALHS^HOUSE AND FARi^ FEBRUARY IX I'PQS.
Class 1, Stock, 11,151 25
2, Hay and grain, 503 55
3, Cart^;, wagons and farm-
ing tools, 976 00
4:, Hoiifsehold fomitare, 351 00
5, Beds and beddings 421 OO
6, Famfly supplies, 572 75
^'""'.975 55
Inxentory of 1904, 790 05
<Tain over last year, tlS5 50
S. K. EDWAEDS,
BARTHOIjOMEW EGBERTS,
ARTHUR J. HARWOOD,
Appraisers.
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FARM AND ALMSHOUSE*
Whole number of inmates during the year, thirty^
with an average of nineteen.
The net cost of $1.50 per week, includes services
of superintendent and matron, hired help and tele-
phone service. Mr. and Mrs. William L. McDonald
have had the management of the properi^y, and the
overseers have secured their services for another year.
For the ensuing year we recommend an appropri-
ation of fifteen hundred dollars.
ACCOUNT OF CASH*
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904,
Appropriation,
Produce sold,
$539 49
IbOO 00
372 10
Orders drawn
$2,411 59
1,999 76
Balance March 1, 1905, $411 83
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REPAIRS ON BUILDINGS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $560 50
Orders drawn, 256 00
Balance March 1, 1905, $304 5^
OUTSIDE POOR.
Paid for sick in hospitals, $822 59
Paid Sister of Providence Orphanage, 84 00
Paid for five hundred nine-eight tramps, 73 60
Paid Monastery of The Good Shepherd, 55 00
Paid House of Guardian Angel, 35 92
Paid St. Anne's Orphanage, 163 25
Paid oth<^r towns for persons having a set-
tlement in this town, 453 82
Paid for persons having a settlement in
other towns, 473 70
Paid for unsettled persons, 311 24
Paid for persons in town, 4,414 17
$6,887 2
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ACCOUNT OF CASH,
Appropriatiou, ^ , $6,000 00
Balance to credit of accoiiut March 1, 1904, 239 81
Town of Belliiigham, aid to Elizabeth Burke, 9 25
Town of Xorth Brooktield, aid to George Smith, 24 55
Town of Xorth Brookfield, aid to Ovide Blair,
.
40 00
Town of Charlton, aid to Mrs. Ezra Laplante, 219 25
Town of Palmer, aid to Julius Lagesse, 24 50
Town of Stuibridge aid to Judsoii Hemenway, 27 75
Town of Wai ren, aid to James Pendergast, 1 50
Town of Northampton, aid to Louis B. Val-
court, 54 50
State Treasurer, for aid ta .uusettled persons, 153 29
Dr. Joseph G. E. Page, overpaid order, 3 25
$6,797 65
Account overdrawn, March 1, 1905, §92 89
For the ensuing year we recommend an appropri-
ation of six thousand five hundred dollars.
L. WESLEY CURTIS
L. ALEX. LATAILLE,
FELIX GATINEAU,
Overseers of the Poor.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SELECTMEN.

SELECTMEN'S REPORT.
The board have endeavored to carry out the votes,
of the Town in all matters coming under their jurisdic-
tion to the best of their ability, and briefly submit
their report.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Although this department is not under the con-
trol of the Selectmen, except in the appointment of
Fire Engineers, we found a condition existing that
was of great danger to the safety of property in the
Town in case of fire. Namely : No facilities were
available to haul the apparatus. This condition was
so serious that we spent much time to remedy it, and
finally through the courtesy of the Hamilton Woolen
company, by giving them a representation on the
Board of Engineers, succeeded in securing the use of
their horses at Globe Village, solving a most difficult
problem and, as we believe, at a very great saving
over any other arrangement possible now, or in the
future. It must be apparent to all, that fire apparatus.
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without means of hauling the same in case of fire,
comes pretty near being a worthless protection. The
insurance companies so considered it and would not
have tolerated the situation longer.
BRIDGES.
At the annual meeting the Town appropriated
eight hundred dollars for one half the estimated ex-
pense of an. iron bridge at Westville. In conjunction
with the Town of Sturbridge a contract was made with
the Eastern Bridge and Structural Company for an
eighteen foot iron bridge for fifteen hundred dollars.
We think both towns are to be congratulated on the
result as they have secured a substantial bridge wider
by four feet than the old one and at a price that would
be hard to duplicate.
CENTRAL STREET BRIDGE.
The Selectmen in their report of 1903 called atten-
tion to the dangerous condition of this bridge and
recommended a new one. At the annual meeting a com-
mittee was appointed to examine and report the con-
dition, and at a special meeting, held July 18th, the
committee reported that they did not recommend any
outlay on the old bridge. After some discussion it
%vas voted to raise the sum of eight thousand dollars
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to construct a stone arch bridge and a contract was
made with Blanchard Brothers Granite Co., for the
sum of seventy-four hundred dollars. On the comple,
tion of the bridge it was thought advisable to con-
struct an iron fence leading to it and we expended
$329.10, which, with the other necessary expenses
above the contract, equaled the appropriation.
The Street Commissioner, after consultation with
the Board, added enough fence to the highway to
make it complete. We feel that the contractors gave
the town a most substantial and satisfactory bridge,
and it undoubtedly will be many years before the town
will bo called upon to make any outlays on the Central
street bridge.
WATCH SYSTEM FOR POLICE DEPART^
MENT.
The Town appropriated five hundred dollars for
Watchmen's clocks. After examining several kinds we
decided upon the Hasuburg clock system. Fourteen
of these were installed in different parts of the Town*
at an expense of two hundred sixty-four dollars, in-
cluding the boxes in which they are enclosed. They
were secured at a very low price through the courtesy
of Mr. J. A. Brightman and we fell that they are ad-
mirably adapted to the purpose intended. This system
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will require a small additional appropriation for the
Police Department to ( over the expense of collecting
and looking after the dials every other day.
PLEASANT STREET CULVERT.
This proved to be an expensive as well as very
much larger piece of work than anticipated, requiring
four catch basins and 210 feet of 10x18 inch drain
pipe to take care of the great amount of water coming
down the highway and the adjoining water shed. That
it will prove to be worth all it cost, by obviating what
w as a great nuisance and encumbrance to property in
that section of the Town we have no doubt. As the
Town neglected to make any appropriation after vot-
ing the culvert the expense has come out of the Con-
tingent Account.
SOUTH STREET.
The County Commissioners, in September, on peti-
tion of some of the voters of the Town after a hearing
on the matter issued a decree making it obligatory on
the Town to widen and re-locate this street from the
corner of West street to a point in the road beyond the
.
Shuttle shop, and to work as much of it the pajSt Fall
as lay between the corner of West street and residence
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of Andrew McCabe. This has been done at an ex-
pense of $513.78. The estimated expense to complete
the road is about $501). Exclusive of land damages if
any.
RETAINING WALL : REAR TOWN HALL.
The Town appropriated twelve hundred dollars to
rebuihl this wall. Aftfr getting estimates for rebuild-
ing, all being greatly in excess of the appropriation, it
was decided to l)uild a low wall squaring the Town
hall lot and grading the refuse on the adjoining prop-
erties. This was done for $450 less than the appropri-
tion and we believe it to be a much greater improve-
ment than to have built a high wall as it gives the
Town hall more prominence from Everett street, im-
proving the land on that street so that the day is not
far distant when the adjoining lots will be built upon
adding so much more to the taxable property of the
Town.
BUILDINGS, HIGHWAYS, ETC
The buildings under the supervision of the select
men are all in good condition.
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The boundary lines between Southbridge and ad-
joining towns have been preambulated and monu-
ments re-marked as required by law.
After looking into the matter, we are of the opin-
ion that more crushed stone should be used on our
highways, especially in the center of the town, and
that the question as to the wisdom of the town owning
a stone crusher, should receive the consideration of the
voters at the annual meeting as well as how to secure
the best results in the expenditure of highway appro-
priations, which now exceed seven thousand dolliars
annually.
We would suggest that hereafter instead of the
auditors publishing in their report a list of new books,
etc., in the library, they insert the votes passeS at the
annual meeting. This record at present can only be
found in the Town Clerk's records, but if incorporated
in the town report it would become of historical inter-
est of the town's action, within the reach of all the
voters. This would make the auditors' report of great
value in the future, bemg a ready reference of the
doings of the town in all public matters, and of value
as regards dates, expenditures authorized and for what
purpose, and might prove to be a check on appropria-
tions, ©r show the wisdom of changes in the manner of
expenditures or policies, in conducting the Town's busi-
ness affairs in all departments.
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APPROPRIATIONS.
While endeavoring to keep within the appropria-
tions there has heen many unlocked for demands oa
the Contingent. The diphtheria epidemic alone has
drawn on this account for the amount of $950. The
account was overdrawn at the commencement of the
year $1036.72. There were also claims amounting to
several dollars left over from last year. In this con-
nection it might he well to call attention to a fact
which is fully realized hy he Board, that calls of ahoufc
every name and nature are fast increasing on all the
Boards in town. It will require vigilance not only of
the several Boards of Town officers but of all the voters
in the town, if we do not want to drift into undue ex-
travagance in town affairs. It is not so much our
large appropriatians that are to be feared, because
they are made after due deliberation and discussion,
but the weekly bills throughout the year coming before
the several Boards constitute an enormous sum in the
aggregate and should be watched with great care.
There appears to be a feeling, all too prevalent
that if it is for the Town it can afford to pay and pay
well. This feeling can grow to be quite a menace un-
less all realize that the Town is but a large corpora-
tion and that we are all stockholders and what affects
one affects all. As the Town received six thousand
dollars less from the Corporation tax this year than
usual it would seem a part of wisdom and good busi-
ness judgment to go slow on iy)propriation3 .the com-
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ing year. The Selectmen do not feel it incumbent
upon them to undertake to instruct the voters. But
being in a position to see and realize conditions - exist-
ing, we would fail in our duty if we did not call to
their attention matters and policies that deserve their
most careful consideration.
CALVIN D. PAIGE,
C. FRED HILL,
ALEX. BUYER, Jr.
Selectmen.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Cemetery Committee*

REPORT OF THE CEMETERY
COMMITTEE.
The Cemetery •Committee, in submitting their an-
nual report, wish to express their satisfaction and ap-
proval of the manner the work lias been carried on.
We tnink we have one of the best kept and attractive
cemeteries in the state, and we hope each succeeding
year will find it more beautiful. We recommend that
further improvements be made and would ask the
Town to appropriate the sum of one thousand dollars.
S. K. EDWARDS,
L. WESLEY CURTIS,
MICHAEL D. MORRILL,
J. F. LARIVIERE.
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
TO THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE,
Gentlemen:—
I submit the following statement of the financia
condition of the cemetery. Have received from the
following parties for the perpetual care of their lots:
Mrs. A. J. Bartholomew, $50 00
Mrs. Martha J. Litchfield and
heirs of Chloe B. Litchfield, 53 00
Geo. W. Corey, 50 00
Mrs. Wilham C. Oady, 50 00
Mrs. Caroline Fenton, 50 00
For the sale of lots:
—
Mrs. Bradford Stone, 25 OO
Mrs. Frank H. Marble, 75 00
Joseph R. Stott, 75 00
Holmes Vinton,
.
50 00
W. H. Webster, 25 00
$500 00
Amount of fund March 1, 1904, 13,296 75
The fund now amounts to 13,796 75
Invested as follows:
Amherst Savings Bank $1,000 oa
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Dedhani Institution for Savings, $1,000 08
Gardner Savings Bank, 992 50
Leicester Savings Bank, 820 00
North Adams Savings Bank, 370 00
Peoples Savings Bank, Worcester, 1,000 00
Springfield Institution for Savings, 1,000 00
Southbridge Savings Bank, 1,600 00
Salem Five Cents Savings Bank, 1,000 00
1 000 00
Webster Five Cents Savings Bank, 1,014 25
Ware Savings Bank, 1,000 00
Worcester Five Cents Savings Bank, 1,000 00
Worcester Mechanics Savings Bank, 1,000 00
$13,796 75
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,
Interest,
T. Comberbach, for grass,
Victor Lamoureux, for fence.
$750 00
512 00
10 00
6 00
$1,278 88
EXrENDITlRES.
Orders drawn for men, teams, tools, sup-
plies, etc., bills examined and a])proved
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by the Cemetery Oornmittee and the
Auditors, $1,279 39
Account overdrawn March 1, 1905, 51
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SINKING FUND COMMIS
SIGNERS.

REPORT OF SINKING FUND
COMMISSIONERS.
The Sinking Fund Commissioners respectfull}^'
submit their fifth annual report, as follows :
RECEIPTS.
Balance January 1, 1904,
Interest to January 1, 1905,
Appropriation,
$11,197 68
433 49
1,000 00
$12,631 17
^ VESTMENTS.
Amherst Savings Bank, $1,218 94
Gardner Savings Bank, 1,041 20
North Adams Savings Bank, 1,050 80
Southbridge Savings Bank, 1,224 39
Springfield Five Cents Savings
Bank, 1,168 92
Springfield Institution for Savings, 1,168 91
Ware Savings Bank, 1,218 94
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Webster Savings Bank, $1,228 92
Worcester Mechanics Savings
Bank, 1,096 60
Worcester Five Cents Savings
Bank, 1,076 08
Worcester County Institution for
Savings, 1,137 47
$12,631 17
The appropriation made by the Town v^as in-
vested in the Gardner Savings i>ank and in the Wor-
cester Mechanics Savings Bank. The Commissioners
ask for the appropriation of One Thousand Dollars for
the Sinking Fund this year.
The Auditors have examined the several Bank
Books, showing the investment of the Sinking Fund
and find the above report correct.
HENRY B. MONTAGUE,
SOLOMON E. BLANCHARD,
OSWALD GREGOIRE,
Sinking Fund Commissioners.
J. A. CARON,
S. D. PERRY,
JOS. CODERRE,
Auditors.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TOWN CLERK.

TOWN CLERK'S REPORT.
INSURANCE ON TOWN PROPERTY.
Town hall building and contents. $63,500 00
Boilers in Town hall, 6,000 00
Boilers in Marcy street school, 4,000 00
Armory and contents. 7,600 00
Engine house and contents, Town, 17,300 00
Engine hou«e and contents, Globe Village, 8,500 00
Almshouse, barn and i^ontents, 12,300 00
School house, Marcy street and contents, 32,500 00
School house, Main street, and contents, 5,000 00
School house, School street, and contents, 4,700 00
School house, Pleasant street. 2,000 00
School house, corner Morris street, 1,500 00
School house, Sandersdale, 2,000 00
School house, Dennison district, 400 00
School house. Elm street, 1,600 00
School house, Hooker district. 600 00
School house, Bacon district. 600 00
School house. Mechanics street. 10.000 00
Storage barn and contents, "Goddard Court, " 1,100 00
Library building, 2,500 00
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Printed books, paintings, furniture, etc., in
Library building, $15,200 00
Police station, 2,000 00
$200,800 00
VITAL STATISTICS.
For the year ending January 1, 1905.
Number of marriages, 94
Number of births, S45
Number of deaths, 203
Number of dogs Hcensed,
year 1904—
Males, 393
Females, 41
Respectfully submitted,
G. C. WINTER,
Town Clerk.
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FIRE ENGINEERS
In compliance with the usual custom relative to
the Fire Department we submit our report for the year
ending Feb. 28, 1905. Accompanying the report is a
correct record of the department with the amount of
expenditures, also what reconmiendations w^e deem
necessary for the best interests of the department
and town.
MANUAL FORCE
The manual force : board of engineers, Chief and
four district Chiefs, two steam fire engine companies
of seventeen men each, two hand hose companies
manned by the two steam fire engine companies, two
hook and ladder companies of twelve men each,
superintendent of fire alarm, and fourteen horses sub-
ject to the rail of the department.
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ROLL CALL OF FIRE DEPARTMENT.
C. p. Phipps, Chief Engineer.
A. C. Capen, District Chief of boxes 21, 23, 24.
Patrick F. Flynn, District Chief of boxes 25, 26, 28, 82'
Alfred Allard, District Chief of boxes 41, 42, 43, 45, 46,
and private boxes 31, 71, 72.
M. P. O'Shaughnessy, Clerk and District Chief of boxes
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39.
STEAMER AND HOSE COMPANY NO. h
Basil Proulx Captain
M. L. Dillaber Lieutenant
George H. Chaffin Clerk
Newton E. Putney Engineer
George H. Chafifin Assistant Engineer
Joseph Bebo Stoker
BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
HOSEMEN.
Louis Lamothe
\
Daniel T. Morrill,
Walter McGrath,
Adelard Delage,
Robert E. Moore,
Leandre Coutu,
Joseph Duchesneau,
Geo. E. Lamoureux,
Ohas Proulx,
Alfred Langevin
SUBSTITUTES.
Henry Lucia, Alex. Mominee.
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HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY NO. 1.
Peter Caplette Captain
Charles Martel LieuteDant
James K. Egan Clerk
John Cogghis, Joseph Lucia,
Louis Peloquin, Nelson Ganiache,
Oliver Paul, John B. Bouchard,
Alexis Lariviere.
SUBSTITUTES.
Win. J. Shea, Edward Allard.
STEAVARD.
Honry \j. Brousseau.
STEAMER AND HOSE COMPANY NO- 2.
W. J. S. Ciawford Captain
James Pollard Lieutenant
George Siini)Son Clerk and Engineer
John Splaiiie Assistant Engineer
Wilhani H. Walters Stoker
HOSE MEN.
Edward Grant, Moin-oe Walters,
Thomas F. O'Sliaughnessy, Patrick H. Fitz[)atrick,
Michael F. Blute, Paul Potvin,
Alexis Boulay, Joseph Kivers,
Thomas H. Kyan, Edward Splaine.
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SUBSTITUTES.
John Mallensou, Martin T. Dodd.
STEWARD.
John Splaine.
HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY MO. 2.
John Brennan Captam
John J. Hogan Lieutenant
John W. Smythe Clerk
WilHam T. Kennedy, Thomas Brennan,
Patrick F. Delehanty Joseph P. Power,
Peter May, Walter Keating*
SUBSTITUTES.
Hosea Weld, William H. McGilpin.
LIST OF FIRES AND ALARMS.
During the year we have had 12 alarms including
one general, and eighteen still alarms.
March 2, 1904—Box 24, 1.25 a. m., fire in Horrigan'a
block. Pleasant street. All apparatus present.
Cause probably defective chimney. Loss on build-
ing and contents $3500. Recall 2.10 a. m.
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April 21, 1904—Box 25, 12.14 p.m. Fire in building
owned by Hamilton Woolen Co. on Cross street.
No. 2 companies responded. Cause, defective
chimney. Loss slight. Recall 12.21 p. m.
May 7, 1904 -Box 32, 3.40 p. m. Fire in building oc-
cupied by H. C.Moynihan,No. 1 companies respond-
ed. Cause overturning of oil stove. Loss slight-
Recall 3.55 p m.
June 11, 1904 --Box 32, 8.50 a. m. Fire in building on
Pine street, ov^ned and occupied by Pierre Allard,
Jr. Cause upsetting of oil stove. No. 1 companies
responded. Loss $1,750. Recall 9.15 a. m.
July 13, 1904—Box 3 4, 5.34 p. m. Fire in brick build-
ing on Main street, owned by Phelps estate, occu-
pied by Williams & Crawford. Cause spontane-
ous combustion. No. 1 companies responded. Loss
$150. Recall 5.54 ]>. in.
Aug. 31, 1904—Box 35, 3.16 p. m. Fire in building on
Hamilton street, owned by G. Gregoire, caused by
ga.^obne stove overtnrning. No. 1 companies re-
sponded. Less S900. Recall 3.42 p. m.
Sept. 7, 1904—Box 24, 9.20 p. m. Fire in building
owned by H. W. Co., West Main street. Cause
unknown. No. 2 companies respr)M(L' 1 Damage
$45 00. Recall 9.27 p. m.
Sept. 21, 1904—Box 37, 11.45 a. m. Fne in A. P.
Taylor's house on Dresser street. Cause combus-
tion. No. 1 companies responded. Loss $1200.
Recall 12.12 p. uj.
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Oct. 11, 1904—Box 34, 12.08 a. m. Fire in building on
Central street owned by Morton Estate. Cause
unknown. No. 1 companies responded. Kecall
12.25 a, m.
Nov. 9. 1904—Box 38, 1.42 p. m. Fire in Kichard's
Knife shop. Cause sparks from fire in boiler. No-
I companies responded. Loss $85. Kecall 2.04
p. ni.
Dec. li. 1901—Box 45, 6.44 p. m. Fire in building on
Charlton road, owned by Joseph Laverdiere. No.
1 compmiies responded. Damage slight. Recall
7.2S p. m.
Dec. 21, 1904—Box 32, 7.04 a. m. Fire in building
owned by St. Mary's Parish, on Edwards street.
No. 1 companies responded. Damage $25.00. Re-
call 7.14 a. m.
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.
ENGINE MEN*
,
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $3,620 00
EXPENDITURESi
Steamer Company No. 1,
Steamer Company No. 2,
$1,118 00
1,118 00
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Hook and Ladder Company No. 1, .^-o-il 00
Hook and Ladder Company No. 2, 541 OD
Chief and assistant engineers, 402 00
i?3,620 00
0000 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
March 1, 1904, $285 40
Appropriation, 2900 00
EXPENDITURES.
Boston Woven Hose Co., sui)plies, 8572 82
Combination Ladder Co:, supplies, 569 30
A. R. Webster, horses. 182 50
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co.,
lighting engine houses 179 54
J. J. Bovvlen Co.. horses. 166 50
A. Daniels, fuel, 161 32
Hamilton Woolen Co., horses. 160 00
Gilbert Theriault, horses. 100 00
M. Duhamel, horses. 95 00
W. E. D(. c ow, supplies, 94 31
J. F. Damond, labor and supplies, 69 10
M. Egau & Son, labor and supplies. 65 80
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G. C. Winter, labor and snpplies, $64 35
L. N. Hastings & Co., one harness. 60 00
G. S. <Sc 0. G. Howe, supplies, 53 49
Williams & Crawford, labor and
supplies. 48 06
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water to April 1, 1905, 46 66
Geo. S. Stone Co., labor and sup- '
plies. 34 95
C. P. Phipps, sundry expenses, 31 87
Frank E. titts M'fg & Supply
Co., supplies, 20 95
Geo. H. Hartwell, supplies, 18 34
Cole Bros., supplies. 18 20
American Steel & Wire Co., sup-
plies. 16 00
E. C. Ellis, fuel. 14 50
A. F, Hall, labor. 13 50
Frank Demeri, lioi ses, 10 00
Edmond Richard, horses, 10 00
Jos. Ouimette & Son, labor and
supplies, 8 00
R. Wardle, labor and suppiies. 7 25
Lanioureux Bros, supplies, 7 03
W. E. Hardenber, board of G. F.
Damond, 6 75
Oldham & Ranahan, labor and
supplies, 6 60
P. F. Flynn, labor, 5 00
Est. Calvin ClaHin, labor and
supplies. 4 75
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Philias Lamomeux, supplies, $4 50
D. Chamberlain, labor, 4 40
N. E. Putney, labor, 3 50
P. Caplette, labor, 3 25
Hamilton Woolen Co., labor, 2 80
O. L. Desaulniers, supplies, 1 25
$2,942 14
Balance to credit of account March
1, 1905, $243 26
FIREMEN^S RELIEF ASSOCIATIOR
Deposits in Soutbbridge Savings
Bank Jan. 1, 1905, $1,412 50
REPORT OF ELECTRICIAN.
board of fire enginfers southbridge mass.
gentle:\len:—
The Fire alarm System has worked very satifac-
torily during the past year and has only been used for
calling out the department 9 times between May 1,
1904 and March 1, 1905.
What troubles we have had have been caused by
the deteriorating of the wires etc., and I would recom-
mend that you purchase each year three or four miles.
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of wire and cut out the old wire that is now in such
bad shape. By doing this you can in about three
years have a new Mne and a more rehable service as
the new insulation and stronger wire will prevent a
great many cross wires and short circuits which now
are liable to cause serious trouble if not put - the ser-
vice out of business for some time.
You cannot maintain a reliable system unless the
outside construction is kept up and very little has been
done since it was put up origiaally except to patch up
broken wires.
This new wire could be put up without interfering
with the operation of the line and without cutting out
any of the boxes.
Yours respectfully,
ANDREW F. HALL,
Supt. Fire Alarm System
REMARKS.
In looking over the needs of the Department and
with a view to increasing the efficiency of the same,
your board have unanimously agreed to ask the town
for an extra appropriation of $1900 to purchase a com-
bination Chemical and Hose wagon to take the place of
one of the horse hose wagons now in use. By so
doing we wull not increase the number of horses, will
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carry an extra piece of apparatus which will extin-
guish nine-tenth of all fires, thereby saving a vast
amount of water damages. The use of Combination
Chemical and Hose wagons in the Fire Departments
of the country have become almost universal, no Fire
Department being considered complete and up-to-date
without them. While we feel that the town has been
most fortunate in escaping from any great fire damage
within the past few years we feel it our duty to place
the matter of providing the Fire Department with the
best methods of fighting the fire fiend before you for
your consideration.
The present Board of Engineers found it necessary
at the beginning of the year to furnish a large part
of the Department with new rubber goods, including
hats, boots and coats which they were badly in need
of, at an expense of over $300, also giving some of the
apparatus a thorough over hauling especially Steamer
No. 2 which was put in first class condition. Three
new hydrants have been added this year, one on Oakes
avenue, one on Sayles street and one on Charlton
street making a total of 88 hydrants now in use.
We recommend the regular appropriation of $2000
to defray the running expenses of the Department.
Credit is due to those who furnished horses for
their promptness in responding to all alarms, also to
the Superintendent of the Fire alarm and his assistant
for the excellent condition of the system.
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In conclusion we]would thauk the Board of Engin-
eers for there able support, the members of each com-
pany, also the steward of the two houses, for their
excellent work during the past pear.
Respectfully submitted.
C- P. PHIPPS, Chief.
M. P. O'SHAUGHNESSY, Clerk.
ANNUAL REPORT
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REPORT OF THE POLICE
DEPARTMENT,
In submitting my annual report will say that
during:: the year past that the best of feeling has existed
between the entire force and believe that good results
have been obtained. The new clock system which
went into effect about July 1st, has proved a success^
but there is a l>rge amount of territory uncovered and
I believe that there should be an increase in the fotoe
and would recommend that the sum of $5000 be raised
and appropriated for the salary of the present force.
There has been 38 less arrests made the past year than
the year 1903 04: and 139 less articles etc. found by the
officers.
MARCUS L. DILLABFR,
Captain of Police.
ROSTER
Marcus L. Dillaber, no salary.
Peter A. Cormier,
Andrew M. Higgins,
$720 00
720 00
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Charles Curtin, $720 00
George E. Egan, 720 00
Joseph Paulhus, 630 00
Patrick Donnelly, 630 00
Wiliiam J. Doughty, 90 00 •
Zotique N. LeClair, 90 00
$4,320 00
ARRESTS.
Common drunkards, 4c
Disturbance of the peace, 3
Vagrants, 7
Larceny, 17
Assault and battery 27
Stubborn child, 5
Liquor keeping, 6
Jbreaking probation, 2
Cruelty to animals, 1
Insane, . 2
Simple drunks, 89
Affray,
Fornication,
Defrauding inn-keeper,
Seduction,
Night walker.
Breaking town by-laws.
Fraud,
Breaking and entering,
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Malicious mischief, 2^
Deserters from army, 2
Neglected child, 2
Plumbing without a hcense, 1
Total, 186
Lights out, 22
Lights burning, 24
Doors open, 19
Horses loose in barn, 3
Stray teams, 12
Dangerous places in street, 4
Keys found in door, 1
Horses cast, 4
Windows open, 1
Bicycles found, 3
Street lights out, 6
Horses put up, 3
Articles found 2
Hydrants leaking, 3
Horses loose in street, 2
Water found running, 1
Store book found, I
Still alarm of fire, ' 1
Fire alarm, 1
Children found, 2
Total, 115

ANNUAL REPORT
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BOARD OF HEALTH.
In reviewiDg the work of theJBoard for th^ year
we find the sanitary condition of the town compares
very favorably with that of past years, the system of
sewers is being extended, and the people generally are
more inclined to connect their houses than heretofore,
A large number of connections were made last season,
and the Board hop^s to eee all dwellings along the line
of the sewer connected during the coming year.
During the summer the Board appointed Mr. A. R.
Brown to act as its agent, he has promptly and satis-
factorilly attended to all sources of filth and contagion
brought to our notice, and we feel that the work of the
Board has thereby been greatly increased in efficiency
In common with many other towns and cities of
the state, we have had an epidemic of diphtheria dur-
ing the season. One hundred and eighty-six cases have
been reported, with eighteen deaths. It is significant
that more than two-thirds of the fatal cases were those
who had no medical attendance, or in which a physi-
cian was not called until the patient was beyond help.
It is practically certain, that had these cases been re-
ported promptly, a number of valuable lives would
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have been saved. We hope the public vrill more and
more realize the need and value of sanitary work, and
give the Board its hearty assistance in its efforts to
render the town clean and free from contagion.
Respectfully submitted,
Q. C. BRADFORD, Secretary.
Total numbef of deaths from all catises, ex-
clusive uf still-births, 196
Number of still-births, 7
DEATHS BY SEXES.
(Still-births excluded).
Number of deaths of males, 106
Number of deaths of females, 90
DEATHS BY AGES.
(Still-births excluded).
Total Male Female
Deaths of persons under one year,
From 1 to 2 years,
2 to 3 years,
3 to 4 years,
4 to 5 years.
5 to 10 years,
10 to 15 years,
15 to 20 years,
58 39 19
13 8 5
11 7 4
11 4 7
3 1 2
11 3 8
3 2 1
6 1 5
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20 to 30 years, 10 5 5
30 to 40 years, 12 5 7
40 to 50 years, 13 8 5
50 to 60 yeajs, 5 1 4
60 to 70 years, 13 9 4
70 to 80 years, 15 7 8
Over 80 years, 11 6 5
Ages unknown, 1
Total, 196 106 90
DEATHS BY MONTHS.
(Still-births excluded)
January, 15 July, 13
February, 15 August, 12
March, 9 September, 15
April, 22 October, 17
May, 21 November, • 19
June, 14 December, 24
CAUSES OF DEATH.
(Still-births excluded).
Phthisis or consumption, 19 Dysentery, 1
Diphtheria and croup, 18 Diarrhoea and cholera
Whooping cough, 2 morbus, 7
Cholera infantum, 4 Pneumonia, 6
Bronchitis, 4 Diseases of the heart, 11
Diseases of the brain and Diseases of the kidneys, 9
spinal cord, 1 Cancer, 4
Suicide, 1 Accident, 3
Other causes not speci- Unknown or ill-defined, 35
fied, 71
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(CHAPTER 75, REVISED LAWS, SECTION J2.)
"In each city and town having a population of
more than five thousand inhabitants, as determined by
the last census, at least one member of said board
fihall be a physician, and the board shal] send an an-
nual report of the deaths in such town to the State
Board of Health. The form of such reports shall be
prescribed and furnished by the State Board of
Health."
Respectfully yours,
CHARLES HARRINGTON,
Secretary of State Board of Health.
AGENT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the Honorable Board of Health :
Gb'Ntlemen :
As your agent I submit the following report from
August 15, 1904 to Feb. 28, 1905:
Houses placarded for infectious diseases, 137
Houses fumigated after infectious diseases, 137
Houses fumigated after other diseases, 4
Schoolhouses fumigated, 31
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Sewer connections, by order, 12
Cellars cleaned, " 2
Vaults " " " 10
Yards " " 5
Respectfully submitted,
A. R. BROWN, Agent.
REPORT OF PLUMBING INSPECTOR.
To the Honorable Board of Ilealtli :
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit the fol-
lowing, inspected by me as Inspector of Plumbing
from Aug. 15, 1904 to Feb. 28, 1905.
Sinks, (Kitchen & Butlery), 108
Bath tubs, 25
Wash bowls, 53
Water closets, 92
Urinals, 2
Wash trays, (sets) 3
Cellar connections, &
Total, 291
Respectfully submitted,
A. R. BROWN,
Inspector of Plumbing.

LIST OF JURORS.
Adams, Herbert R.
Agnew, George
A]den, William E.
Allard, Joseph A.
Ammidown, Lucius E.
Andrews, Wilfred M.
Armes, George T.
Austin, Arthur P.
Bachand, Louis
Bartholomew, A. Marcy
Beck, John 1.
Beecher, Herbert R.
Belanger, Joseph N.
Berry, George A,
Berthiaume, Joseph
Blais, Alex.
Blanchard, Solomon
Blain, Jules
Blute, Daniel
Bonnette, Albert E.
Bosquet, Louis
Boulton, Elmer H.
Boyer, Alexander
Boyle, John
Brackett, Hayes J.
Brennan, Eichard
Bridgett, James W.
Brogan, Joseph
Brown, Everett A.
Burnett, Fred C.
Butler, Edward H.
Callahan, Patrick E.
Callahan, William C.
Carey, Edward A.
Carlson, Otto
Carney, Cornelius
Caron, Frank
Chace, Emerson E.
Chamberlain, Eugene M,
Champagne, Henry
Champlin, Arthur J.
Chandler, Winthrop A*
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Chappie, John
Cheney, Herman S.
Chicoine, WilHam
Claflin, Bert R.
Clarke, Dudley H.
Clarke, Albert C.
Clemence, George L.
Coldman, James W.
Collette, Hector
Cunneen, William
Curboy, Michael P.
Dakin, Edward F.
Darling, L. Eugene
Begrenier, Napoleon
Delage, Louis
Delehanty, Michael H.
Demers, Albert
Derossiers, Joseph
Desrosiers, Zenon
.
Dinan, Henry
Dodd, Martin T.
Dorval, Honore
Dresser, George K.
Dresser, George L.
Ducheneau, Joseph E.
Duclos, Adelard T.
Dudley, Frank L.
Dufault, Phileas
Duffy, Frank J.
Dumas, Edmond
Dumas, Thomas
Dupaul, Joseph N.
Duplissis, Antoine, Jr.
Dupuis, Louis
Durfee, Henry D.
Earle, James F.
Eccleston, William H.
Edwards, Stephen K.
Egan, Edward
Farland, Narcisse A.
Farquhar, William R.
Farrell, Andrew P.
Favreau, Leon F.
Fitzpatrick, Michael
Flood, Matthew
Fontaine, Alpha
Freeman, Everett C.
Gagnon, Joseph
Gagnon, Leon
Galipeau, Alfred
Gardner, Milton L.
Gatineau, Felix
Gaumond, Aimee
Gay, Ernest L.
Geer, Horace L.
Gervais, L. Andrew
Giard, Frank H.
Giroux, Napoleon
Goddu, Edmond N.
Goodell, Ulysses A.
Gough, Eobert F.
Greenwood, Joseph A.
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Hager, Walter R.
Hall, Charles W.
Halligan, Thomas
Hanson, John H.
Hanson, Fred C.
Hanson, Martin A.
Harrington, John
Harris, Herbert R.
Harwood Elmer E.
Harwood, Arthur J.
Haskell, Elihu B.
Haskell, Herbert F.
Hedin, Albin
Hefner, Ferdinand
Hefner, John E.
Henry, WiUiam J.
Hetu, Joseph
Hetu, Edmoud E.
Hill, Harry W.
Hogan, John J.
Houle, Theophile
Howes, Horace S.
Hyde, Herman T.
Jackson, Henry J.
Johnsen, A. Jerome
Jowett, William
Jowett, William G.
Keenan, John
Kenny, Dennis A.
King, P. Alfred
King, John Jr.
Labonti, Solomon
Laflin, Stephen C.
Lamonthe, Olivier
Lamothe, Louis
Lamoureux, Arthur E.
Lamoureux, Godfrey
Lamoureux, Wilfred
Laranger, John B.
Larichliere, Arthur
Ldriviere, Joseph P.
Larochelle, Napoleon
Laughlane, John F.
Lavalle, Felix
Lavoie, Hormisdas
Lawson, Roger C.
Laycock, Edward
Leblanc, Isadore
LcClair, Peter
Ledoux, Albert
Lee, William F.
Lepain, Napoleon
L'Homme, Jean B., Jr.
Livernois, Francois
Lucier, William
Lusignan, Henry W.
Lyon, Otis F.
Macnie, Alexander
Malhnson, Thomas
Mannix, John
Mansfield, George E.
Marble, Frank M.
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Martel, Fred
Mason, James H.
Mason, Henry D.
Matte, Stanislas
May, Patrick
McFarland Henry M.
McGilpin, Thomas
McGrath, Patrick
Mclntire, Orrin A.
McKinstry, Jude T.
Mellen, Homer G.
Metcalfe, Walter
Metras, Joseph
Monahan, Patrick H.
Monnette, Moses, Jr.
Monroe, Franklin C.
Montigny, Charles, Jr.
Moore, Arthur C.
Moriarty, James
Moriarty, Daniel
Moriarty, John
Moriarty, Patrick T.
Moriarty, Dennis F. ^
Moriarty, Timothy T.
Morarty, Andrew J.
Morrill, Daniel T.
Morris, Andrew J.
Morrissey, James T.
Morse, Henry A.
Morse, Charles M.
Morse, Hiram P.
Morse, Silas B.
Morse, Erwin J.
Morse, Andrew H.
Morse, Willard P.
Nichols, Thomas, Jr.
Nichols, Allan A.
Norman, C. Victor
Olin, John W.
O'Shaughnessy, Thomas
O'Shaughnessy, Michael P.
Papillion, George W.
Paquin, Alexander J.
Pa ton, James
Pattee, Frank A.
Payne, George A.
Pellett, Charles H.
Peloquin, Adolph
Pelton, Albert L.
Pettibone, James G.
Plimpton, William P.
Phmpton, Alfred M.
Phmpton, Ellsworth F.
Plouffe, Daniel, Jr.,
Pollard, John
Potter, George S.
Powers, William
Prince, John D.
Proulx, Joseph
Proulx, Bazile
Putney, Newton E.
Quevillion, Charles H.
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Renard, Joseph
Eeynolds, Edv/ard D.
Rich, George S.
Robert, Bartholomew
Robideau, Augustus
Robillard, John B., Jr.
Roy, Wilham W.
Ryan, Ferdinand F.
Ryan, John
Sanders, James H.
Sanders, WilHam H.
Sansouci, J. Ohver
Savage, Simeon
Seagraves, Joseph W.
Searles, William H.
Senecal, Pascal
Severy, George O.
Sharp, Sam
Shea, Wilham J.
Sibley, Lyman E.
Sibley, John F.
Siddall, Wilber H.
Simpson, Charles J.
Simpson, George
Smith, John M.
Splain, John
Stevens, Charles A.
Stephenson, James A. B.
St. GeoFge, Felix
St. Laurent, Paul
Sutcliffe, Arthur
Swanson, Emjil
Tallis, Patrick
Tetrault, Charles
Thayer, Frank E.
Thibault, Albert J.
Thimbhn, Michael
Torrey, Edwin T.
Tremblay, Hormisdas
Troy, Thomas
Tuhy, John
Vinton, Franklin
Vinton, Charles M.
Wardle, Robert
Wells, Hiram C.
Whalen, John
Wheeler, Albert H.
Whittaker, John A.
Wilham s, Charles W.
Winquist, Ernest L.
Wixted, Timothy P.
Wood, George S.
Wright, Charles
Young, Samuel
Young, Fred F,
UNPAID TAXES.
Akers, Roland E.
x\lbee, Harry W
Aldrich, Arthur R.
Allard- Minond
Allard, Joseph
Allard, Napoleon
Allard, Napoleon, Jr.
Allman, John J.
Ames, T. K.
Anderson, Morris
Anderson, Ernest
Andrews, W. H.
Anger, Edmond
Arpin, Hector
Arpin, Ubald
Arpin Joseph N.
Asselin, Dominique
Authier, Amedee
Ayotte, Joseph
Bachand, Napoleon
Bachand, Joseph. 2d.
Bail, Joseph
Bail, Ulice
Baker, Jenks
Barrett, Merrick
Baril, Frank X.
Baril, Joseph
Baril, Henry
Baril, Albert
Baril, Joseph
Bastion, Henry
Bastion, Augustin
Bachand, Camille
Baylies, Albert P.
Beaudoin, J. Bte.
Beaudoin, Theophile
Beaudoin, Joseph, 2d
Beaudry, Eugene
Beaudry, J. Bte.
Beaupre, Joseph
Beaupre, Octave
Beauregard, Joseph
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Beauregard, Frank
Beckwith, Thomas T.
Beffre, Arsaine
Belaiiger, Wilfrid
Belanger, Thomas
Belanger, Paul
Belanger, Francois
Belanger, Antoine
Belanger, Joseph
Belanger, Alphonse
Belanger, Louis
Belanger, Antoine, Jr.
Belanger, Pierre
Belanger, Oliver
Belanger, Noe
Benard, Adelard
Benoit, Adolphe
Benoit, Adolphe, 2d.
Benoit, Joseph
Benoit, Hormisdas
Benoit, David
Benoit, Marcel O.
Benoit, Joseph E. 2d.
Benoit, Joseph, 3d.
Benoit, Joseph E.
Bergeron, Ferdinand
Berthiaume, Nazaire
Berthiaume, Elzeard
Bertrand, Greorge, 2d.
Bibeau, Henry
Bibeau, Mozaire
Bibeaa, Henry, 2d.
Bibeau, Charles
Bibeau, Adelard
Blanchette, Joseph
Blanchette, Theophile
Boisvert, Eusebe
Boisvert, Francois, Jr.
Boisvert, Alfred J.
Bois rert, George
Bolduc, Louis
Bonin, Omer
Bonnette, John
Bonnette, Alfred
Bouchard, E.
Bouchard, Joseph
Boucher, Alphonse
Boucher, John
Boucher, Moise
Boucher, Charles
Bourdeaa, Noe
Bourrassa, George
Bouthillette, Joseph
Bouvier, Joseph
Bouvier, Victor A.
Breault, Calixte
Breen, Michael J.
Brennan, Patrick
Brennan, Patrick, Jr.
Brodeur, Joseph, 2d
Brouillette, Mizael
Brouillette, Arthur
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Brousseau, Joseph
Brown, John F.
Brown, David
Brown, James J.
Brown, Bennie
Bruce, Geo.^G. .
Brunelle, Joseph
Buchan, Adeibert
Buchan, John
Buckley,^WinianVD.
Bullock, W.|W.
Buteau, EHe
Butaau, J. Bte.
Burk, Charles F.
Burmingham,^W.
Burmhigham, Michael
Burmingham, Wilham
Burrows, Charles
Burrows, Charles, 2d
Butman, Lucius
Butler, Eichard
Butler, Paul ^
Butterworth, H.
Cabana, Geo. A.
Cabana, Joseph
Cabana, Alfred
Caderette, J. Bte.
Cahoon, Benj. S.
Campbell, Alex.
Capistrant, Joseph
Caplette, Oliverj 2d
Caplette, J. Bte.
Carey, John
Carey, Wilbert M.
Carlson, John
Cary, Thomas J.
Caron, Anatole
Carpenter, Alfred
Carpenter, Willie
Casaubon, Wilfred
Casavant, Philas X.
Casy, Michael
Castonguay, Telesphore
Chabot, Victor
Chase, Walter S.
Chaffin, Frank W.
Chamberlain, Herbert
Cliamberland, Herbert
Chamberland, A.
Chapu, Ulderic
Charbouneau, Joseph
Charlton, Richard
Clarke, Charles J.
Cloutliier, Henry
Cody, Thomas
Corteaux, Ovila
Coldrick, John
CoUette, Ernest
Collette, WiUie
Collette, Ulderic
Collette, Camille-
Collette, Albert
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tJoUins, Michael
Collins, R. W.
Collins, Bernard
Comerford, W. J.
Comet, Edniond
Comet, Joseph
Cooney, Peter
Cooney, Eobert
Oooper, George
Cooper, William
Cormier Theodore
Coriveau, C eophas
Corriveau, Alexis
Cole, Frank
Coughlin, John
Coughlin, Jeremiah
Coughlin, James
Coughlin, Patrick
Cournoyer, Ovide
Cournoyer, Paul
Cournoyer, Leandre
Cournoyer, J. Bte. Jr.
Cournoyer, Joseph
Creedon, P. L.
Cuddihy, Patrick J.
Cuddihy, J. F.
Cuddihy, Tom P.
Cuddihy, Dennis
Cuddihy, Patrick
Cuddihy, T. Patrick s
Cullen, William
Cunningham, Peter
Curley, John
Curry, John J.
Daigneault, Alphonse
Daigneanlt, Elzear
Dalbec, J. Btc^.
Darbyshire, Peter
Davis, Victor
Dalbec, Clement
Desgrener, Joseph H.
Desgrener, Delphis
Desgrener, Napoleon J.
Demers, Joseph, 8d.
Demers, Arthur
Denault, Henry J.
DenauU, Octave G.
Denault, Alfred
Denault, Gilbert
Dennis, Pierre
Desautelles Zoel
Deslauriers, Antoine
Deslaui'iers, Toussin
Desmarais, Charles
Desorsy, Joseph
Desourdy, Francois, Jr.
Desourdy, Pierre, 2d
Desourdy, A.
Desrosiers, Onezime
Dionne, Elzeard
Dionne, Joseph A.
Dionne, Joseph L.
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Dionne, Antoine
Dionne, Theodore
Dobson, Allen
Dodd, Henry
Dollin, James
DoUin, Charles
Donais, Ulric
Donais, J. Bte.
Donais, David
Donais, Joseph
Donovan, D.
Dorval, Honore
Doughertv, D. S.
Doyle, James
Dragon, Herman
Dragon, Joseph A.
Dragon, Joseph A., 2d
Dubois, H. J.
Ducharme, Maxime
Duclos, H. J.
Dufault, Pierre, 2d
Dufault, Pierre
Dufault, Joseph
Duggar, H. R.
Duhamel, Pierre
Dumas, Moses
Dumas, Joseph
Dumas, Daniel
«
Dumas, Joseph E.
Dumas, Edwin
Dumas, Michael J.
Dumas, Alfred
Dumas, James
Dumas, Narcisse, Jr.
Duperre, Albert
Dupre, Noe
Dupre, Willie
Dupuis, Omer
Dupuis, Ovila
Dupuis, Frederic
Dupuis, Elie
Dupuis, Wilfred O.
Dupuis, Euclide
Duquette, Wilfred
Duquette, Telesphore
Duquette, George
Duquette, J. Bte.
Durand, Joseph
Durand, Horace
Durocher, Arthur
Durocher, Louis
Dupuis, Joseph
Eccleston, Charles P.
Edmonds, Oliver
Egan, Robert E.
Egan, James
Egan, Edward
Egan, Henry
EUiott, Ed. M.
EUiott, Ed., Jr.
Elliott, Clarence
Emery, Calixte
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Enault, Oscar
English, John
Ethier, Alfred
Ethier, Pierre
Ethier, Henry
Fabien. Joseph
Fairfield, Sam. O.
Farland, Alexis
Farrent, Alfred
Favreaa, Leon
Felton, Frank E.
Ferrer, Edward H.
Ferron, Joseph
Ferron, Edmond
Ferron, Charles
Ferron, Geo. J.
Ferry, W. L.
Fissette, Dosite
Fiske, John
Fitzgerald, John
Fitzpatrick, M. F.
Fitzpatrick, Thomas
Fitzpatrick, Wm. J.
Fletcher, Albert C.
Flood, Thomas P.
Fontaine, J.
Fontaine, Joseph, Jr.
Fontaine, Ulric,
Fontaine, Telesphore
Fontaine, Lucien
Fontaine, Louis
Fontaine, Willie
Fontaine, Hormisdas
^Fontaine, Egele
Ford Wilham F.
Ford, Alfred
Ford, Joseph G.
Foster, C. H.
Fowler, Ira
Franklin, Benj.
Freeland, Thomas
Frenier, Charles
Frenier, Joseph C.
Frost, Herbert E.
Gagnon, Pierre
Gagnon, Emile
Gallaway, Frank
Gallanger, William
Gamache, Narcisse
Garceau, Charles
Garceau', Charles, Jr.
Garceau, Augustus
Garceau, Alphonse
Garceau, Alfred
Garceau, Henry
Garceau, Dieudonne
Garelpie, Louis
Gatineau, Sergius
Gaudette, Augustus
Gaudette, Noe
Gaudette, Adelard
Gauderre, Victor
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Gaulin, Thomas
Craulin, Adelard
Gaulin, Remie
Gaulin, Joseph
Gaulin, Ouesime';
Gaumond, Gelas
Gaumond, Alfred
Gaumond, Jacque
Gauthier, isnpoieon
Gauthiei", Camile
Gauthier, Thomas
Gauthier, Ferdinand
Gauthier, Joseph
Gay, Earl B.
Gelineau, Alexandre
Gelineau, Arthur
Geudron, Elzeard
Gendron, Emihen
Geoffrion, Xiste
Gervais, Tlieophife
Gervais, Frank
Gervais, Edmond
Giard, Alfred
Girard, Joseph
Girard, Michael
Girard, Victor
Girard, Zoel
Girard, Eugene
Girard, Hormisdas
Girard, Henri A.
Girard, Antoine
Girouard, Joseph
Giroux, Joseph E.
Giroux, Napoleon, Jr.
Giroux, Napoleon, 2d
Giroux, Napoleon, 3d
Giroux, Henry
Glover, John
Godwin, Israel
Gordon, Hairy W.
Grant, Michael
Grant, Harwood
Gravel, Joseph
Graveline, George
Gregoire, Joseph
Gregoire, Joseph. Jr.
Gregoire, Adelard
Gregoire, Arthur
Gregory, Charles
Greiiier, Paul
Grenier, Nazaire
Grenier, Alexis
Grenier, J. Bte.
Grenier, J. Bte., 2d.
Guerin, Isadore
Guillette, Michael
Guillette, Joseph J.
Guillette, UJdege
Guilmette, Arthur
Hall, Jerry L.
Hamel, Wilfred
Hancock, Geo. H.
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Hanson, A. M.
Hawkinson, John A.
Hart, John A.
Hathaway, H. L.
Hefner, Ferdinand
Hetu, Edmond
Hetu, Joseph, 3d,
Hetu, Albert H.
Heck, Walter
Hitchen, Charles E.
Hogan, John E.
Hogan, John, 2d.
Hogan, John, 3d.
Hogan, Daniel M.
Holden, James
Holden, John D.
Holmes, Carl W.
Holmes, Albert N.
Hopenshaw, John
Horrigan, Michael
Horton, David
Houle, Cyrille
Houle, William J.
Houle, Henry
Houle, Henry, Jr.
Hufault, David
Hunt, William
Jackson, Charles
Jacques, Joseph |
Jacques, Aldeiic
Jagger, James
Jalbert, Dieudonne
Johnson, Exel
Jordon, William H.
Jolie, Candide
Jourdonnais, Arthur W.
Kane, Hugh J.
Kaneski, Jake
Keating, John
Keating, Stephen
Keating, J. S.
Keenan, Thomas H.
Kelly, Joseph L.
Kennedy, John
Kennedy, Michael
Kennedy, Patrick H.
Kenny, Florance J.
Keough, Thomas
Keough, James
Kiug, P. Alfred
King, Samuel L.
Kirwin, William
Koffer, Frank
Kohl, William
Labelle, Archie
Lacasse, Solomon
Lacasse, Joseph
Lacasse, Alfred
Lacasse, Edward
Lachapelle, W"m. C.
Lachapelle, Edward
Lachapelle, Damien
Lachapelle, Joseph E.
Lachapelle, Louis
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Ijafleur, Felix
Lafleur, Joseph
Lafleche, Joseph
Lafleche, Paul
Lafortune, Edward
Lafortune, Pierre
Laliberte, Joseph
Laliberte, Joseph, 2d.
Lamarche, John B.
Lambert, Edward
Lamontagne, Joseph
Lamontagne, Francois, Jr.
Lamothe, Narcisse
Lamothe, Paul
Lamothe, Napoleon
Lamothe, Henry
Lamothe, J. George
Lamothe, Felix, Jr.
Lamothe, Nazaire, 2d.
Lamothe, Frank A.
Lamothe, Theodule
Lamothe, Joseph
Landgreen, Albert
Langevin, Napoleon
Langevin, Louis
Langevin, Levi
Langevin, Alexis
Langevin, Theodore
Langevin, Paul
Langevin, Alphonse, 2d
Langevin, WilHam
Langevin, Louis, 2d
Langevin, Adelard
Langlois, Edwine
Langlois, Philhppe
Langlois, Paul
Langlois, Alphonse
Langlois, Amede
Laperle, Adelard
Laperle, Joseph
Lapierre, Benoni
Lapierre, Alfred
Laplante, Alfred
Laporte, Adelard
Laporte Basile
Laporte, Pierre
Laporte, Francois-
Lariviere, J. Bte.
Lariviere, Louis
Lariviere, Heliodore-
Laroche, Alfred
Laroche, Delphis
Laroche, Eph.
Laroche, Jule, Jr.
Larochelle, Ludger
Larochelle, Pierre, 2d
Larochelle, Louis
Larochelle, Pierre D.
Lataille, Cyrille, Jr.
Lataille, Cyrille B,
Latulippe, Ernest
Lauziere, Napoleon
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Lavallee, Pierre
Lavallee, Maxime
Lavallee, Narcisse, Jr.
Lavallee, Charles F.
Lavallee, J. Bte.
Lavallee, Paul
LavalleeJ Henry
Lavallee, Adelard
Lavallee, Mathias L.
Lavallee, Louis, 2d,
Lavallee, Alphonse
Lavallee, Henry
Lavallee,Alfred
Lavallee, Israel
Lavallee, Francois, 2d
Lavallee, Pierre, 2d
Lavallee, Pierre
Laverdiere, Wilbrod
Leblanc, Narcisse, 2d
Leblanc, Joseph
Leblanc, William
Leblanc, Joseph, 2d
Leclair, Pierre
Leclair, Frank
Ledoux, Wilham
Ledoux, Israel
Leduc, Telesphore, Jr.
Leduc, Telesphore
Leduc, James
Leduc, Eugene
Lee, John P.
Lefebvre, Athanasse
Lefebvre, Arthur
Lemair, Charles
Lemay, Herbert
Lemire, Edmond
Lemire, Albert
Leonard, E. D.
Leonard, Oliver
Lepin, Leon
Leriche, F^rdina
Leriche, Louis
Leroux, Louis
Leroux, Napoleon
Leroux, Louis
Leroux, Alexis
L'escault, Alfred
L'heureux, Esdras
L'heureux, Henry
L'heureux, Esdras, 2d.
L'heureux, Joseph
L'homme, Wilfred
Lippe, Antoine
Lizotte, Edward
Lizotte, Victor
Lockhart, William
Lockhart, David
Loiseau, Joseph
Looniis, Augustus
Loorais, Frank R.
Lorange, Amie
Lorange, Louis, 2d.
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Loranger, J. Bte.
Loranger, Alfred
Loranger, Henry 2d.
Loranger, Henry
Loranger, John
Loranger, Alfred, 3d.
Loranger, Frank
Lortie, Ferdina
Lucas, James S.
Lucier, Francois
iiucier, Alfred
Lucier, Joseph
Lucier, Henry
Lucier, Joseph
Lundgreen, John
Lusignan, Alfred
Lusignan, H. W.
Macnie, Alex.
Iviahoney, Francis
Mallinson, Thomas
Maloney, Michael
Maloney, James T.
Mandeville, Napoleon
Mandeville, Anthime
Mandeville, Noel
Mandeville, Pierre
Mandeville, Joseph
Mandeville, Michael
Marchesault, Narcisse
Marchesault, Willie
Marchesault, Narcisse, Jr.
Marcy, Thomas
Marcy, E. F.
Martel, Napoleon
Martel, Charles, 2d.
Martel, Alfred
Martel, Ernest
Martel, Roderic
Martin, J. Bte.
Martin, Joseph
Martin, Napoleon
Martin, Arestide
Martin, Arthur
Mathieu, Isaire
Mathieu, Homer
Mathieu, Fehx
Matte, Damasse
Mattison, G. F.
McDonald, Joseph, 2d
McDonald, William
McDonald, William, 2d
McFarland, Robert
McGrail, Michael J.
McGrail, William J.
McGrath, Joseph
McGuirk, Richard
McGuirk, Ed. J.
McGilles, M. A.
McKinstry, Alfred
McKinstry, Adam V.
McManus, Chris.
Menard, Noe
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Metevier, Alfred
Meunier, Louis
Miller, Charles
Milaire, George
Minns, William F.
Montminy, Moise
Montminy, Ludger J.
Montminy, Alfred
Montminy,Lndger
Montminy, Ludger, 2d
Montminy, Alexandre
Moore, Wilfred J.
Moore, Charles
Moore, H. G.
Morgan, Thomas
Morin, Eugene
Morin, Joseph
Morin, Philias
Morin, Joseph, 2d
Morin, Pierre
Morin, Alfred, 2d.
Morin, Tranquille
Morin, Alfred
Morin, Francois
Morin, Joseph, 4th.
Morris, T. J.
Morris, A. J.
Morrissey, Martin
Morrissey, James, Jr.
Morrissey, Patrick
Morrissey, James
Morrissey, John F.
Morrissey, John
Morrissey, Richard P.
Morrissey, James F. 2d.
Morrissey, Patrick
Morrissey, Thomas
Morrissey, T. F.
Morrissey, Martin
Morrissey, James
Moussette, Albert
MulhuUand, Mc.
Murphy, Dennis
Murphy, James
Nadeau, J. Bte.
Nadeau, J. Bte. 2d.
Nadeau, A. J.
Noel, Ernest
Nolan, Thomas P.
Nolan, Wilfred
Normandain, Joseph
Normandain, Sylvan
Normandain, George
O'Brien, William
O'Brien, Michael R.
O'Brien, Ed. J.
O'Brien, William
O'Conner, P. J.
O'Conner, M. L.
O'Conner, L. A.
O'Keefe, Patrick J.
O'Keefe, Michael
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O'Keefe, John
O'Keefe, Patrick H.
O'Keefe, Patrick J. 2d
Olson, Peter
Openshaw, Samuel
Ostrander, E. H.
Page, Jos., 2d
Paquin, Alfred
Paquin, Omer
Paradis, Phillippe
Parent, Alphonse
Parent, Joseph
Porrittie, Louis
Parker, Wm.
Patenaude, Julien
Patenaude, Ozais
Patenaude, David
Patenaude, David, 2d
Patenaude, Louis
Paul, Louis
Paulhus, Eli
Paulhus, Edward
Peck, John, 2d
Peck, Geo.
Peck, Richard
Peck, Richard, Jr.
Peck, Henry
Peck, John
Peck, Napoleon
Peland, Hormidas
Peloquin, Pierre, Jr.
Peloquin, Narcisse 2d
Peloquin, Pierre 2d
Pelequin, Joseph P.
Peloquin, Pierre
Peloquin, Edmond P.
Peloquin, Narcisse
Peloquin, Paul
Peloquin, Noel, Jr.
Peloquin,* Evariste
Peloquin, Arthur
Pelletier, Paul Jr.
Pelletier, Paul
Perkins, E. S.
Perron, Michael, Jr.
Perry, Albert
Peters, Charles
Petit, Stanislas
Petit, Arthur
Phaneuf, Remi
Phillips, John P.
Phaneuf, Vertume
Pinsonneault, J Bte.
Pinsonneault, Zephir
Pinsonneault, Joseph, Jr.
Pinsonneault, Joseph 2d
Plante, Stanislas
Plante, Pierre
Plasse, Zepherian
Pleau, Onezime
Porrier, Joseph
Porrier, Edward
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Porrier, Hector
Porrier, Pierre
Porrier, Alexander
Porrier, Bernard
Potter, Leander
Potvin, Louis
Potvin, Philorum
Potvin, Joseph
Pomerat, C. M.
Poulin, Magloire
Powers, Stephen
Powers, Christopher
Proulx, Adolphe
Proulx, Basile
Proulx, Benjamin
Proulx, Maxim
e
Proulx, Dosite
Proulx, David
Proulx, Joseph D.
Proulx, Joseph D. Jr.
Proulx, Pierre
Proulx, Josaphat
Proulx, Albert
Proulx, J. Bte.
Provost, Charles
Provost, Maxime
Provost, John
Provost, Wilfred
Provost, Ludger
Quinby, C. E.
Renaud, Joseph R.
Renaud, Joseph
Renaud, Francois
Reynolds, E. D.
Rheaume, Emery
Richard, Joseph
Richard, Joseph 2d.
Richard, George
Richard, Fortuna
Richard, Emile J.
Riley, Luke
Rinquette, Phihpe
Riopel, Ovila
Robert, Joseph
Robidoux, Narcisse
Robidoux, Geoffrey
Robidoux, Honore
Robidoux, Narcisse, Jr.
Robillard, J. Albert
Robillard, Louis
Robinson, Wm.
Rose, H. C.
Rouquin, Romie
Ruel, Louis N.
Ryan, Thomas H.
Ryan, Andrew F.
Ryan, Thomas, Jr.
Ryan, John F.
Ryan, Thomas F.
Ryan, Thomas, 2d
Ryan, M. E.
Ryan, John
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Ryan, William
Eyan, James T.
Sansouci, J. O.
Sansouci, Adelard
Savage, Joseph H.
Savage, Charles
Savaria, Arthur
Schomburg, O. G.
Sedden, G. W.
SeekiDs, C. B.
Senecal, Joseph
Senecal, Arthm-
Senecal, Ernest
, Senecal, Henry J.
Senecal, Narcisse
Senecal, Arthur 2d
Sharp, Samuel
Shea, John
Shepard, Wm. A.
Sheridan, Edward J.
Sheridan, Patrick
Simmonds, J. O.
Simpson, Adelard
Skog, Nelson 0.
Slattery, David
Smith, Merton C.
Smith, C. Frank
Smith, Joseph W.
Smith, Charles 2d.
Smith, H.
Stave, Abraham
St. Germain, Amede
St. George, Fehx
St. Martin, Narcisse, Jr.
St. Martin, Honore, Jr.
St. Martin, Alphonse
St. Onge, Vitalien
St. Pierre, Antoiiie
St. Pierre, Adolphe
Sullivan, Eugene J.
Surprenant, Pierre
Tavernier, Harvey
Taylor, Wm. P.
Tessier, Pierre
Tetrault, David
Tetrault, Jacques
Tatrault, Henry
Tatrault, Pierre
Tatrault, Phihpbert
Thayer, Everett E.
Theriault, Cleophas
Th(;riault, Theodore
Theriacgue, Joseph Jr.
Therrien, Joseph
Thebault, Raoul
Thompson, Geo. L.
Tobin, John
Trahan, Jacque
Trahan, Arthur
Tremblay, Napoleon, Jr.
Tremblay, Arthur S.
Tremblay, Jules
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Tremblay, Ovila
Tremblay, Trefle
Tremblay, Joseph, 2d
Tremblay, J. Bte.
Tremblay, Philias
Tremblay, Adelard
Tremblay, Philias, 2d.
Tremblay, Joseph, 3d.
Tremblay, Francois A. "
Tremblay, H. H.
Tremblay, Julius J.
Tremblay, Arthur E.
Troye, Thomas T.
Troye, Michael
Truchon, Henry
Truchon, Joseph
Trudel, Joseph
Travenier, J. Bte.
Vaelker, Louis
Vandale, Edward
Varin, Joseph
Verboncoeur, Zac.
Viau, Joseph
Ward, James T.
Ward, Martin
Waterall, Thomas
Watier, Alfred
Watrous, Dwight
Webber, E. J.
Webber, E. G.
Weishart, Bert.
Weld, Benjamin
Welch, Micliael, 2d
Welch, Michael F.
Whalen, James M.
Whalen, Paul, Jr.
White, Joseph
White, Charles W.
WiUiams, F. P.
Winquist, Ernest
Winn, Harold C.
Woodcock. William
Young, Art. E.
Young, W. A.
Yates, Richard
Yanson, Charles.
TOWN WARRANT
Worcester, ss. To either of the Constables of the
Town of Southbridge, in the County of Worcester,
GREETING
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts you are hereby requested to notify the inhabitants
of the Town of Southbridge, aforesaid, qualified to
vote in Town Affairs, to meet in the Town Hall in said
Southbridge, on Monday the third day of April at nine-
o'clock in the forenoon, to act on the following articles
:
Article 1. To choose a moderator to preside at
said meeting.
Art. 2. To choo&e by ballot all necessary town
officers for the ensuing year, viz. : Clerk, Treasurer,
Selectmen, Overseers of Poor, Collector of Taxes, Board
of Health, Assessors, School Committee, Auditors of
Accounts, Cemetery Committee, Library Committee, a
Sinking Fund Commissioner, a Sewer Commissioner, a
Highway Surveyor and Constables.
Art. 3. To vote by ballot *'Yes" or "No" in an-
swer to the question *'Shall license be granted for the
sale of intoxicating liquors in this town ? "
Art. 4. To hear the reports of the Auditors of
Accounts, Treasurer, Clerk, Selectmen, Library Com-
mittee, etc., and act thereon.
Art. 5. To raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary to pay town debts and
charges the ensuing year, or act thereon.
Art. 6. To see if the town will allow a discount
on taxes paid within a certain period, or aet thereon.
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Art. 7. To see if the town will authorize the
Treasurer to *borrow such sums of money in anticipa-
tion of taxes as will be found necessary to meet the
current expenses of the year, or act thereon.
Art. 8. To see if the town will accept the list of
jurors as posted and presented by the selectmen, or
act thereon.
Art. 9. To see if the town will vote to pay the
engine men for the ensuing year, or act anything
thereon.
Art. 10. To see if the town will vote to construct
a sewer on Union, Cross and a portion of Main streets
and covering the section lying between Main and
Hamilton streets, raise' and appropriate money there-
for or act thereon.
Art. 11. To see if the town will accept the report
of the Committee on by-laws
;
adopt the by-laws as
reported, and approve of the rules and regulations of
the several Boards making such rules and regulations,
as set forth in the report of the committee, or act
thereon.
Art. 12. To see if the town will vote to establish
an incandescent light at the corner of Litchfield and
Poplar streets, raise and appropriate money therefor
or act thereon.
Art. 13. To see if the town will authorize the
Selectmen to sell the old Engine House at Globe Vil-
lage ; also the land corner of Union and Oliver streets,
formerly used as a school house lot. If in their judg-
ment it is advisable for the town to do so, or act there-
on.
Art. 14. To see if the town will complete the re^
location of South street, as decreed by the countv com-
missioners, raise and appropriate money therefor, or
•act thereon.
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Art. 15. To see if the town will vote to discon-
tinue Walnut street beyond a point twenty-five and
four-fifths feet from Main street, or act thereon.
Art. 16. To see if the town will vote to establish
two incandescent lights on Pine street, between Ed-
wards and Main streets, raise and appropriate money
therefor, or act the i eon.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will purchase a stone
crusher, raise and appropriate money therefor, or act
thereon.
Art. 18. To see if the town will vote to build a
concrete sidewalk, stone curbing, on the westerly side
of Mechanics street, beginning at the coiner of North
and Mechanics streets and running through to Charl-
ton street, raise and appropriate money therefor, or
act thereon.
Art. 19. To see if the town will vote to accept
the street so called, Olney avenue, running through
from Mechanics street to Worcester street, raise and
appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 20. To see if the town will vote to extend
Lovely street to School street, raise and appropriate
money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 21. To see if the town will establish eight
incandescent lights along Eastford road from estate of
Wm. Chicoine to estate of Jerome JohnsoD, raise
and appropriate money theiefor, or act thereon.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to accept
the provisions of chapter 19 of the revised laws of the
Commonwealth relative to placing the police force and
the fire force, or either of them under the Civil Service
act, or act thereon.
Art. 23. To see if the town will raise and appro-
priate the sum of $5,000 to pay the police force for the
ensuing year, or act thereon.
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Art. 24. To see if the town will lay out a load
-over land of Ellen J. Bartholomew, from Main street
to Pine street, to be bounded on the north by land of
Emanuel Lauziere, Isadore Leblanc and Magloire Noel,
and on the south by land of Chester Pezetti, Michael
Dumas and Narcisse Leblanc, raise and appropriate
money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 25. To see if the town will construct a road
at the southerly end of Goddard court ; thence south-
erly over land of Charles E. Wilson to Dresser street,
raise and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 26. To see if the town will establish an arc
light at the corner of Charlton and Gulf streets, raise
and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 27. To see if the town will establish an in-
candescent light on the street leading from West Main
street, and known as the "Old High^vay to Sturbridge,"
raise and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 28. To see if the town will vote to build
culverts on Coombs street sufficient to drain said street;
also to see if the town will vote to build gravel side-
walks on both sides of said street, raise and appropri-
ate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 29. To see if the town will establish an in-
candescent light at the corner of North and Foster
streets, raise and appropriate money therefor, or act
thereon.
Art. 30. To see if the town will establish a drink-
ing fountain at the corner of Crane and River streets,
raise and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 31. To see if the town will vote to construct
a sewer on Mill street from River to Fisk and on Fisk
street from Mill northerly to land of Patrick Moriarty.
Raise and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
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Art. 32. To see if the town will establish three
incandescent lights on Main street, between the junction
of Main and Mechanics streets and Woodstock road at
Fort Sumter, raise and appropriate money therfor, or
act thereon.
Art. 33. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appiopriate the sum of $1,900, for a Combination
Chemical and Hose wagon or act thereon.
Art. 34. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Treasurer to transfer from Westville Bridge $47.50,
from Culverts $526.75, Town Hall retaining wall
$425.26, to unappropriated funds, and from unappro-
priated funds to Central Street Bridge $2.75, or act
thereon.
Art. 35. To see if the town wall fix the compen-
sattion for town officials, laborers and teams, or act
thereon.
Art. 36. To see if the tow^i will vote to build a
Culvert at the junction of School and Water streets,
raise and appropriate money, or act thereon.
Art. 37. To see if the town will establish one in-
candescent light on Woodstock road at junction with
Golf street so-called, raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 38. To see if the town will vote to construct
a sewer commencing at end of present sewer on Lens
or North streets extending along Mechanics street and
Worcester street as far north as present water pipes
and south to Charlton street, and east along Charlton
street to connect w^ith sewer on Mechanics street, raise
and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 39. To see if the tow^n will vote an appro-
priation for the observance of Memorial Day, or act
thereon.
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Art. 40. To see if the town will allow the South-
bridge Water supply Co. to raise the road leading past
the late residence of Mrs. Cleantha Chamberlain
and also the old road leading from the Harrison Har-
wood place to the residence of the late J. W. Goodell,
or act thereon.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by
publishing an attested copy thereof twice in the South-
bridge Press, and Herald, the first publication being
not less than nine days next prec eding the day of the
meeting,—or by posting up such attested copies in
four conspicuous public places within the town, at
least nine days, including Sundays,—before the day of
holding said meeting. The polls will be open at 9
o'clock A. M. and close at 4 o'clock P. M.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this War-
rant with your doings thereon to the Town Clerk at
the time and place hereinbefore named.
Given under our hands this 18th day of March A.
D., 1905.
CALVIN D. PAIGE, ) Selectmen
C. FRED HILL, } of
ALEXIS BOYER, Jr., ) Southbridge.
A true copy attest:
A. M. HIGGINS, Constable.
PRINTER^S ERRATA.
The last two items on page 14 should read as follows :—
Town hall retaining wall, material, $22 25
curbing?, 2 50
$24 75
In the table of accounts, the item "Fire Department" should
read :—
Appropriations and receipts, $3,185 40
Expenditures, 2,942 14
Unexpended, $243 2(i
This account is correct in the auditor's report, page 85.
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